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Executive	Summary	
Since the start up in 1965, MHG has experienced a significant economic growth. The company has 

become the largest producer of Atlantic salmon, where they control approximately 30% of the global 

market. They attain a fully integrated value chain, which covers the salmon’s entire life cycle.  

 

The global aquaculture industry has been characterized by strong growth the past years. The cyclical 

nature of the industry and the supply-demand relationship has resulted in a highly volatile spot price of 

salmon. The industry has been further characterized with a high degree of consolidation, disease 

outbreaks and globalization 

 

Our analysis revealed that the supply side is faced with numerous challenges in the years to come. 

Based on low growth in smolt releases, a decline in standing biomass, mass mortalities in Chile and 

disease outbreaks in Norway, we expect a decline in supply for the short-term. The overall demand of 

Atlantic salmon has steadily increased the past years, and this trend is expected to continue. Short term 

demand is expected to increase, due to the drop in global supply combined with a favorable exchange 

rates. For the long term, we believe the situation in Chile and Norway will normalize resulting in more 

stable supply and prices of Atlantic salmon.  

 

Most of the variations in MHG’s ROIC and profit margin is due to changes in core operations, as the 

turnover rate on invested capital have been fairly stable. Furthermore, our common size analysis 

revealed that exchange rate effects, combined with increased raw material prices have led to increased 

cost of feed. In addition, increased salary cost and cost related to disease outbreaks had a major impact 

on the company’s profitability the past few years. 

 

As the industry is experiencing strong demand, harvest volumes and salmon prices are the company’s 

main revenue drivers. Based on a multiple regression 84,1% of the variations in salmon price is 

explained by changes in supply and demand. Our strategic analysis showed a negative relation 

between supply growth and increased salmon prices and a positive relation in salmon prices with 

demand growth.  

 

In order to determine the MHG’s share price per 01.04.2016 we applied the DCF-and EVA 

framework. Both these models yielded a price of 174,115 NOK per share. The company’s shares 

currently trade at 128,10 NOK. Based on this, we believe that MHG is undervalued and could 

potentially yield an upside of 35,9%. This would imply a buy recommendation to potential investors.  

Lastly, our sensitivity analysis uncovered that MHG share price is highly sensitive to changes in 

salmon price, harvest volumes, cost of materials and WACC. Where changes in salmon price had the 

largest impact on share price.  
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1.Introduction	and	Motivation	
The aim for this thesis is to perform a strategic-and financial analysis in order to conduct a valuation 

of the Norwegian fish farming company Marine Harvest.  The motivation for writing this thesis is 

based on several factors. Throughout the study program FIN, we have acquired theoretical knowledge 

with regards to finance and investments.  We believe a valuation of Marine Harvest would combine 

knowledge, principles and insight gained from several courses in our study program. This will allow 

us to apply theories and models in a more practical context. In addition, new experiences and 

enormous learning benefits will be obtained.  

 

As we both are born and raised in Norway, we wanted to acquire in depth knowledge about an 

industry, which is and will remain important for the Norwegian economy. As we have previously 

written about the petroleum industry in our undergraduate, a natural choice was the fish farming 

industry in Norway. Since the advent of commercial salmon farming around 1970, the aquaculture 

industry has grown to become an industry of major importance.1 The Norwegian salmon production 

has more than tripled since 1998, and the industry has become a central part of the Norwegian 

economy. Norway accounts for approximately 54% of the worlds cultivated salmon, making the 

country the world largest producer of Atlantic salmon. Norway exported salmon for 47,7 billion NOK 

in 2015, which was an increase of 9 percent or 3.9 billion compared to 2014 and is the highest export 

value of salmon ever.2  Salmon is the second largest industry after petroleum. 

 

The industry has been characterized by volatile salmon price and high degree of consolidation, disease 

outbreaks and globalization. MHG has been involved in all these market developments, and has 

become the world largest producer of Atlantic salmon with operations in 23 countries.  

1.1	Problem	statement	

The purpose of this thesis is to determine the value of Marine Harvest Group by adopting various 

valuation techniques. Our findings will be summarized in a recommendation to potential investors. 

The following problem statement is formulated:  

                     

What is the estimated value of a single share in Marine Harvest per 01.04.2016, compared to the 

current market price of the shares trading at Oslo Stock Exchange? 

 

Based on the problem statement above, our aim will be to arrive at the best estimate for 

MHG equity value per 01.04.2016. This will be conducted through a thorough fundamental analysis of 

MHG and the company’s environment. Based on publicly available information, such as annual and 

                                                   
1	Fisheries.no 2016-Aquaculture 
2 Seafood 2016-Laks og Ørret for 50 milliarder i 2015	
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quarterly reports, industry reports and news articles etc. We will perform a strategic and financial 

analysis, which combined will form the basis for our forecasted value drivers. This forecast will form 

the basis for our valuation. At the end, we will give a buy, hold or sell recommendation for potential 

investors.  

1.2	Sub-questions	
The thesis is divided into different sub-sections in order to create the best possible overview for the 

reader. To answer the problem statement in a structured way, each section will answer sub-questions 

with relevance to the main problem statement. Our findings will be summarized in the sub-conclusions 

along the way, whereupon these are combined into a main conclusion that answers the overarching 

problem statement. 

	

MHG and the farming industry 
In order to conduct a solid and credible valuation of MHG, it’s essential to obtain a thorough 

understanding of the company, as well as the industry in which the company operates within.  

It is therefore important to uncover MHG current company structure and position in the market and 

create an impression of how the company will respond to changes in the environment. It is also 

important to obtain an understanding of the value chain and their products. 

• What characterize MHG 's business model and strategy? 

• What characterizes the fish farming industry, and how has it evolved? 

• What are the central components included in the value chain and how has profitability 

evolved? 

	
Strategic analysis 
The strategic analysis is intended to determine the non-financial drivers that may influence MHG 

share price. In order to investigate how MHG is affected by external and internal factors, a thorough 

analysis of micro-and macroeconomic factors is implemented. First, the macroeconomic factors are 

examined with a particular focus on supply and demand, as this relation is of vital importance for the 

industry. Then we examined the competitive nature and attractiveness of the industry. For internal 

analysis MHG resources is analyzed. 

 
• How is the salmon price determined? 

• What macroeconomic factors impacts on MHG turnover? 

• How can the industry attractiveness be described? 

• Do MHG attain a competitive advantage relative to its closest competitors? 
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Financial analysis 
The purpose with the financial statement analysis is to obtain insight about historical levels and trends 

in key financial value drivers.3  MHG’s performance will be compared with a selected peer group. 

Historical performance is not necessarily the best indicator for the future periods, but it may be used as 

a relevant reference and represent an important indicator in our forecast for future performance. 

• How has MHG performed historically and relative to its peers? 

• How has MHG costs evolved compared to the industry? 

• Is MHG financially capable to pay its bills or carry out profitable investments? 

 

Forecasting 
The strategic-and financial analysis forms the basis for the forecast. As the share price is highly 

sensitive to the assumptions made in the forecast, it’s important to thoroughly analyze both the 

forecasting horizon and terminal period.  

• How will key revenue value drivers develop during the forecasted horizon? 

• How will key value drivers and cost figures evolve during the forecasted horizon? 

• How will the main balance figures evolve during the forecasted horizon? 

• What is the long-term growth prospects for Marine Harvest? 

	
Valuation 
Forecasting is the foundation for valuation. There exist a number of valuation models, which are based 

on various assumptions. Model selection may have a major impact on the estimated value of the 

company, it is therefore normal practice to use a combination of present value models and multiples. 

As the forecast is based on the strategic and financial analysis, it might be biases due to subjectivity.  

It is therefore essential to conduct sensitivity analyzes in order to illustrate how changes in input 

parameters affect the estimated value of the firm. 

 

• What discount rate best reflects the opportunity cost by investing in MHG? 

• Which valuation models are appropriate to valuate MHG? 

• What is the estimated share price of MHG when applying such valuations methods? 

• How is MHG priced compared to its peer companies? 

• How sensitive is MHG share price to changes in essential input? 

                                                   
3		C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p. 194	
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1.3	Methodology	
This section will explain the overall methodology, collection of data and the structure of the paper 

(research design). This will allow the reader to get a clearer image of how the problem statement will 

be solved.  

 

Collection of data 
Our thesis is written from an investors point of view. Therefore, this paper is solely based on public 

available information.  The data includes both qualitative and quantitative information, as our 

valuation is based on our strategic-and financial analysis.  

 

The primary source of information has been Marine Harvest’s and the comparable companies’ annual 

reports. In order to obtain statistical information regarding prices and other required information, we 

applied databases such as: Yahoo Finance, Bloomberg, Datastream, Thomson One Baker, Reuters, 

SSB, Fish pool and Marketline.  In addition, to obtain industry specific information we have applied 

governmental and department webpages including; Directorate of Fisheries and Institute of Marine 

Research. This information has been further supplemented with newspapers articles, appropriate 

webpages, companies own webpages and market reports from leading investment banks, World Bank, 

UN, Kontali and Marine Harvest. Furthermore, to have a correct theoretical foundation in our paper, 

we have applied academic books and articles. We believe that these resources combined, has enabled 

us to obtain sufficient information and knowledge to perform a reasonable valuation of MHG.  

 

In order to ensure reliability and validity of the thesis, we had a critical approach to the collected data. 

We have after best knowledge avoided resources we deem as unreliable. With regards to the use 

webpages it’s important that these are thoroughly and critically assessed. This is due to the fact that 

some information might be biased by the writers own subjective beliefs. Based on this, web page 

articles are mostly obtained by well-respected financial papers or industry specific webpages. Other 

secondary sources such as annual reports, market reports, databases, academic books and articles are 

all considered to have high reliability.  

1.4	Delimitation	

Due to limited time and size restrictions, several delimitations was imposed in our thesis. All these are 

listed below. 

 
• The thesis is solely based on public information as its written from an external investors 

perspective.  
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• Throughout this paper, we will not emphasize or give detailed description over the models 

which are applied, other than what we consider to be necessary. Therefore, it is assumed that 

the reader has general knowledge and understanding of the models applied. 

• The focus will be solely on Atlantic salmon, as this is Marine Harvest’s main source of 

revenue 

• Revenue from other species than salmon, are disregarded in this thesis both for Marine 

Harvest and the peer group. 

• Even though, we examine several different salmon prices, the Norwegian salmon price is 

applied in our forecast, as this represent two thirds of the global market and the price 

differences are relatively small. 

• A 11-year historical period is applied in our financial statement analysis, as we want to 

examine how analyzed companies perform before, during and after a normal cycle in the 

industry. 

• WACC is considered to be constant, throughout the forecasted horizon, which is a normal 

delimitation applied in valuation. This is primarily based on uncertainties in future estimates, 

and that a different approach should only yield marginal differences. 

• Only information up until the 1st of April 2016 is applied in this thesis. 

• We have chosen not to forecast future exchange rates. 

2.	Marine	Harvest	Group	and	the	fish	farming	Industry	
Marine Harvest(MHG) is a seafood company, which produces and supplies salmon fish and processed 

seafood. The group controls between 25% and 30% of the global salmon market4 ,making it the 

world’s largest within the fish farming industry. The majority shareholder is the Cypriot ship-owner 

John Fredriksen. Marine Harvest also owns a value added processing unit, which prepares and 

distributes a range of seafood products, and a number of smaller divisions.5 The firm operates in 

America, Asia and Europe. Their headquarter is located in Bergen, Norway and employs around 

11,715 people.6 MHG is currently listed at both Oslo Børs (OSEBX) –and New York Stock 

Exchange(NYSE).  

2.1	History	of	Marine	Harvest	Group	
Marine Harvest N.V. was founded in Lochailort, Scotland in 1965, changing names and owners 

several times before being acquired by Pan Fish ASA in 2006. Pan Fish AS was founded in 1992.7 

From 1992 to 1997, the company carried out a number of acquisitions both in Norway and 

                                                   
4	http://advantage.marketline.com.esc-web.lib.cbs.dk/Product?pid=C925D15B-B3FA-44B6-BBE7-97F6864E7492 
5 www.wikipedia.com- Marine Harvest 
6 Marketline 2016- Company Profile Marine Harvest ASA, p.3 
7 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.208 
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internationally8.  Pan Fish acquired Fjord Seafood ASA in 2006, and changed its name to Marine 

Harvest ASA in 2007. The new company were listed on Oslo Stock Exchange (OSEBX) in same year 

under the ticker MHG. In 2013 the company consolidated Morpol within the group by acquiring 90% 

of the shares.  

 
Company structure 
Marine Harvest has operations in 23 countries and structured the majority of its operations in three 

business areas: Feed, Farming and Sales and Marketing. The Feed factory is located in Norway. The 

Group’s farming activities are located in Norway, Scotland, Canada, Chile, Ireland and the Faroe 

Islands. Sales and Marketing is composed of three operating segments: Markets, Value added Products 

Europe and Morpol.	9 

 
Feed 
Marine Harvest’s feed operation commenced commercial production in July 2014. Feed’s Operational 

EBIT totaled NOK 47.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2014, compared with NOK -22.9 

million in 2013. During its first six months in operation the plant produced 128,807 tons of feed for 

MHG Norwegian farming units, and in the fourth quarter the company is more than 60% self-

sufficient in feed in Norway.10  The major cost elements when producing salmonid feed are the raw 

materials required. The feed producers have historically operated on cost-plus contracts, leaving the 

exposure of raw material prices with the aquaculture companies.    

	
Farming 
The farming business area consists of farming of 

salmon as well as primary processing and filleting 

activities. The fish farming operations are located in 

Norway (four regions), Ireland, Chile, Scotland, Canada 

and The Faroe Island. The salmon farming production 

cycle is approximately 3 years and covers the salmon’s 

entire life cycle from egg to harvestable size. Where the 

growth of the fish is heavily dependent on the seawater 

temperatures, which varies by time of year and across 

regions.11 The majority of Marine Harvest’s fish 

farming activities is located in Norway as illustrated by 

the graph. 

                                                   
8 Marketline 2016- Company profile Marine Harvest ASA, p.3 
9 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.200 
10 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.46 
11 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.29 
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Source: MHG Annual report p.29,own  creation

	

Figure 1: Harvest Divided by countries 
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2.1.2.3	Sales	and	marketing	
As mentioned Sales and marketing is composed of three operating segments. 
 
Markets is primarily focused on activities related to the sales of Marine Harvest processed products 

obtained from the fish farming business. The segment also includes logistics and delivery to customers 

and internal secondary processing operations both 

in and outside Europe.12 

 
Value-added products Europe deals with the 

secondary processing and value-added operations 

in Northern-Europe. The segment is also 

responsible for the sales of the end product. 

 

Morpol primarily focus in on the secondary 

processing of seafood for Continental-Europe13.		

 
Vision and Strategy 
 
Marine Harvest’s vision is ‘’ leading the blue revolution’’.  
 

MHG’s vision reflects the company’s desire to contribute to increased production of food from the 

ocean. As well as the firm’s aim to be a world-leading, integrated producer of seafood proteins.14  To 

achieve this vision, MHG has defined the following four core values: trust, share, passion and change. 

MHG believes that passion for the company and its products is a major contributor to the firm’s 

success. Through change MHG is continuously trying to improve their products and operations, but 

also adapt to changing market conditions.  The third value, ‘’trust’’ is essential for the company. MHG 

aim is to provide safe, delicious and healthy food and deliver on their promises.15 MHG believe in 

sharing knowledge and experience, be open and transparent with key stakeholders globally. 

 
Strategy 
	

Figure	3:Marine	Harvest	Volumes	

 
Source:	Marine	Harvest	annual	report	p.14	 

                                                   
12 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.200 
13 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.46 
14 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.9 
15 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.15	

56% 
41% 
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MH Fresh Salmon 
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Source:	MHG	Annual	report,	Own	crea5on	
	

	

Figure	2:	sales	overview 
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As illustrated by the figure above, MHG ambition is to be a leading, fully integrated producer of 

proteins from the ocean. The company aims to be the leader in three key areas – salmon feed, salmon 

farming and in meeting the needs of the market. By integrating the entire value chain, they can control 

the products from feed to fork, and be more proactive in addressing challenges related to sustainable 

feed, farming and value added processing.	16	

	

Ownership 
Table	1:	MHG's	Shareholders	

Name of shareholder Number of shares Shares in percentage 
Geveran	Trading	Co	Ltd	 105 267 531 25,65% 
Folketrydfondet	 38 276 283 9,33% 
Clearstream	Banking	S.a.	 15 620 464 3,81% 
Citibank,N.a.	 13 769 783 3,36% 
State	Street	Bank	And	Trust	Co.	 10 698 920 2,61% 
DnB	Bank	ASA	 5 981 788 1,46% 
Geveran	Trading	Co	Ltd	 5 444 072 1,33% 
State	Street	Bank	and	Trust	Co	 5 179 503 1,26% 
Source:	own	creation,	proff.no			

The table above illustrates Marine Harvest’s largest shareholders. As shown by the table, Geveran 

Trading Co Ltd is the majority shareholder, holding approximately 25,65 % of the shares. Geveran 

Trading Co. Ltd, is indirectly controlled by trusts established by billionaire John Fredriksen for the 

benefit of his family.17 Numerous financial institutions and other private investors currently hold the 

rest of the shares.   

 
Historical Performance 
As illustrated by the graph below, MHG revenue has been gradually increasing over the analyzed time 

period, with the exception of a strong increase in 2013-2014. The main driver behind this increase was 

record high spot price of salmon, strong demand in Europe and the acquisition of Morpol. This 

acquisition enabled MHG to significantly increase their revenues in the VAP segment. This could be 

further illustrated by observing Marine Harvests sales growth for the period. Going from a negative 

sales growth of approximately -5%, to a positive sales growth of 24,3% in 2013 and 33% in 2014. By 

examining the graph, it can also be viewed that the company’s revenue is correlated with the invested 

capital. As you can see, the invested capital has remained fairly stable through the period 2008 to 

2012. However, in 2013 the invested capital increased significantly due to large investments to 

construct their own feed plant and the acquisition of Morpol.  

                                                   
16 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.14 
17 http://www.fis.com/fis/companies/details.asp?l=e&company_id=165106	
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																	Figure	4:	MHG's	historical	performance	

 
																		

										Source:	MHG	annual	reports	2008-2014,	own	creation		

 

With biological issues in Chile, low prices in the US market, restructuring costs in the UK and a 

challenging currency situation, Norway and the Faroes were the only regions with meaningful margins 

in 2015(illustrated in the figure below).  We expect the situation to gradually normalize towards 2017 

and hence view 2017 as a more representative year to showcase Marine Harvest’s true earnings power. 

 

 
														Figure	5:	Marine	Harvest	regional	EBIT/kg	

 
																Source:	DNB	markets,	Equity	research		1	
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2.2	Industry	

Historical development 
The main focus of this section is to provide the readers with a clear insight to the aquaculture industry, 

and in particular the fish farming industry.  We will start our discussion with some general finding 

before examining the Norwegian and global market.  

																																																											Figure	6:	Developments	in	wild-and	farmed	salmon	

 

Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p29	 

 In this thesis we will primarily focus on Atlantic salmon, as its MHG main source of revenues.18 

Although salmon are available from both wild and farmed sources, the majority of  salmon production 

is farmed, as illustrated by the graph above. Farming takes place in large nets in sheltered waters such 

as fjords or bays. 19 

The aquaculture industry started in the early 1970’s in Norway, when the production was moved from 

land based productions facilities into floating cages in the ocean. This led to reduced production costs, 

a more efficient growth environment and reduced risks for the market participants. Norway is the 

world’s leading producer of Atlantic salmon and the second largest seafood exporter in the world20. 

The Norwegian aquaculture production has now reached over 1.4 million tons a year, of which over 

99% is salmon and trout, with farming across the nation in over 160 sites. The Norwegian salmon 

production has more than tripled since 1998, and the industry has become a central part of the 

Norwegian economy. Norway rapidly became one of the world’s leading producers within the fish 

farming industry. Through the past five decades the industry evolved from a trial stage to a research 

based production industry with an enormous value creation.21 The industry is especially interesting, as 

                                                   
18 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.29 
19	Marine	Harvest,	Salmon	Industry	Handbook	2015,	p.5	
20http://www.eurofish.dk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=119%3Anorway&catid=37&Itemid=59 
21 Marketline 2016-Aquaculture in Norway, p.2 
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it is one of the few areas where Norway possesses a leading position in the market as well as in 

experience and expertise. 

The global aquaculture industry has been growing strongly in recent years, the supply of Atlantic 

salmon has increased by 428% since 1994 (annual growth of 9%). The annual growth has diminished 

in recent years and the annual growth has been 6% in the period 2004-2014. The background for this 

trend is that the industry has reached a production level where biological boundaries are being 

pushed.22 

Most of the cultured salmon come from Norway (54,04%), Chile,(26,27%) Scotland(7,73%) and 

Canada(5,47%).23 This is due to several factors. A key condition is temperature. The optimal 

temperature range for salmon is between 8 and 14 Celsius. Only a few coastlines have these optimal 

temperatures for fish farming. These coastlines are within certain latitude bands on the Northern and 

Southern hemisphere illustrated by the picture below.24 

 
																																																																			Figure	7:	Coastlines	which	farm	Atlantic	salmon	

 
																																																									Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p29	1Handbook,	p19		

Historically, the salmon industry has been made up by many small firms. As illustrated below, this has 

been the case in Norway, and to some degree in Scotland and Chile.25 In 1997, 80% of the farmed 

salmon in Norway were produced by 74 of the biggest players in the market. 

During the last decade, the aquaculture industry has witnessed an increasing degree of consolidation 

globally and in Norway.26 This increased consolidation/ M&A activity has resulted in that the 

production to a greater extent is controlled by a few big players, as illustrated by the graph below. This 

phenomenon is not only related to Norway, as you can see the same trend is in Scotland and Chile, 

                                                   
22 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.18 
23 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.5	
24	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.19	
25	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.28 
26 M&A International Inc, The Seafood Industry 2013, p.4	
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where the industry previously was formed by several small firms and are now composed by a few big 

players. However, there is higher level of fragmentation in Norway compared to for example Chile. 

This is due to Norwegian governments policy to decentralize structures and local ownership.27 

 
																													Figure	8:Fragmentation	in	Norway	and	globally	

 
																													Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p29		

The reason for this continuous consolidation in the fish farming industry may be related to an 

increasingly awareness of the need to become more vertically integrated, as this provides greater 

control over production costs as well as the opportunity to cater to the changing demands of 

consumers.28 It also helps the companies’ traceability of their end product, which has become more 

important lately as there has been a greater emphasis on food safety. There has also been a demand for 

better distribution networks and the search for greater margins.  

 
Markets 
																										Figure	9:	Salmon	markets	

 
																									Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p20	

                                                   
27	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.29	
28M&A International Inc, The Seafood Industry 2013, p.9 
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Historically, the main markets for Norway’s salmon production has been EU, Russia and Asia. EU is 

the largest market for Atlantic salmon, and the most important for Norwegian fish farming industry. 

Approximately 60% of all Norwegian seafood is exported to this market29. Russia has been one of 

Norway’s most important single markets and previously had high demand for Norwegian Atlantic 

salmon. The demand has decreased rapidly over the past years due to several factors, which will be 

discussed further in the strategic analysis. 

 

The focus within the aquaculture industry has been on market proximity and developing distribution 

network in nearby markets. This mainly due to the fact that salmon primarily marketed as a fresh 

product, as well as the cost of transportation to foreign markets. In the last decade the industry has 

become more globalized, which has affected Norwegian exporters and the overall competition in the 

market. The Norwegian salmon is now experiencing more competition in continental Europe from the 

Chilean companies.  This has led the Norwegian exporters to seek new markets at greater distance, 

such as Japan and South-east Asia. Even though the American market has shown a steady growth 

since 2010, the Norwegian Atlantic salmon is experiencing fears competition from Japan on the 

American market. 

2.3	Value	Chain	

 
Salmon production cycle 
In order to operate salmon farming, a license is the key prerequisite. The licenses constrain the 

maximum production for each company and the industry as a whole. The license regime varies across 

jurisdictions.30 Fish farming companies in Norway are subject to a large number of regulations.31 
			

			Figure	10:	Seafood	value	chain	

 
			Source:	Marine	Harvest	website		

 

Production and salmon farming is a complex process that is both time-consuming and risky. The 

complete production cycle within the fish farming industry is approximately 3 years, but is slightly 

lower in Chile due to more preferable temperatures.32 During this time period the salmon will go 

                                                   
29 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.8	
30	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.55	
31	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.56	
32	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.31	
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through several phases before it becomes a ready to eat product. All these phases are illustrated in the 

figure above.  

	

The	production	cycle	starts	with,	eggs	kept	in	large	fresh	water	tanks.	These	eggs	will	hatch	into	

alevins	(tiny	fish).	The	alevins	are	kept	inside	these	tanks	until	they	are	large	enough	to	feed	

themselves.33	Once the alevins has grown large enough (around six grams) they are moved to larger 

freshwater tanks or to an open net cage in a lake. The fish now develop into parr and once they weigh 

about 60–80 grams they’re ready to move on to the smolt stage34.	At this point the fish undergoes the 

psychological stage which enables the young salmon to be moved from fresh water over to seawater. 

The smolts are kept in net pens, until they are mature and ready for harvesting. In Norway, smolt is 

mainly released into seawater twice a year.	

	

The salmon is harvested when it weighs approximately 4,5-5kg. This usually is within a year after 

phase 3. The method for harvesting depends on which region the fish farm is located.  The processing 

of harvested fish is carried out in Marine Harvest’s own specialized processing facilities located 

around the world. MHG use various transportation methods to distribute their products. This include 

methods such as road, rail, ship and airfreight. Their priority through all stages of distribution is to 

maintain the freshness and quality of the fish and fish products and to minimize the amount of time 

and miles the salmon travels.35 

 

Marine harvest is in control throughout its value chain from eggs to distribution. This results in a 

greater monitor ability, cost control and enables the company to fulfill changing demands of 

consumers. Which is reflected by Marine Harvests leading position throughout the value chain. 

	
Profitability in the value chain 
In this section we will examine the profitability within the value chain. The main purpose for this 

analysis is to clarify the industry’s profit structure.  This allows us to identify activities, which 

generate satisfying earnings. In order to optimize and integrate the steps in the value chain, companies 

need physical resources in terms of facilities and geographical location, as well as human resources 

that analyze market trends and manage production. Not all players in the market have access to this, 

creating dependence on external suppliers. 

 

However, for the major fish farming companies such as MHG, lack of resources is not deemed as a 

problem.  This allows the big players to achieve competitive advantages, such as economies of scale 

and scope.  The may be the reason why we have witnessed increased consolidation and vertical 
                                                   
33 http://www.marineharvest.no/products/seafood-value-chain/ 
34 http://www.marineharvest.no/products/seafood-value-chain/ 
35 http://www.marineharvest.com/product/seafood-value-chain/ 
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integration within the fish farming industry. Through analyzing the industry’s revenue-and costs 

drives we will examine the profitability of the industry’s value chain.   Our revenue figures are 

retrieved from Kontali, which is an independent world-leading provider of analyses, mainly for 

aquaculture and fishing industry. 36  
	

Revenues 
Market participants obtain more than 49% of the total turnover from farming activities. A direct reason 

why this activity is a major contributor to companies’ total turnover is the strong increase in salmon 

price the past years. The salmon spot price has nearly doubled in the time period 2010-2015, from 

29,04 kr in 2010 to 52,78kr in 2015. In addition, the industry has experienced an increased 

productivity due to technological 

innovations.  

	
Feed 
Most of the feed used in farming of 

Atlantic salmon is produced close to where 

the salmon is farmed. Norway produced 

45% of the global feed directed towards the 

Atlantic salmon segment in 2014 and Chile 

produced 33%37. Historically the fish feed 

industry has been dominated by the three 

producers Skretting, EWOS and BioMAr 

(illustrated in the figure above)38. The 

common factor for these three companies is that they are so called ‘’pure’’ fish feed companies. Their 

value chain only consists of production of fish feed.  But in recent years we have seen an increasing 

trend that fully integrated companies, such MHG have started production of fish feed. Marine Harvest 

commenced production of feed from its new feed plant in mid-2014. The plant’s capacity of 275,000 

tons represents approximately (illustrated in figure) vs. global salmonid feed production of ~3.8 

million tons. 39 There was an increase in the average feed price per kg from 2013 to 2014. The feed 

price went up from $ 9.19 per kg in 2013 to US $ 9.68 per kg in 201440. This is positive for 

companies, which sell fish feed, as they now get higher price for their products. For example, EWOS 

increased their revenues nearly with 156MNOK due to this price increase. But makes it more 

expensive for buyers of feed, as it will now increase their production costs.   

 

                                                   
36	http://www.kontali.no/?div_id=22&pag_id=24	
37 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.41 
38 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.43 
39 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.43 
40 Fiskeridirektoratet-Profitability survey on the production of Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, p.78	

	

			

		Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p43 

	

Figure	11:Salmon	feed	producers 
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 Smolt  
The next key business area we want to highlight is smolt. The reason for this is, that good smolt 

quality is essential for optimal salmon farming. Smolt availability decreased by 12% in 2014 

compared to 2013. This resulted in a price increase from 9,59 NOK in 2013 to 12,52 NOK in 2014 per 

piece of smolt. During this time period the industry experienced a growth in production of salmon, but 

the higher production of fish was not large enough to offset the increase in smolt price per piece.41 

However, major fish farming companies such as MHG produce smolt internally, as its less costly.  

	
Production costs 
The salmon farming industry is a capital intensive, volatile and fragmented, which is affected by many 

external factors.42 

 

For the past decades, the industry has managed to reduce production costs considerably by taking 

advantage of economies of scale and greater vertical integration in the value chain through 

consolidation and automation. The production cost per kg salmon had a positive trend for the past 

three decades. In 1991 the production cost per kg salmon were 30,91 kr, in 2015 the production cost 

per kg had been reduced to 25,69 per kg. Even though the reduction seems significant, production 

costs is highly volatile to changes in the supply-demand relation of salmon, and therefore the salmon 

price. This can be illustrated by examining the salmon price and production costs in 2005. The salmon 

price in 2005 was 21,6kr, which was substantially lower than the price in 2015 of 52,78. This was also 

reflected in an all time low production cost in 2005 of 13,8 per kg. The development in the total 

production costs and salmon price the past 30 years is illustrated by the graph below. By examining 

the graph below, it can be observed that the overall production costs had a steady decline in the 

analyzed time period, with the exception of the past few years. 

 
																					Figure	12:Development	in	salmon	price	and	production	cost	

 
																Source:	Fish	pool	and	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation		
                                                   
41 Fiskeridirektoratet-Profitability survey on the production of Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, p.23 
42 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.37	
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The production costs in the fish farming industry are mainly related to: feed, primary processing, 

smolt, salary, maintenance, well boat, depreciation, sales and marketing and insurance.  A full 

summary of our estimations of the production cost could be found in appendix 4. 

 
Figure	13:Overview	production	cost	

 
Source:	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation	

As illustrated by the graph above, it becomes clear that the cost related to feed accounts for the largest 

part of the production cost. The costs per kg feed has been changing throughout the analyzed period, 

feed generally accounts for approximately 52% of the production costs per kg. Therefore, changes in 

feed costs affects the overall production costs greatly. By analyzing the graph it’s easy to observe that 

the overall production costs are highly correlated with the feed per kg costs.  

 

The production of feed around the world varies as there are large deviations in sea temperature. 

Norway has the largest seasonality in production.43 The feed producers have historically operated on 

cost-plus contracts, leaving the exposure of raw material prices with the aquaculture companies. 

Marine Harvest commenced production of feed from its new feed plant in mid-2014.  By increasing 

the competition in the feed industry, some analytics has expressed a belief of stabilization in the 

market and price of feed.44 

 

The second largest cost contributor related to the production is smolt. As mentioned earlier, the 

industry has experienced a trend towards larger and more integrated companies. This trend has led to 

the big players reducing their costs through economies of scale, forcing the smaller companies to 

become more cost efficient.   This is clearly illustrated by the declining costs per kg of smolt through 

the analyzed time period. The costs per kg smolt has declined from 1986 to 201245. As mentioned in 

the profitability analysis of the value chain, the cost of smolt has increased in recent years. This is also 
                                                   
43 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.42 
44 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.42 
45 Fiskeridirektoratet-Profitability survey on the production of Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, p.42	
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illustrated by the graph. Other production costs are mainly related to repair and maintenance and 

general administration costs. The increase in other operating cost the past few years is mainly caused 

by increased costs related to lice treatment. The combination of increased cost in smolt, feed and 

maintenance cost seems to be the reason behind the overall growth in the production costs.46  
 

Profitability cycles 
The fish farming industry is characterized of being a cyclical industry. The cycles in profitability is 

due to a significant lag/delay between the decision point to increase or decrease production and when 

the finished product reach the market. As mentioned previously these cycles ranges between 2-3 

years47. High margins provide the producers with incentives to increase the supply of salmon, but due 

to the large time interval between start of production and finished products, the market conditions may 

have changed significantly when the end product reach the market. This might lead to overinvestments 

in production, which creates an overflow of supply in the market, resulting in lower prices and smaller 

margins. These low margins may then create signals to reduce investments in production. Companies 

might therefore reduce the production to a point lower than the demand, again creating higher prices 

and larger margins. The industry is regarded as risky on the basis of these cyclical characteristics in 

production and profitability. 

																																			

																																				Figure	14:	Development	in	operating	margin	

 
																																					Source:	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation	

2.4	Peer	group	
In this section we will define MHG’s peer group. This is important, as we want to analyze MHG 

historical performance relative to its peers. The comparable companies will act as a benchmark in our 

strategic-and financial analysis and in our valuation using multiples.  Firstly, it is important that the 

financial statements are based on the same accounting policies. Secondly, the peer group should be 

based on companies with resembling risk profile, which possesses similar core operations within the 

                                                   
46 Fiskeridirektoratet-Profitability survey on the production of Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, p.20 
47 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.23	
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industry. If MHG is compared with companies from other industries, with a different risk profile, a 

comparison of the firm’s return on invested capital (ROIC), or similar performance measures, will not 

be appropriate. 48 

 
To determine MHG’s peer group, we will use OSLO Seafood Index. The OSLO Seafood Index 

comprises a large number of companies with different characters and business concepts, from small 

growth businesses to the world's largest fish farming companies.49 The index consists of total 11 

companies, where 9 of them have listed fish farming as part of their revenues. The companies are 

compared based on a number of criteria, in order to define a relevant peer group for MHG. These 

criteria are listed in the table below. Based on this analysis Lerøy, Bakkafrost, Norway Royal Salmon, 

SalMar and Grieg Seafood have been selected as MHG’s peer group. These are the most comparable 

companies, considering that they have their core business within salmon farming, aim to achieve a 

wholly integrated value chains, operate globally and within the same markets. This peer group is also 

applied by analysts covering the seafood industry, which further supports our choice of comparable 

companies.  

		

Table	2:	Peer	group	

	
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation	

Austevoll Seafood and Havfisk is excluded because their operations are primarily based on either 

pelagic-or white fish species. Farming of salmon just accounts for a small part of their revenues, 

resulting in a risk profile incomparable with MGH’s. The Scottish Salmon Company was listed fairly 

recently. This means that we have inadequate historical data available for this company, and on this 

basis is excluded as a comparable firm for MHG.  Cermaq has until 2013 been the world's largest 

producer of feed through its subsidiary EWOS, where 70% of Cermaq turnover came from fish feed 

production. However, in July 2013 Cermaq’s subsidiary, EWOS were sold to the buyout funds Altor 

and Bain Capital50. This resulted in that Cermaq’s core operation today is within the fish farming 

industry of Atlantic salmon, but is excluded due to that their historical revenues will not be 

comparable to MHG.  

                                                   
48 4 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p. 194 
49 http://www.oslobors.no/markedsaktivitet/#/details/OSLSFX.OSE/overview	
50 http://www.ewos.com/wps/wcm/connect/ewos-content-group/ewos-group/news/latest-
news/ewos+will+be+sold+by+cermaq+to+altor+and+bain+capital 
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Although there are several similarities between MHG and its peer group, we also recognize some 

individual differences between the companies.  For example, MHG and Lerøy obtain a minor part of 

their revenues from other species than salmon, such as white halibut. This means that MHG and Lerøy 

revenues are based on broader range of products. MHG is also a great deal larger than the peer 

companies and more globally diversified. We acknowledge these differences, but believe that the peer 

group we have defined for MHG is comparable on many key areas. 

 

Lerøy Seafood Group 

Lerøy Seafood Group is the world’s second largest producer of Atlantic salmon. Lerøy exported more 

than 220 000 tones of seafood in 2014. The Group's core activities are distribution, sale and marketing, 

processing, production of salmon, as well as product development. Lerøy is a wholly integrated 

company, with a global sales network that includes daughter companies in Sweden, Spain, and Turkey 

and sales offices in China, Japan and the USA. The company got listed on Oslo stock exchange in 

2002 and employs 2300 people51.  

 

Grieg Seafood 

Grieg Seafood ASA is one of the leading producers of Atlantic salmon. The company as a production 

capacity of over 90 000 tones of gutted fish, divided on its regional companies. Approximately 50 % 

of the salmon originates from Norwegian production facilities. Grieg Seafood operates in Norway, 

Scotland and Canada. Over the last years the company has made large investments in order to become 

a more self-sufficient through a more integrated value chain. The company got listed on Oslo stock 

exchange in 2007.52 

 

SalMar 

SalMar is one of the largest producers of Atlantic salmon.  In 2013 the company harvested 128 000 

tones of salmon and is known for having one of the most effective production facilities in the world. 

The company employs approximately 800 people and got listed on Oslo stock exchange in 2007. 53  

 

Norway Royal Salmon 

Norway Royal Salmon is an integrated seafood company with operations in salmon farming, smolt 

production, harvesting plants and sales & marketing. NRS sells salmon through its own sales 

organization to around 50 countries. 54 

                                                   
51 https://www.leroyseafood.com/en/Business/About-us/Leroy-in-brief/)	
52 http://www.griegseafood.no/nb/) 
53 http://www.salmar.no/Om-Salmar 
54 http://www.oslobors.no/ob_eng/markedsaktivitet/#/details/NRS.OSE/overview 
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Bakkafrost 

Bakkafrost is the leading producer of top quality Atlantic salmon from the Faroe Islands. Bakkafrost 

controls the entire value chain from production of own salmon feed to value added salmon products. 

In 2013 the company had a turnover of DKK 2.5 billion and employs more than 600 people.55 

2.5	Conclusion	Marine	Harvest	Group	and	the	fish	farming	Industry	
Since the start up in 1965, MHG has experienced significant economic growth. The company has 

become the largest producer of Atlantic salmon, where they control approximately 30% of the global 

salmon market. They attain a fully integrated value chain, which covers the salmon’s entire life cycle 

from egg to harvestable size. Having operations in 23 countries, allows them to offer a full range of 

salmon products to their customers, which may give the firm competitive advantages. The historical 

performance has been strong the past years. MHG revenue has been gradually increasing over the 

analyzed time period. The main drivers behind this increase is record high salmon prices, strong 

demand and modest supply growth. However, 2015 was challenging for the company. This was 

mainly due to biological issues in Chile, low prices in the US market, restructuring costs in the UK 

and a challenging currency situation. 

 

The global aquaculture industry has been characterized by strong growth the past years. The most 

important market for salmon sourced in Norway has been EU, Russia and Asia. However, there has 

been a decreasing demand from the Russian market due to import bans. Furthermore, we identified 

that farming was the most important revenue driver, whereas feed makes up the largest share of the 

total production cost. For the past decades, the industry has managed to reduce production costs 

considerably by taking advantage of economies of scale and greater vertical integration in the value 

chain through consolidation and automation. 

 

The fish farming industry is characterized of being a cyclical industry. The cycles in profitability is 

due to a significant lag/delay between the decision point to increase or decrease production and when 

the finished product reach the market. These cycles ranges between 2-3 year. Based on numerous 

criteria’s, Lerøy, Bakkafrost, Norway Royal Salmon, SalMar and Grieg Seafood have been selected as 

MHG’s peer group. 

3.	Strategic	Analysis	
The purpose of a strategic analysis is to determine MHG’s non-financial drivers and how the company 

is affected by internal and external factors. This indicates that we have to examine how the firm is 

impacted by both micro-and macro economic factors. The primary objective for the macro analysis is 

                                                   
55 http://www.oslobors.no/ob_eng/markedsaktivitet/#/details/BAKKA.OSE/overview	
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to detect macro factors that may affect MHG’s cash flow and potential risk56.  To highlight these 

macro factors, our analysis will to a large extend be based on the supply-demand relation. 

Furthermore, several factors within the PESTEL-framework will be analyzed. Thereafter, we will 

perform an industry analysis using the five-force analysis. This framework that attempts to analyze the 

level of competition within an industry and business strategy development 57. The internal analysis will 

be used to assess MHG’s value chain and the firm’s resources.  Lastly, all our findings will be 

summarized in a SWOT analysis.		

3.1	Salmon	price	
One of the most important revenue drivers of the fish farming industry is the development in salmon 

prices.  Fish farmers are therefore highly sensitive to any changes in the salmon prices. As illustrated 

by the graph below, the salmon prices have been highly volatile for the past years. The graph is 

constructed on the basis of Fish pool reference prices for Norwegian salmon and Urner Barry for the 

reference prices for Chilean and North American salmon. The Norwegian price represents about two 

thirds of the global quantities for Atlantic salmon.58 A full overview of the spot prices of salmon could 

be found in appendix 5. 
																					Figure	15:	Yearly	price	developments	

 
																						Source:	Fish	pool	and	Urner	Barry,	own	creation	

 

The salmon prices are mainly determined by the supply and demand in the market. This is linked to 

the fact that the supply is inelastic in the short term59. Salmon is mostly sold as fresh goods, which 

means that the production volume must be consumed in the same period as it’s produced.  The ability 

to control the supply of salmon in short term is therefore limited due to the previously mentioned long 

production cycle of approximately 3 years. This makes adjustments in production and planning 

                                                   
56 4 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p. 188 
57 4 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p. 189	
58	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.23	
59 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.24 
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difficult and expensive. By examining the graph it’s possible to observe the changes in prices based on 

these production cycles, as prices change in accordance with when finished products reach the market. 

	

The discount and premium in prices from the different producing countries is mainly due to 

transportation costs and exchange rates. Scottish salmon is normally traded at a premium above the 

Norwegian salmon price and salmon from the Faroe Islands have normally been traded at a discount. 

The Faroe salmon is now trading at a premium due to geopolitical reasons60. 

 

The price drop at the end of 2015 for the Chilean and North-American salmon prices were mainly 

caused by an increased supply of salmon with European origin on the American market. This also 

illustrates the increased competition in the fish farming industry caused by globalization. However, 

salmon prices have now increased rapidly at the start of 2016 due to a fear for global supply shortage 

after Chilean mortalities and low harvesting from Norway. The salmon price climbed back into the 

60’s in early March. The massive mortalities in Chile driven by bloom of toxic algae’s is definitely 

going to have a massive impact on salmon prices in the short-term. 

	
3.1.1	Supply	
Supply of Atlantic salmon has increased by 428% since 1994 (annual growth of 8%)61. The demand of 

salmon has increased steadily in recent years, but supply has proven to be more volatile. One reason 

for this is as we mentioned above, the relatively long production cycle (see section about profitability 

cycle).  

 

The annual growth of supply within the industry has diminished in recent years and has been 6% in the 

period 2004-2014. Kontali Analysis expects growth to diminish going forward and has projected a 3% 

annual growth from 2014 to 2020.62 However, the industry guidance from Marine Harvest and its 

peers does not add up with Kontalis expectations. As an example, Marine Harvest guides for 11% 

volume growth in Norway in Q2-Q4 2016E, while it expects the industry to cut harvest by -3% to 0% 

in the same period. Analytics predicts a guided global supply growth of -6,5% to -2% and strong 

demand in most markets.  In last quarter of 2015, the industry saw an increased demand from 

countries in Asia and Europe. This combined with a modest supply growth, increased the prices in 

Europe in the fourth quarter. In the US, however, prices were weak as a result of a relatively high 

supply growth and an increase of European salmon into the American market. Global harvest of 

Atlantic salmon amounted to 582 700 tons in the fourth quarter, an increase of approximately 7% 

compared to the same quarter in 2014. However, this increase in supply is not sufficient enough to 

meet the demand the industry is experiencing.  Analyses from Bloomberg suggest that the industry 
                                                   
60 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.25	
61 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.18 
62 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.18	
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will experience a supply shortage, where demand is set to increase at a higher growth rate than supply. 

This will result in fish shortages in majority of the markets, as illustrated by the graph below 

 
																Figure	16:Global	Fish	shortage	by	2030	

 
																Source	United	Nations:	Food	and	agriculture	Organization	

Historically, the most important indictors of salmon price have been supply and demand. The growth 

in supply has varied highly the past years, from -4% to 22% annually. Growth in production volume is 

essential for the companies in order to maintain value creation in the future.  In the following sections, 

factors that influence supply are reviewed, with the goal of examining future developments and trends 

for supply. 

 

The three most important indicators on future harvest quantities are standing biomass, feed and smolt 

release. These are good indicators on medium term and long term harvest, while the best short term 

indicator is standing biomass categorized by size. As harvested size is normally above 4 kg, the 

available quantity of this size class is therefore the best estimate of short term supply.63 

	
3.1.1.1	Standing	Biomass	
Biomass is the amount of total fish multiplied with an average weight. There are also biomass 

limitations on the individual production sites. The biomass limitation varies from site to site and is 

determined by the carrying capacity of the site64. These regulations will be further discussed under the 

section about political factors.	

                                                   
63 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.67 
64 Fiskeridirektoratet-Profitability survey on the production of Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, p.20	
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																							Figure	17:Development	in	Standing	Biomass	

 
																																			Source	Source:	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation	

The figure above illustrates average standing biomass between the years 2005-2015. We observe that 

average standing biomass has nearly doubled from around 380 000 in 2005, to a peak of 

approximately 780 000 in 2014. The reason for this rapid growth, is that the industry has experienced 

increased productivity due to new technology and expertise. More favorable biological factors have 

also contributed to this growth. Better sea level temperatures and aggressive feeding policy largely 

drove the growth between 2013-2014.65 As illustrated, the industry achieved a negative growth in 

biomass between 2014-2015. One of the main reasons for this decline, was large disease outbreaks, 

especially related to companies which operates in Norway66. Due to high levels of sea lice population, 

the standing biomass is expected to decrease in the short-term. This will be further discussed in the 

section below (disease outbreaks).  

  

3.1.1.2	Smolt	release	
Smolt release is one of the important 

indicators on future harvest quantities, as it 

takes up to 2 years from the smolt is 

transferred to the sea before the fish is 

harvested.67 There has been a steady growth 

in smolt releases in Norway. However, this 

growth has diminished in most recent years. 

This low growth has continued during 2015, 

and in some months even had negative 

                                                   
65 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.37 
66 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.9 
67 http://mysalmon.no/smolt-release/).			
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Figure	18:	Monthly	smolt	releases	in	Norway	

Source:	mysalmon.no	 
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growth compared to the same month in previous year (illustrated by the graph), which was a result of 

more fish was taken out than put in, reducing the biomass. The trend with low growth is expected to 

continue in 2016 both in Norway and globally, which means that the global growth is expected to be 

low.  

	

3.1.1.3	Fish	feed	
																					

																			Figure	19:Overview	Fish	Feed	

 
																							Source:	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation	

The figure below illustrates yearly fish feed consumption in Norway between the timeframe 2005-

2015.  As we can observe, the growth rate in fish feed consumption has varied significantly over the 

analyzed time period, from annual growth of 20% in 2006 to -5% in 2015.  

 

One reason for the drop in feed consumption between 2014-2015 was the relatively high sea level 

temperatures. This resulted in higher population of sea lice, which in turn reduced number of feeding 

days due to lice treatment68. The price of fish feed is mainly determined by the availability of fishmeal 

and fish oil. Since 2009 fish oil prices have steadily increased. The average price of fish oil was about 

USD 2 300 per ton in 2014, but during the first six months in 2015 prices has slightly decreased. 

Fishmeal has also had an increasing trend in price. On average, fish meal has been more expensive, 

but in the last couple of years the prices have been more of less the same.69 However, feed prices 

increased in the fourth quarter of 2015(mainly driven by currency effects) and prices are expected to 

remain high in the short-term due to the low stock of Anchovies along the coast of Peru reducing the 

supply of fishmeal and fish oil combined with unfavorable exchange rates.70 

 
                                                   
68 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.8 
69 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.45 
70 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.7 
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Due to heavy constraints on availability of fish meal and fish oil, feed producers globally and in 

Norway is working to find substituting raw material in order to develop optimal diets71. Another 

reason for exploring substitutes, is as we mentioned above that Peru is limiting their supply of fish oil 

and feed, resulting in an upward pressure on fish feed prices in the short term. However, in longer 

term we believe that prices for fish feed will stabilize due to normalization of production of fish meal 

and fish oil in Peru, and the industries pursuit of finding cheaper plant-based raw materials as 

substitutes. But overall, demand for fishmeal and fish oil from the aquaculture and terrestrial farming 

industry will remain strong in the long run due to its contribution to global food security and 

nutritional benefits.72 

	

As previously mentioned, Marine Harvest is now focusing on their own feed production. The main 

reason for building their own feed production facility is to increase their efficiency both in terms of 

cost and operation as well as minimizing their need for suppliers. Their feed facility plant covers today 

about 80 % of their production in Norway. By the end of 2015 Marine Harvest approved an 

investment in a new feed plant in Scotland, which will be ready at the end of 2018. Scotland, Ireland 

and the Faroe Island is today fully depended of third party suppliers of feed. Nordea's senior seafood 

analyst Kolbjorn Giskeodegard believes Marine Harvest next feed factory will be built in Chile.   

 

The general belief in the market is positive in regards to the costs of feed. Lower fish meal and fish oil 

prices, along with a weaker US dollar, are primary reason to lower estimates for fish feed costs in the 

long-term. While a weaker NOK versus the EUR and USD has a positive effect on salmon prices in 

Norway, we highlight that it has a negative effect on Marine Harvest’s feed costs and operations in all 

other regions, Chile, Canada, Scotland and the Faroe Islands. 73 

	
3.1.2	Political/Legal	factors	
These factors determine the extent to which a government may influence the aquaculture industry.74 

Fish farming companies in Norway and other parts of the world are subject to a large number of 

regulations.75 In the following sections we will examine legal-and political factors within the industry, 

in addition to some key difference between other major fish farming countries and Norway. 

	
3.1.2.1	Licenses	
In all salmon producing regions, the relevant authorities have a licensing regime in place. In order to 

operate salmon farming, a license is the key prerequisite. The licenses constrain the maximum 

                                                   
71 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.44 
72 http://www.thefishsite.com/reports/?id=5797 
73 http://www.aquafeed.com/news/reports-articles-article/6225/FAO-Globefish-report-on-fishmeal-and-fish-oil--October-2015/ 
74  http://pestleanalysis.com/what-is-pestle-analysis/ 
75 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.55 
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production for each company and the industry as a whole. The license regime varies across 

jurisdictions.76  

 
Norway	
New licenses in sea are awarded by the Norwegian Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisheries and are 

administered by the Directorate of Fisheries. Licenses can be sold and pledged. A license in Norway 

usually cost between 20MNOk and 70MNOK.  The number of licenses for Atlantic salmon and trout 

in seawater was limited to 974 licenses in 2014 .and development of licenses in Norway the past 

decade is illustrated in the graph below. 77  
	

																																		Figure	20:Development	Licenses	in	Norway	

 
																																		Source:	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation	

There are several limitations set by the Norwegian government when operating a license. One example 

of such limitation is the rule regarding maximum allowed biomass (MAB). MAB is defined as 

maximum volume of fish a company can hold at sea at all times. Historically one license has been set 

at a MAB of 780 tons, and each site is allowed to have between 2,340 and 4.680 tons allowed MAB. 

Annual harvest quantity per license in Norway remains at about 1200 tones GWE.78 However in 2016, 

the government in Norway announced a five percent growth opportunity for all existing licenses. This 

is part of the new government (formed in 2013) plan to ensure future growth and competiveness 

within the industry.79 In 2013, Norwegian authorities announced its plan to issue 45 new “green” 

licenses. The aim for these green licenses is to develop a more environmentally friendly aquaculture80. 

Most of the licenses have already been granted.81 These can be converted to commercial licenses at a 

cost of NOK10m/license. As Marine Harvest has only been nominated for one green license, which is 

                                                   
76 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.55	
77 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.56 
78 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.56 
79 dn.no-Solberg vil gi opdrettere forutsigbarhet, 01.04.2014  
80 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.56 
81 http://mysalmon.no/tag/gronne-lisenser/ 
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still pending on approval from the Norwegian authorities, the green license s is not expected to impact 

Marine Harvest’s supply in any significant way.82 

 
Traffic light principle 
The Norwegian government have announced they will impose a new regulatory system named <<the 

traffic light principle>>. The system imposes that 11 production zones will be defined. Furthermore, 

based on biological indicators each production zone will be defined as either green, yellow or red. The 

green zones will be granted a capacity growth of 6% every second year, the yellow flat while the red 

zones will see a 6% capacity reduction. The traffic light principle will be implemented early 2017. 

 
Other farming nationalities  
Other farming countries have different regulations regarding maximum allowed harvest volumes per 

license. As an example, Norway has 1200 ton whereas Chile only has 680 tons. Additionally, the cost 

of obtaining a licenses in the different countries varies significantly. As an example, Canada and 

Scotland have an entire different price system compared to Norway. The price of a license in these 

countries depends on expected harvested volumes in tons, rather than a fixed amount. 

	
3.1.2.3	Ownership	restrictions	
There are several ownership limitations imposed by the Norwegian government. No player within the 

industry can control more than 50% in each region. Previously, the maximum percentage total licensed 

biomass was restricted to 25%. The aim for these restriction was to maximize value-creation based on 

long-term predictable sustainable growth and improved environmental adaptation in salmon farming.83 

 

These regulations can impose several problems for a major fish farming company such as MHG. 

MHG especially faced challenges in the Norwegian market, as they were close to the 25% limit (23%). 

This resulted in a complaint to EFTA in 2010. EFTA Surveillance Authority concluded with that the 

Norwegian rules on ownership control in farming of salmon and trout are conflicting with EEA rules. 

In accordance with EFTA’s suggestions, the Norwegian government opened up for a single company 

to own more than 25 percent of production capacity within the salmon farming industry. 84 

 

In 2013 the EU commission also approved MHG’s acquisition of the polish company Morpol.  As a 

condition for this approval, Marine Harvest had to sell of their production capacity in the Shetland and 

Orkney Island.   

                                                   
82 http://www.marineharvest.com/about/news-and-media/news/marine-harvest-nominated-for-1-green-license-in-group-c-in-norway/ 
83 .( https://www.regjeringen.no/en/dokumenter/norwegian-salmon-farming/id2461650/) 
84 e24.no-Nye regler en seier for Marine Harvest, 12.12.2012	
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3.1.2.4	Russian	import	bans	
Russia has been one of Norway’s most important single markets and has previously had a high 

demand for Norwegian salmon. Between 2011 and 2013, Russia was the most important single market 

in terms of export of Norwegian seafood. In 2013, Norway exported 295 thousand tons of seafood to 

Russia. The value of this export constituted of NOK 6,5 billion.85 

However, the Russia’s demand for Norwegian salmon has decreased rapidly due to import bans 

imposed by the Russian government. The first restriction from Russian authorities came in the 

beginning of 2014. During this year, the Russian authorities partially banned Atlantic salmon 

produced in Norway. Russian food safety authorities justified this ban with that Norway’s system for 

quality control was insufficient, which allowed for low-quality fish with diseases to enter the Russian 

market. 86 This resulted in that export to Russia decreased to 128 tons worth NOK 3,2 billion. 

 

However, in last months of 2014, the Russian authorities went one step further. They banned all 

import of Atlantic salmon from countries such as Norway, EU, UK and Canada. This was a response 

to these countries sanctions on Moscow over its support for separatists in eastern Ukraine.87As a result 

of the trade sanctions, the Russian demand plummeted in 2015. Consumption in Russia declined by 

33% in the last quarter of 2015, compared to same quarter in previous year. The Russian market which 

used to source its salmon fresh from Europe, is now supplied mostly by frozen Chilean salmon.88 

However, Norwegian fish farming companies have long experience in handling trade barriers. Many 

Norwegian companies are setting up farms in countries where Russia haven’t imposed any import ban, 

and then selling their salmon to the Russian market from these regions. As an example, MHG’s sales 

to Russia originates from the Faroe Islands. 89 

These bans are expected to continue over the coming years, as there is no signal from Russian 

authorities that they intend to lift these bans.  

	
3.1.2.5	Challenges	in	the	Chinese	market	
Norwegian fish farming companies has also faced numerous challenges in the Chinese market. Ties 

between Norway and China have been strained since dissident Liu Xiaobo was awarded the Nobel 

Peace Prize in October 2010. Norway's fresh salmon exports were affected in the following months as 

China stepped up quality checks.90 This had severe impact on salmon exported to China. Before this 

incident the Norwegian government forecasted a growth of 44% in the Chinese market. However, 

sales of fresh salmon decreased with a massive 61,8%. Norway’s market shares of salmon exports to 

                                                   
85 http://en.seafood.no/News-and-media/News-archive/Press-releases/Import-ban-on-Norwegian-seafood). 
86 http://barentsobserver.com/en/business/2014/01/russia-bans-norwegian-fish-02-01 
 
87 (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-08-07/norway-salmon-farmers-plunge-on-russia-s-retaliatory-import-ban) 
88 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.5 
89 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.6	
90 ( http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1590428/norway-rejects-virus-concerns-excuse-chinas-reason-salmon-import-ban). 
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China plummeted from 92 per cent in 2010 to just 29% in 2013. 91Resulting in a major setback for 

Norwegian companies, as the Chinese market is becoming increasingly more important, expected to 

grow 20% annually. 

Norway’s relationship with China became even more complicated in 2015.  In the first quarter of 

2015, Chinese authorities partially banned Norwegian salmon imports due to virus concerns. These 

sanction meant that whole salmon from some of Norway’s northern counties were banned. These 

counties accounted for nearly 20% of Norway’s export of salmon to China. Export from other counties 

in Norway is expected to continue as normal, but stricter control system is imposed by the Chinese 

authorities. Norwegian official’s states that they have not received any information in how to proceed 

in order for these bans to be lifted, making it highly uncertain how long these restrictions will last. 92 

However, MHG solved this issue by switching their exports to salmon with Scottish origin.   

	
3.1.3	Environmental/biological	factors	
Environmental factors include ecological and environmental aspects such as weather, climate, and 

climate change, which may affect how companies within an industry operates.93The aquaculture 

industry is effected by several biological factors. These will be further highlighted in the following 

section, where we will particular emphasize the impacts of changes in sea-level temperatures, disease 

outbreaks and fish escapes.		

	
3.1.3.1	Sea-level	temperatures	
	

As the salmon is a cold-blooded animal the 

temperature plays an important role for its 

growth rate. The optimal temperature range 

for Atlantic salmon is 8-14 Celsius, 

illustrated by the shaded area on the graph.  

Small changes in average sea-level 

temperatures affects the salmon’s growth 

opportunities and mortality, because it loses 

its appetite in periods with high 

temperatures.  Fish farming companies 

along the Norwegian coast is also 

                                                   
91 (http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/ab456776-05b0-11e3-8ed5-00144feab7de.html#axzz41AhG9gFj).   
92(http://www.mattilsynet.no/language/english/food_and_water/agreement_with_china_concerning_salmon_certification_requirements.1880
9) 
93 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PEST_analysis).	

	

Figure	21:	Sea	water	temperature’s	influence	

Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p30 
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expressing growing concerns as temperatures are rising in the region. Resulting in  periods with 

particular high temperatures appear more frequent.94 With high seawater temperatures, disease risk 

increases, and with temperatures below 0 Celsius, mass mortality, both of which causes growth rate to 

fall.95 

3.1.3.2	Disease	outbreaks	
As with other animal production industries, farming of salmon is also subjected to disease outbreaks. 

In this section some of the diseases the industry is faced with will be examined. 

 

Salmon diseases have affected the supply on numerous occasions. The industry has witnessed major 

outbreaks in countries such as Norway, Chile, Scotland. One of the most recent and significant disease 

outbreaks was the ISA crisis, which occurred in Chile in 2007. This virus outbreak reduced Chilean 

production with nearly 67%.96 During this time, the demand for Atlantic salmon was strong, despite 

the financial crisis., resulting in a supply shortage, and in return the price for salmon reached near 

record levels.  

 

Since 2010, the Chilean salmon industry has been rebuilding its biomass after the destructions caused 

by the ISA crisis. The Chilean salmon industry showed a very good performance in 2013-2015 on fish 

harvested due to the low density of production.97The crisis in Chile illustrated the importance of a 

good regulatory system and how destructing a disease outbreak can be for an industry.  

 In the first quarter in 2016 the Chilean fish farming industry experienced another large setback. 

During the first quarter in 2016 there was reported at least 20 mill fish dead in Chile due to bloom of 

toxic algae98. This represents 80,000 to 100,000 tons of future harvested fish, which is equivalent to 

approximately 20% of the Chilean Atlantic salmon supply. Marine Harvest alone reported a loss of 3 

million dead fish, but their insurance will cover 80% of their losses. This may result to further supply 

shortage and put an upward pressure on prices.99 

 
3.1.3.3	Sea	lice	
Sea lice outbreaks remain a huge concern for fish farming companies. Major outbreaks of sea lice 

result in increased costs and large losses for the companies affected. The industry loses several billions 

yearly, due to sea lice.  Sea lice impacts fish health, the quality of the fish and survival, thereby also 

the cost levels and profitability. In addition, medicinal lice treatment tools are relatively costly for 

companies. The cost related to seal lice nearly doubled for many of the companies, in the time period 

2014-2015, especially those which operates in Norway and Scotland.  One of the reasons was that 

                                                   
94 http://www.vannsiden.no/miljoutfordringer_akvakultur-og-oppdrett 
95	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.32	
96 ( http://gaalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/GAA_ISA-Report.pdf).  	
97 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.68-69 
98 Hegnar.no – Anslår 20 millioner fisk døde I Chile, 07.03.2016 
99 Correspondence with Kolbjorn Giskeødegaård, Director Seafood Nordea markets 
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these regions experienced relatively high seawater temperatures during the summer months.100 As 

mentioned above, higher sea level temperature usually results in larger populations of sea lice. Reports 

also suggest that the supply of Atlantic salmon is expected to fall with nearly five percent in the short-

term, due to high level of sea lice population. This suggest that we will experience a price increase of 

Atlantic salmon, the first quarter of 2016. 

 

While cost inflation over the last 3–5 years has been driven by increased feed cost, for the last two 

years we have seen treatment cost, or extraordinary costs, digging into margins. The extraordinary cost 

reached an all-time high in Q4, at NOK 3.47/kg, as the central region was severely hit.101 With winter 

temperatures alleviating the sea-lice pressure, the extraordinary cost is expected to abate. 

 

3.1.3.4	Fish	escapes	
Another factor which effects supply is fish escapes. Escaped livestock result in yearly economic losses 

for the industry. Not just because of the lost revenues, but also increased costs. In addition, fish 

escapes have several biological and environmental consequences. Negative effects include both 

ecological interactions and genetic impacts of inter-breeding. Firstly, mixing farmed with wild salmon 

has the potential to genetically alter native populations.102  Secondly, the farmed salmon can 

subsequently transfer diseases, such as lice to wild species. This can reduce local adaptation and 

negatively affect the wild species population viability and character.  

 
																																				Figure	22:	Development	in	fish	escapes	

 
																																					Source:	Directorate	of	fisheries,	own	creation 

After particular high amount of fish escapes during 2005-2006, the government imposed several 

measurements and regulations with the aim of reducing this amount.103 The result was a rapid decrease 

                                                   
100 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.64 
101 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.4	
102  http://www.fao.org/3/a-aj272e.pdf 
103 Nrk.no- Rekordlav lakserømming, 03.01.2014	
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of the amount escaped fish from over 900 000 in 2005 to approximately 160 000 in 2015(seen in the 

figure above). This reduction can be further illustrated with a reported 20 % decrease in fish escape 

incidents between 2014-2015 in Norway. MHG has also been a major contributor to the rapid decrease 

in fish escapes. As they managed to decrease fish escapes from 73 744 in 2013 to 2052 in 2014.104 

	
3.1.4	Technological	factors	
These factors pertain to innovations in technology that may affect the operations of the industry and 

the market favorably or unfavorably. This refers to automation, research and development and the 

amount of technological awareness that a market possesses.105 

 

Technology and respective operators are becoming increasingly more advanced and skilled. Great 

progress in breeding technology, system design and feed technology in the second half of the twentieth 

century has enabled the expansion of commercially viable aquaculture across species and in volume.106  

Resulting in reduced production costs and increased productivity, as new technology and new 

competence has been achieved. In recent years, costs have trended upwards due to several factors 

including rising feed costs, biological costs and more stringent regulatory compliance procedure.107 

 

In the following sections we will highlight some of the technological innovation the industry has 

experienced and some future considerations. 

 
Figure	23:	Development	in	the	use	of	antibiotics	

	
	Source:	dn.no	

One innovation has been to deal with sea lice in a more environmentally friendly manner. Previously 

the industry has to a large extent taken good use of medical treatment, such as antibiotics with the 
                                                   
104	Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.57	
105 http://pestleanalysis.com/what-is-pestle-analysis/) 
106 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.7	
107	Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.37	
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objective to tackle the challenges met by sea lice. During the past years, the industry shifted over to 

applying more non-medical measures. This has resulted in a rapid decrease in the use of antibiotics. 

The figure above illustrates the relation between usage of antibiotics (blue line) and harvest 

volumes(orange)108. An example is the use of ‘’cleaner fish’’. The major harvesting companies are 

now commercially producing their own cleaner fish, which is used for sea lice control. The use of 

cleaner fish is more viable as it doesn’t impose the same negative effects as antibiotics.109 

 

However, the companies within the industry still face challenges. The background is that the 

production level has reached a level where biological boundaries are being pushed. This requires 

progress in technology, development of improved pharmaceutical products, implementation of non-

pharmaceutical techniques, improved industry regulations and intercompany cooperation.110  

 

One major innovation to reduce the industry biological footprint, is farming salmon on land in large 

tanks. There has been pointed out the advantages with these facilities is that they will reduce the direct 

impact on the environment, as it will significantly reduce fish escapes and disease transfers. However, 

the industry has been skeptical based on the profitability of using these methods. The water in these 

tanks has to be replaced frequently, which has proven to be costly. In addition, its estimated that it will 

cost the industry 110 billion NOK to covert to this method111. These methods have not been fully 

developed yet and the economic uncertainty is too high, and therefore it is unlikely that we will see a 

rapid transition to land based facilities on a large scale in the near future, even if some companies in 

Canada, Denmark and China have started to farm on land. 

 

We expect the technological innovations within the industry to continue at a steady pace, where the 

emphasizes will be on reducing the biological footprint. The recently implemented traffic light 

principle and its tight limits on sea lice and treatments is also expected to give the industry a higher 

incentive for investing in new technology and production methods. 

 
3.1.5	Demand	
From 2004-2012 the underlying volume has grown by a compounded annual growth of 6%. This is a 

good illustration of the strong underlying demand.112 A growth in demand of approximately 6% is also 

expected to continue until 2020. (Pareto securities) 

                                                   
108 (http://www.dn.no/meninger/debatt/2015/03/23/2159/Havbruk/blffen-om-norsk-fiskeoppdrett) 
109 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.53 
110 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.18 
111 SYSLA.no- dette må du vite om oppdrettsanlegg på land, 12.02.2015 
112 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.22	
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                     Figure	24:	Development	of	value	vs	volume	

 
																															Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p.22	

2015 was another profitable year for the Norwegian salmon industry.  Several market developments 

allowed Norwegian exporters to increase their share in important markets at the expense of other 

producers.  According to the Norwegian Seafood Council, Norway exported 571 000 tons of salmon to 

the EU in the first three quarters. The strong demand in the European markets has continued to absorb 

large quantities of Norwegian salmon, despite the high salmon prices. Norway has increased its 

exports to all its top nine markets, which are all located in EU at a price above lasts years’ levels, due 

to more favorable exchange rate. This represents an increases of 11% compared with the same period 

in 2014.  

 

Norwegian exporters have also experienced a significant increase in demand from the US. This is 

partly due to a shift in consumer preferences, which have led multiple large retailers to turn to 

Norwegian salmon at the expense of Chilean. Consumers are concerned about the high antibiotic 

usage in Chilean fish farms.  

 

Another important factor which contributed to the increased demand on the US market is the 

strengthening of the US dollar versus Norwegian krone. The Chilean salmon farmers also experienced 

massive mortalities driven by a bloom of toxic algae, resulting in a significant drop in the supply of 

Chilean salmon. These factors combined has led to an approximately 40 % growth in exports from 

Norwegian farmers to the US market.  

 

The Asian markets have shown an increased demand and lower prices. This is an almost accurate 

description of all the Asian markets with the exception of Japan. Marketing efforts and a stronger yen 

versus krone has resulted in an increased demand at higher prices. The Asian market is generally 

shared by all the producing regions as the transportation cost is quite similar from all origins. 
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Through increased demands in the US, Europe and Asia, the Norwegian salmon exporters has 

successfully filled the large gap in the market left by Russian and Chinese trade sanctions.  

 

3.1.5.1 Globalization of the market (arbitrage opportunities between regional markets) 
As mentioned, each producing region has historically focused on nearby markets. This is due to the 

time-to-market proximity related to the export of fresh goods and transportation costs. Naturally, this 

means exporters would need a relative high price differential in order to justify any added 

transportation costs required to reach new and distant markets. Shift in export markets may occur 

periodically and depends on arbitrage opportunities arising from increased demand, short term 

shortage or excess volume from the various producing countries.113 

 

Historically the main markets for Norwegian exporters have been EU, Russia and Asia. Due to 

increased demand and high salmon prices in Europe and US, combined with exchange rate dynamics 

and consumer’s preferences, there has been a shift in the main focus areas.  It appears as Europe and 

the US will be of increased importance in the foreseeable future.114 

 

3.1.5.2	Population	growth		
The UN estimates that the global population will grow to approximately 9.6 billion by 2050.  

Assuming consumption per capita stays constant, this implies a 40% increase in demand of protein. 

UN however, estimates actual demand to double. Knowing that resources for increased land based 

protein production will be scarce, a key question is how protein production in sea can be expanded. 

Although 70% of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, only 6.5% of the protein sources for human 

consumption is produced in this element. 115 

 

Salmon and other fish products has played a critical role in the worlds food supply and nutritional 

needs in both developed and developing countries. This trend is expected to maintain a strong demand 

of salmon in the future. The food supply from aquaculture has increased steadily since the 1950's. The 

average annual average growth rate has been 3,2%, which is outpacing the growth in the world 

population of 1,6%. This illustrates that the fish supply from aquaculture, have the possibility to 

withstand the increased population and the rising growth in average consumption per capita. However, 

due to the algae incidents in Chile, low smolt release and disease outbreaks in Norway the global 

supply is expected to decrease in the short term.116 A figure of historical developments in population 

and food supply can be viewed in appendix 6.  

 

                                                   
113 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.22 
114 http://www.thefishsite.com/reports/?id=5867 
115 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.6	
116 FAO: The state of world fisheries and aqucaulture, December 2015,p 66 
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3.1.5.3	Relative	price	to	other	protein	sources		
Another factor that affects the demand and thereby the price of salmon is the relative price on 

substitute protein sources. As viewed by the graph below, salmon has become relative cheaper the past 

30 years. Even if salmon has become relatively cheaper it’s still quite expensive compared to its 

substitute. By the IMF global outlook on commodities prices, these high salmon prices are expected to 

decrease in 2017 and stabilize. The spot prices of the relative protein can be seen appendix 7. 
																																						

																																				Figure	25:Relative	price	development	and	forecast	

 
																															Source:	DataStream,	own	creation		

Exceptional high prices would normally cause consumers to shift their preferences to cheaper 

substitutes, but in regards to the Norwegian salmon this shift has been offset by exchange rate 

dynamics created by a weak Norwegian krone.  

	
3.1.5.3	GDP	growth		
	The global growth in GDP is projected to increase by approximately 2.9% in 2016 and 3.2% in 2017.  

This is supported by a generally less restrictive fiscal and still accommodative monetary policies 

worldwide. By examining the graph below, it can be observed that the developed economies such as 

United States, EU and Japan only accounts for 1,9-2,2% of the growth, while developing countries has 

a growth rate of 3,9-4,9%. 117 

 

                                                   
117 un.org: World Economic Situation Prospect, p.2 
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																									Figure	26:growth	of	world	gross	product	and	gross	domestic	product	

 
																											Source:	UN,	World	Economic	situation	prospects		

Overall activity remains resilient in the United States. Goldman Sachs projects improvement in the US 

labor and housing markets. Further dollar appreciation would put additional pressures on firms in 

emerging market economies. 118119 

 

Emerging Europe is projected to continue growing at a broadly steady pace, with some slowing in 

2016. Russia, which continues to adjust to low oil prices and Western sanctions, is expected to remain 

in recession in 2016. The growth in the Euro-area is expected remain around 1.9% in 2016, and 2.0% 

in 2017. This modest growth is supported by the low oil prices. 

 

Asia is a wild card for the world economic outlook, and especially with regards to China as there is 

little information regarding what’s really taking place inside that giant economic drive force. Japan is 

the best-performing major developed market since 2013, and is projected to continue showing solid 

returns.120  

 

Overall the strong USD and EUR vs the weak NOK, combined with a steady GDP growth in MHG 

most important markets, should result in a continuing strong demand from these markets. 

 
3.1.5.4	Presence	of	sales	contracts	reducing	quantity	availability	for	the	spot	market	
Analysis show that on average 36% of Marine Harvest exports trades on contracts using fixed 

prices121. As illustrated by the chart below, salmon with Norwegian, Scottish and Chilean origin 

                                                   
118 http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/outlook-2016/ 
119 http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/wesp/wesp_current/2016wesp_full_en.pdf 
120  http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/outlook-2016/	
121 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.34 
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represent the largest contract share for Marine Harvest. The contract distribution has been fairly 

consistent the past 5 years, and is expected to remain stable in the near future. A full summary of our 

estimations of the presences of sales contracts and achieved prices can be viewed in appendix 9.   
	

Figure	27:MHG's	Contract	Share	

 
Source:	MHG	annual	report	2010-2016,	own	creation	

 
Contract prices are renegotiated at different intervals122. As the salmon price is highly volatile, 

contracts in the fish farming industry often allows the parties to adjust contract prices, if the price is 

experiencing significant movements. Contracts may create a wedge between the salmon export price 

and the spot price in times with large fluctuations. This is further examined by analyzing Marine 

Harvest contract sales and the achieved price on these contracts relative to the reference price. As 

illustrated by the graph below, Marine Harvest has generally achieved a price above the reference 

price the past 5 years, with the exception of 2013. This was caused by a high contract share in markets 

with increasing salmon prices, which significantly influenced the price achievements. At the end of 

2013 Marine Harvest had achieved a contract price of 5% below the reference price, compared to an 

all-time high of 5% above the reference price in 2012. 

Due to lower than planned total volumes for 2016, the contract share at the start of the year is now at 

79%. This is artificially high for Marine Harvest. When the biggest player in the market has limited 

volumes for the spot market, this will clearly have a positive impact on the spot prices in Q1 and Q2 in 

2016. For Marine harvest it is a disadvantage, missing out the NOK 55 average spot prices seen YTD 

for the bulk of their European harvesting.123 The negative aspect of this is a lag in margin 

improvement; the positive factor is giving customers access to stable and moderately priced salmon, 

which is vital for long-term market expansion and securing long-term growth and high prices. 

                                                   
122 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.50	
123 Correspondence with Kolbjorn Giskeødegaård, Director Seafood, Nordea markets 
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Nonetheless, a higher contract share is compensated by higher than expected spot prices in the market, 

which is positive for Marine Harvest. 
																													Figure	28:Groups	price	achievement	

 
																												Source:	MHG	annual	reports	2011-2014,	own	creation	

3.1.5.5	Health	and	nutrition	
In recent years, we have seen an increasing focus on health and nutrition globally.  The general 

opinion is that salmon possesses positive health benefits, which is widely documented. Atlantic 

salmon is rich in the long chain omega-3, EPA and DHA, that reduce the risk for cardiovascular 

disease and represents an important part of a varied and healthy diet.124 Research has shown that an 

increased focus on health and nutrition has raised the probability for consumers to buy merchandises, 

with a well-documented health benefit. This trend is expected to continue, which indicates a solid 

demand for salmon in the future.  As previously mentioned, the increasing health focus also caused 

consumers concerns with the high usage of antibiotics in Chilean salmon leading the consumers to 

prefer Norwegian exporters. 

	
3.1.5.6	Product	innovation	
Product innovation is an important aspect in order to retain your current customers and to increase 

MHG’s market share. Meeting the needs of retailers and food service providers is the key driver 

behind Marine Harvests innovation. The company’s product development teams try to anticipate and 

spot new market trends and identify opportunities and requirements for new products. Often, this is 

preformed through cooperation with consumers and retailers.  Thanks to its world-leading, innovative 

and sustainable aquaculture practices Marine Harvest offers a wide selection of healthy and tasty 

seafood. Customers can choose from a range of formats from whole gutted fish, fillets and steaks to 

ready-to-eat products like smoked salmon and portioned fish.125 

                                                   
124 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.13	
125	http://marineharvest.com/product/product-range/	
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3.1.6	Conclusion	supply	and	demand	
The above analysis has revealed that the supply side is faced with numerous challenges in the years to 

come. There is expected to be low growth in smolt releases, a decline in standing biomass and higher 

sea level temperatures. With rising sea-level temperatures, major disease outbreaks may appear more 

frequently. Furthermore, the mass mortality of fish in Chile has reduced the global supply substantially 

and as result put an upward pressure on salmon prices. The authorities may also further limit the 

company’s growth opportunities with imposing the traffic light principle. This principle may reduce 

the supply further, as companies may be forced to reduced their capacity in a production zone. The 5% 

capacity expansion granted by the Norwegian Government and reduction in fish escapes is an 

important factor for future supply growth. However, based on the above comments, we still expect a 

drop in supply growth for the short-term. For the medium –and long term, we expect a modest 

Norwegian and global supply growth. This based on some productivity improvements will come on 

top of the capacity expansions granted by the Government and that the market situation in Chile is 

expected to normalize.  

 

The overall demand of Atlantic salmon has steadily increased the past years, and this trend is expected 

to continue. Short term demand is expected to increase, due to the drop in global supply combined 

with a favorable exchange rate. Average growth in demand for the past years have been approximately 

6%, this is expected to increase to around 10% in the short term. Further growth in population and 

economic wealth, as well as product innovations is expected to contribute and maintain the historically 

strong demand of Atlantic salmon in future periods. The global supply is expected to rebuilt from 

2018, resulting in a demand approaching the historical average of 6%. 

 

The combination of a major drop in supply and a strong demand is expected to maintain the 

historically high salmon prices in the short term. As the global supply is rebuilding, the demand is 

expected to decrease, resulting in lower salmon prices.	 

3.2	Porters	five	forces	

Porter's five forces analysis is a framework that attempts to analyze the level of competition within an 

industry and business strategy development. It draws upon industrial organization economics to derive 

five forces that determine the competitive intensity and therefore attractiveness of an Industry. 

Attractiveness in this context refers to the overall industry profitability. Porter referred to these forces 

as the micro environment, contrast to the more general macro environment which have been analyzed 

in the sections above. They consist of those forces close to a company that affect its ability to serve its 
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customers and make a profit.126 These forces are illustrated in the figure below, and will be further 

examined in the following sections.  

 

Figure	29:	Porter's	five	forces	

 
Source:	Wikipedia		

Customers bargaining power	

Bargaining power of customers is usually determined by demand in the market and the number of 

companies competing to obtain the customer base. If the customers bargaining power is strong they 

may force down prices, demand higher quality or more service, and play competitors off against each 

other—all at the expense of industry profits.127	

 

The main customer base of Atlantic salmon is retailers, distributors, companies within secondary 

processing(industry), wholesalers and restaurants. Norway is as previously mentioned the largest 

distributer of Atlantic salmon and is exporting to approximately 100 different countries. As the 

industry is dominated by large players, obtaining a wide span of potential customers makes the fish 

farmers less dependent on individual customers. In spite of the large customer base, certain market 

segments will be more important than others. This indicates that the primary markets may attain a 

stronger bargaining power. China and Russia has illustrated that important markets have some degree 

of bargaining power. They exercised their power by imposing several bans on import of Norwegian 

Atlantic salmon. However, their bargaining strength has shown to be limited, as Norwegian fish 

farming companies shift their supply to countries which is not imposed by the ban.  

 

The industry has in recent years experienced more demanding customers with higher expectations and 

requirements to the end product. Such requirements may be related to price and discounts, quality, 

volume and timing.  The customers are also demanding higher standard in the distributers production 

process in regards to the ingredients in fish feed and the impact the farming activity puts on the 

                                                   
126 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porter%27s_five_forces_analysis 
 
127 Michael. E Porter How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy Article, Harvard Business review, 1979,p.140 
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environment. Customers are especially concerned about the heavy usage of antibiotics and 

contaminant ingredients in fish feed. Distributors should take such concerns seriously, as they may 

lead customers to change distributer. This could be exemplified by the previously mentioned shift 

from Chilean exporters to Norwegian, illustrating the customers bargaining power.  

 

In general, the costs of changing distributor are low. Customers who are not satisfied with the price or 

quality of the product may easily change distributor if they are not bound by sales contracts. Low costs 

of switching distributors may also be viewed as a factor that strengthens the customers bargaining 

power. 

 

Prices are normally based on the spot price in the markets, which illustrates the overall price/quantity 

preference of customers.128  Contractual agreements with retailers and wholesalers also represent an 

important part of the distribution of salmon. Large customers may increase their bargaining power 

through contractual agreements. Such customers may benefit on agreements, by receiving better prices 

on large volume purchases. But the previous section on the presence of sales contracts, demonstrated 

that Marine harvest normally achieves prices above the reference price on its contracts. A reason for 

this may be the high costs related to changing suppliers for customers with contract agreements. 

Combined, this illustrates that the customers bargaining power on prices seems to be limited.  

 

Many large companies such as Marine Harvest are in possession of their own processing plants. By 

integrating secondary processing in their value chain, and improved logistics, Marine Harvest is able 

to sell directly to retailers and restaurants. Furthermore, as revealed in previous sections, demand is 

expected to remain solid in the coming years. Therefore, a strong demand of Atlantic salmon would 

imply limited bargaining power of customers.  

 

In conclusion, we believe that the bargaining power of the customer varies based on the customer 

group, segment and contractual agreements. 74% of Marine Harvest volumes come from farms in 

Norway and Scotland. Both countries hold large shares of sales contracts. In Norway and Scotland, 

most of the production is sold to industrial customers, who further process the salmon into other 

products such as filets, portions, smoked salmon or ready-meal products. Based on the achieved prices 

on these contracts, we believe that customers hold moderate to low bargaining power in these markets. 

This is further supported by a strong expected demand in the future, even if the customers have 

increase requirements of the end product. 

 

 

                                                   
128 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.24 
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Bargaining power of suppliers 

In Porter’s five forces, supplier power refers to the pressure suppliers can exert on businesses by 

raising prices, lowering quality, or reducing availability of their products.129 The fish farming industry 

have numerous suppliers that fulfill different aspects of the companies’ operations. Examples of such 

supplies are feed producers, producers of fishmeal and fish oil, pharmaceutical companies that supply 

medical tools in treatments of lice and suppliers of technological equipment.  As mentioned above, 

feed accounts for the largest part of fish farmer’s production cost. Generally, this will imply that 

suppliers of feed will have relatively high bargaining power. However, MHG commenced their own 

production of feed in 2014. This enabled the company to be 60% self-sufficient of feed in Norway. 

This number increased to 80% in 2015130. As a result, MHG is less dependent on fish feed producers 

and suppliers will have weaker bargaining power over MHG, than its peers. But MHG is still 

dependent on external fish feed producers in their farms outside Norway. 

 

Because of MHG’s feed production, the company has become reliant on suppliers of raw materials 

needed to produce fish feed.  Historically the two main ingredients in feed have been fish oil and 

fishmeal.131  Since the supply of these two raw materials has been scares and subject to heavy 

constraint, the price has increased the past years and the suppliers have had relatively high bargaining 

power. However, the use of these two ingredients is starting to decline. This is due to greater 

knowledge on how to replace these with other sources of protein. As a result, this has reduced the 

suppliers bargaining to some degree. However, fish oil and fishmeal is still important part of the 

production of feed, so we conclude these suppliers bargaining power is neutral to high.   

 

Previously pharmaceutical companies have experienced high demands from the aquaculture industry. 

Mostly this is with respect to antibiotics and vaccines which are used to cure fish diseases. Antibiotics 

and vaccines are supplied by numerous pharmaceutical companies, and its low cost related to 

changing supplier. This will limit the suppliers bargaining power. In addition, the industry is starting 

to apply more environmental non-medical tools to treat diseases. As an example, MHG and its peers 

has aimed to minimize the use of antibiotics and use “cleaner fish’’ as substitutes.132 Resulting in that 

the demand for antibiotics has plummet the last years, leading to further reduction of the bargaining 

power pharmaceutical companies obtain over fish farmers.  In conclusion, pharmaceutical companies 

seem to have some degree of bargaining power over companies such as MHG, due to steady demand 

of vaccines. But it’s considered to be low to moderate.				

	

 
                                                   
129 http://strategiccfo.com/wikicfo/supplier-power-one-of-porters-five-forces/ 
130 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.6 
131 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.44	
132 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.28 
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Threat of new entrants	
In Porters five forces, threat of new entrants refers to the threat new competitors pose to existing 

competitors in an industry. A profitable industry will attract more competitors looking to achieve 

profits. If it is easy for these new entrants to enter the market – if entry barriers are low – this poses a 

threat to the firms already competing in that market133  
																																																																																					Figure	30:Payback	time	vs	License	cost	

The fish farm industry imposes relatively 

high entry barriers in terms of capital needs. 

Firstly, licenses have to be acquired. These 

licenses are usually awarded by the 

appropriate authorities within a region. They 

impose a large cost, between 20MNOK and 

70 MNOK per license.  Secondly, the long 

production cycle of salmon requires a 

significant working capital in the form of 

biomass. The need for working capital varies 

throughout the year, due to production and 

biological factors. Growth of salmon is   

heavily impacted by changing seawater temperatures.134 In addition, equipment such as cages, nets, 

boats and cameras is necessary.135 As illustrated by the graph, on average it takes around nine years 

before the initial investments are paid back. 136 

 

Another reason for the high entry barriers is the increased consolidation. As mentioned earlier, the 

industry has been subjected to large consolidations the past years. This has enabled large players such 

as MHG to achieve competitive advantages, such as economies of scales. New entrants may 

experience higher average production costs, due to lack of these competitive advantages. 137Resulting 

in that new entrants are more vulnerable, as they will not achieve the same margins and are less 

resilient to losses.  

 

This may lead to large companies lowering their prices, in order to squeeze out newly formed 

competitors.  New entrants and smaller companies will also often have a restricted amount of capital, 

making them unable to undertake and supervise major R&D activities which can yield them 

competitive advantages over its peers.  

                                                   
133 http://strategiccfo.com/wikicfo/threat-of-new-entrants-one-of-porters-five-forces/ 
134 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.46 
135 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.48 
136 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.50	
137 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.50 

Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p50 
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To summarize the threat of new entrants seems to be relatively low based on the findings discussed 

above.  

 

Threat of substitutes 

Substitute products place a ceiling on the prices charged for a product or service and limit the potential 

of the industry.  Unless it can upgrade the quality of the product or differentiate it somehow, the 

industry will suffer in earnings and possibly in growth. The more attractive the price-performance 

trade-off offered by substitute products, the firmer the lid placed on the industry’s profit potential. 

Substitutes do not only limit profits in normal times, they also reduce the profit an industry can reap in 

boom times.138 

 

The general supply of seafood in the world is shifting more towards aquaculture, as the supply from 

wild catch is stagnating in several regions and for many important species. Wild catch of salmonids is 

decreasing and the supply has been dominated by farmed salmon since 1999, this will not be regarded 

as a substitute for Atlantic Salmon.139 

 

The typical substitutes for farmed salmon would be protein rich food such as cattle, lamb, poultry, 

pork and other seafood.140 These are products that customers perceive as alternatives with similar 

utility and that may affect the margins of salmon farmers such as Marine Harvest. Most of these 

substitute protein sources are also farmed, with the exception of some seafood products.  
																							Figure	31:Protein	consumption	

 
																			Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p6	

                                                   
138 Michael. E Porter How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy Article, Harvard Business review, 1979 ,p.142 
139 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.11 
140 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.12 
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As illustrated by the graph above, fish constitutes of a relatively low percentage of protein sources for 

human consumption. Fish only constitutes for 6,5% of the human consumption, where salmon only 

represents a marginal 0,3% of the total fish consumption. As, mentioned in the previous section on 

relative prices, salmon has become relatively cheaper, but it’s still a rather expensive source of protein 

compared to its substitutes. Even though there are similarities between these different protein sources, 

there are also several aspects where Atlantic salmon differentiates from its substitutes. First and 

foremost, Atlantic salmon is superior in terms of both protein and energy retention. It’s also an 

important source for Omega-3 and vitamins and minerals.141 Farmed salmon also have a lower feed 

conversion cycle and carbon footprint than its substitutes.142 The feed conversion cycle tells us the 

kilograms of feed needed to increase the animal’s bodyweight by one kg, while carbon footprint tells 

us the environmental impacts. As illustrated below, salmon has significantly lower level of both feed 

conversion and carbon footprint. Through these aspects, the Atlantic salmon is differentiating itself 

from other types of meat, as a healthier, production efficient and more environmentally friendly 

alternative, which may increase the importance of salmon as a protein source with an increased future 

demand. 

                        

                           Table	3:Production	impact	

 
																																			Source:	MHG	Salmon	Industry	Handbook,	p14-15	

 
Competitive rivalry within the industry  
The intensity of rivalry among competitors in an industry refers to the extent to which firms within an 

industry put pressure on one another and limit each other’s profit potential143 

 

The salmon farming industry in Norway is highly fragmented compared to other countries such as 

Chile and Scotland.144 This is due to Norwegian authority's desire to decentralize the structure and 

promote local ownership. There are numerous companies which operate within the industry, but there 

are a few key players, which dominates the market. As a result of the increased consolidation in the 

industry, the four major companies attain more than 50% of the market share in Norway.145 The rivalry 

within the industry has mainly been centered around obtaining large delivery and production contracts 

to large retailers and the access to licenses.  

                                                   
141 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.16 
142 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.14-15 
143 http://strategiccfo.com/wikicfo/intensity-of-rivalry-one-of-porters-five-forces/ 
144 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.28 
145 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.27	
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As we stated above, the demand is expected to increase. This may reduce the rivalry in the aquaculture 

industry, as an increased demand implies that each company will be able to increase its sales, without 

necessarily limiting or stealing another players profit potential. However, the increased demand will 

intensify the rivalry with regards to acquiring licenses and companies. Licenses are a scarce asset, as 

the total amount of allowed licenses is restricted by the government. In return, this will limit 

company’s possibilities to grow through acquisitions of new licenses awarded by the authorities. In 

order to obtain more licenses, fish farmers have to purchase them from companies or other holders. 

This will put an upward pressure on the prices of a license. Another solution in order for the 

companies to grow and meet this increased demand are to acquire companies. This may lead to 

bidding wars amongst competitors, resulting in higher purchasing price for the final buyer.   

 

To conclude, we believe that the rivalry will be relatively high within in the industry. This is based on 

the increased competition amongst the key players with regards to acquisition of companies and 

licenses, which in turn will put and upward pressure on these assets. In addition, Norwegian farmers 

will also experience fears completion from Chilean exporters. 

 

Conclusion 

In general, the fish farming industry can be considered as attractive.  This could be supported by a low 

threat of substitutes and new entrants in the market. The customers bargaining can be considered to be 

moderate to low. Customers are demanding higher standard in production and quality products and are 

willing to change distributors if these requirements are not met, but overall strong demand results in a 

moderate to low bargaining power of customers. One factor which may limit the attractiveness of the 

industry is high competitive rivalry among the top players in the industry. This rivalry mostly evolves 

around the growth opportunities and a stronger sense of globalization of the salmon market. In order to 

grow, the fish farmers need to acquire new licenses. Based on the high demand in the market and 

strong competiveness, the companies would desire to expand their production and distribution 

channels. This could be obtained through acquisitions of new licenses or companies. The rivalry 

further leads to an increased price pressure on licenses and acquisition candidates, resulting in high 

capital requirements in the industry. 

 

Another limiting factor may be the bargaining power of the suppliers. Suppliers in feed and 

pharmaceuticals has generally had a moderately high bargaining power. Feed suppliers with 

moderately high bargaining power would may reduce Marine Harvests ability for cost control in their 

value chain and influence their profitability significantly. As MHG has commenced its own feed 

production, this bargaining power has been reduced. Even though this make MHG less dependent on 

feed suppliers, the new facility is still reliant of suppliers within raw material, but their bargaining 

power is now considered to be moderate.  
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Pharmaceutical suppliers bargaining power has decreased the past years, due to an increasing 

application of non-medical treatments. Overall we conclude with that the numerous suppliers for the 

fish farming industry has moderate bargaining power 
Figure	32:Summary	Porter's	five	forces	

 
Source:	own	creation		

3.3	VRIO	analysis	

After analyzing the factors that affects the prices, supply and demand of salmon as well as the 

competitive environment of the industry, we are now turning our focus towards Marine Harvests 

internal resources and capabilities. This is analyzed in order to examine if the MHG attains any 

resources, which gives them competitive advantage and if the company is utilizing these resources to 

generate profit.  The Internal analysis forms the basis for the company’s competitiveness and is an 

important aspect to analyze in order to fully comprehend MHG strategic position in the market. The 

VRIO framework by Jay Barney is implemented to analyze MHG internal resources.  

In order for a resource to be categorized as a sustainable competitive advantage, it must be valuable, 

rare, costly or difficult to imitate, and efficiently organized. The table below illustrates the framework 

applied in the VRIO analysis. 146 

 
VRIO-analysis framework 
Table	4:VRIO	framework	

Resource characteristics Strategic implications 

 
Valuable 

A resource is valuable if it can be utilized, to increase market share, achieve a cost 
advantage, charge a premium price or remove threats. 

 
Rare 

The valuable resource is not available to all competitors 

 
 
Imitable 

If a resource is not readily copied or imitable, then the resource is a potential 
source of competitive advantage. 

 
Organized 

If a resource is available, rare and difficult to imitate, a business must be able to 
exploit it 

Source:	Source:	J.	Barney	&	W.	Hesterly	2006	–	Strategic	Management	and	Competitive	Advantage	

                                                   
146 J.	Barney	&	W.	Hesterly	2006	–	Strategic	Management	and	Competitive	Advantage,	P.	80	
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Licenses  
The VRIO framework states that in order for an asset to yield a persistent competitive advantage it has 

to be valuable, rare, hard to imitate and organized, meaning the company needs to be organized in a 

way that allows them to exploit a certain asset. Licenses fulfill all these requirements. It’s valuable and 

rare, as they are awarded by the authorities. However, they can be acquired on the second hand 

marked, but it’s costly. A company may seek to obtain more licenses in order to copy a peer company, 

however most countries holds statutory restrictions on the number of licenses a company may attain. 

MHG has operated for several decades within the industry, and therefore it’s reasonable to assume that 

they are organized in a way that allows them to exploit a license.  

 

Obtaining such a large amount of licenses is one of the factors that have enabled MHG to become the 

leading supplier of Atlantic salmon in the world. This resource would be extremely difficult and 

expensive to imitate, making it a competitive advantage for MHG. 

	
 
Leading integrated protein provider 
Being a wholly integrated company is a valuable resource that helps MHG stabilize costs, control the 

quality of their products and improve efficiency. MHG ambition is to be a world-leading, integrated 

provider of seafood protein, by capitalizing on their integrated value chain and be the leader in three 

key areas – salmon feed, salmon farming and in meeting the needs of the market.147 Even though this 

is a valuable resource, MHG is not the only company with a fully integrated value chain on the 

market. Lerøy Seafood also pride itself with being a fully integrated company. However, MHG is still 

a significant larger salmon producer than Lerøy Seafood. Obtaining this resource is giving the 

company a unique position in the market and a competitive advantage over smaller companies who are 

less integrated. Attaining a wholly integrated value chain is both time consuming and capital intensive. 

This makes it challenging for both established companies as well as new entrants to obtain. 

 

Over time, upstream and downstream integration is expected to result in more stable earnings and 

unlock future growth. MHG expects to be less exposed to the cyclical nature of salmon prices, and be 

better able to control the quality of their products.148 

 
Market presence  
As we stated earlier, MHG is the world’s largest producer of Atlantic salmon. Marine Harvest is 

present in 23 countries, and sells directly to more than 70 countries around the world.  This is difficult 

for the competitors to copy and is considered as a valuable asset. Being present in such a large number 

of countries, allows MHG to offer a full range of salmon products to their customers, which gives the 

                                                   
147 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.8 
148 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.17 
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firm competitive advantages. This is considered rare and valuable resource, as they are amongst few 

companies within the industry that are able to offer a large range of seafood products to such a 

broad/vast variety of markets.149 In return, this allows them to achieve economies of scales in 

production, logistics and product development. In addition, being present in many countries, allows 

MHG to be better equipped in handling import bans. MHG is able to rapidly shift their supply of 

salmon to another country, which is not restricted by an import ban. 

 
Summary internal analysis  
Based on the above findings, we identified that MHG currently obtain a sustainable competitive 

advantage by holding a large number of licenses. The resources vertical value chain and market 

presence does not meet all the VRIO criteria’s, therefore yielding a temporarily competitive 

advantage. Summary of the analysis is illustrated below.	

															

													Table	5:Summary	VRIO		

 Resource-based analysis of a business   
 Resource characteristics 

 
Strategic implications 

 Valuable Rare Imitable Organized Competitive 
implication 

Impact on 
Economic 
performance 

Licenses Yes Yes Partly Yes Sustainable 
competitive 
advantage 

   Above 
normal 

 
Integrated 
value 
chain 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Temporary 
competitive 
advantage 

    Above   
normal 

 
Markets 
presence 

Yes Yes Partly Yes Temporary 
competitive 
advantage 

    Above      
normal 

													Source:	Own	creation		

 

4	Financial	statement	analysis	
The purpose with the financial statement analysis is to obtain insight about the historical levels and 

trend in key financial value drivers.150 MHG’s performance will be compared with the selected peer 

group. Based on a thorough analysis of all the companies’ annual reports, we will determine whether 

MHG has experienced growth, created value and how the company has performed compared to its 

peers. In addition, we will examine the driving force behind these factors. Our analysis will focus on 

                                                   
149 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.77	
150 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.194 
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profitability measures such as ROIC and ROE, but the company’s short-term and long-term liquidity 

risk will also be assessed. An insight of how these financial value drivers have evolved historically 

will help us to make reliable estimates of the future cash flows.  

 

Our financial statement analysis will be based on annual reports between 2005-2015. This period has 

been selected due to the cyclical nature of the fish farming industry. Therefore, in order to assess 

estimates both before, during and after a cycle, we have selected an 11-year time period.  MHG’s 

balance sheet and income statement can be viewed in appendix 10-11. 

4.1	Accounting	quality	
Accounting quality is a central concept in financial statement analysis. In practice, reported accounting 

numbers, which are used in calculating financial ratios, should be adjusted to make them comparable 

over time and across firms.  This ensures that changes in financial ratios reflect changes in a firm’s 

underlying operations and financial position not changes or differences in accounting policies.151 As 

the purpose with this thesis is to estimate MHG’s value by applying present value methods and 

multiplies, it’s important that: 

• Accounting items or events is either classified as permanent or transitory 

• Reported earnings are based on the same accounting policies over time 

• Identical accounting policies between MHG and the peer group 

 

 It is important to distinguish between permanent and transitory items. Transitory has little probability 

of recurring. Therefore, transitory items do not reflect value creation for MHG and its peers, and will 

on this basis excluded from core operations for MHG and the comparable companies.  The 

reclassification of the accounting items will be further examined in the section regarding 

reformulation. 152 

 

Since the trend and levels of past earning may serve as indicators for future earnings, it’s important to 

be aware of changes in a firm’s accounting policies.153 Throughout the analyzed time period, MHG 

and its peers, report their financial data according to IFRS. Legislation is however constantly 

changing, which requires companies to adjust and adapt. Furthermore, we acknowledge that 

accounting practices can never be identical across firms. This is due to the fact that management needs 

to make estimates, judgments (assumptions) and predictions as underlying premises for producing 

financial statements.154  

Such assessments will to an extent be subjective and will thus differ from company to company.  

                                                   
151 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.336 
152 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.336 
153 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.381 
154 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.376 
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4.2	Reformulation		
This section addresses the reformulation of MHG’s income statements and balance sheet.  The 

reformulation is based on Penman 2013 and Peteresen and Plenborg 2012.  The purpose of the 

reformulation is to obtain knowledge of MGH core activities and uncover any hidden dirty surplus 

items. Further, reformulating the income statement and balance sheet will distinguish between the 

company’s operating and financing activities. Operating assets and liabilities are those involved in the 

business, in selling goods and services. Financing assets and liabilities are those that are involved in 

raising cash for operations and investments.155 The reason why operating items should be separated 

from financing items is that the company’s operations are the primary driving force behind the value 

creation and therefore important to isolate. Furthermore, the operations are what makes the company 

unique and hard to duplicate, whereas the financing is much easier to replicate. 156 

 

Reformulation of income statement 
The reformulated income statement views the value added to shareholders through the comprehensive 

income. The comprehensive income can be divided into operating income and financial income. The 

operating income is derived by the relation between the operating revenue and expenses and is related 

to MHG’s invested capital. Similar the financial income is related to the company’s net interest-

bearing debt.157 In a valuation purpose, the focus would be put on the operating activities. By 

separating the operating income from the financial income, we are able to calculate the net operating 

profit after tax (NOPAT) from operating activities. The reformulated income statements for MHG and 

its peers can be found in the appendix. 

	
Dirty Surplus items 
An equity statement that has no income other than net income from the income statement is a clean 

surplus accounting statement.158 If there were other items affecting the company’s income, which is 

not stated in the income statement, those items would be referred to as dirty surplus items. Penman 

states that the three most common dirty surplus items are unrealized gains and losses on securities, 

foreign currency translation gains and losses and unrealized gains and losses on certain derivatives.  

Through the reformulation we ensure that such items, are present in income statement. 

 

Following Penman’s reformulation, foreign currency translation gains and losses and change in 

funding status of pension funds should be viewed as an operating income item, and therefore be a part 

of the both the company’s net income and later in the reformulated income statement.159 

                                                   
155 Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.293	
156 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.68 
157 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.70 
158 Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.63 
159	Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.264	
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Translation adjustments are not included in determining net income for the period, but are disclosed in 

the comprehensive income. In the annual report, MHG states that change in funding of pensions and 

currency translations are items that should be reclassified as profit.160  

 

The dirty surplus item that have affected MHG the most in the analyzed time period, is currency 

translation differences.  Application of foreign exchange adjustments affect financial reporting of most 

companies operating in foreign countries, due to differing operating and economic characteristics of 

varied types of foreign entities. Business transactions carried out in currencies different from the 

domestic currency exposes MHG to the effects of fluctuating currency rates161 The currency 

translation differences have	historically	affected	MHG significantly. For the past 3 years this item has 

had a substantial positive impact on MHG between 630-843 million NOK. This is primarily due to the 

depreciation of the NOK against the EUR and USD, which has had a positive effect on the Norwegian 

salmon prices. The impact of these items will be furthered illustrated in the profitability analysis 

 
Other income 
MHG and several of the analyzed companies list other income as part of their total income for the 

year. This item is not directly linked to the sale of salmon. However, they are classified as operational 

by the firms in their annual reports. Due to the inadequate information of available regarding this item 

we have classified it as operational.   

 
 
Restructuring costs 
This item include cost associated with restructuring MHG’s operations or business segments. As an 

example, MHG commenced a restructuring process in 2014 within the segment European VAP 

operations, which led to a reduction in their processing units from thirteen to eight. 162 It is reasonable 

to assume that major companies have to restructure in order to stay competitive. Firms need to adapt 

their existing business to prevailing market conditions or integrate newly acquired activities163. Thus, 

it seems reasonable to consider these costs as part of a company’s core operations.  

	
Income from associated companies 
For MHG and its peer group, the income from associated companies is regarded as part of the 

analyzed firms core operations. This is based on that all associated companies operate within the 

seafood industry, and thus is part of the operating income. Accordingly, investments in associated 

firms, from the balance sheet, is classified as part of operations and thus included in the investment 

capital164 

                                                   
160	Marine Harvest annual report 2015, p.141	
161 http://www.fasb.org/summary/stsum52.shtml 
162 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.105 
163 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.84 
164 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.86 
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Provision for onerous contracts 
 Provision for onerous contracts is a type of contract where the costs involved with fulfilling the terms 

and conditions of the contract are higher than the amount of economic benefit received165 MHG’s 

annual report doesn’t contain any detailed information regarding this item, other than its associated 

with the farming segment. Furthermore, in their income statement it’s part of MHG’s core operations. 

Therefore, it will be classified as an operating activity due to lack of disclosure.  

 
Impairment losses 
According to IAS 16 and IAS 36 an asset is impaired if net realizable value is lower than book 

value.166  There are several reason why a company might experience asset impairments. An asset 

might be damaged, or technical obsolescence. All the analyzed firms have experienced impairment 

losses or write-downs over the analyzed time period. These are indirectly linked to the company’s core 

operations and could therefore be classified as operational. However, Plenborg states that these items 

may be excluded from the core operations if they are non-recurring and are transitory by nature.167 But 

as we observe from the reformulated income statement of MHG, these items occurred in all the years 

with the exception of 2005. We therefore classify these as operational.  

	
Taxation 
We have chosen to apply the effective tax rate for MHG and its peers as a proxy for the corporate tax 

rate. This expresses the average tax rate levied on all income in the firm and reflects different tax rates 

within the group. By using the effective tax rate, we assume that operating income as well as financial 

income are taxed by the same rate. Furthermore, since accounting practices does not distinguish 

between tax on operations and tax on financial items, there is a need to divide income tax expenses 

into tax on operations and financing.168 This separation will be accomplished by estimating the tax 

shield from net financial expenses, using the following approach: 

           

        !"#	%&'&()*+ +ℎ)&-. = 0&*	()'"'1)"-	&#2&'+&+ ∗ 456256"*&	!"# 

 
Fair value adjustment on biological assets 
Biological assets comprise eggs, juveniles, smolt and fish in the sea. The accounting treatment of 

biological assets by fish farming companies applying IFRS is regulated by IAS 41 Agriculture. The 

basic principle is that such assets shall be measured at fair value less cost to sell, unless the fair value 

cannot be measured reliably.169 Changes in the value of biological assets is determined by the two 

factors growth and price movements.170  As we discussed above, price of salmon is highly volatile. A 

                                                   
165  http://www.investopedia.com/terms/o/onerouscontract.asp 
166 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.361 
167 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.362 
168 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.76	
169 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.134 
170 https://www.magma.no/ifrs-og-fiskeoppdrett	
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price movement means that the value of the biological assets either has to be adjusted upward or 

downwards. This adjustment reflects solely an accounting item, and therefore is not regarded as part of 

the company’s core operation. 

 
Balance sheet 
As with the income statement, in order to discover a firm’s ability to generate profits, we need to 

reformulate the balance sheet into operating and financing assets and liabilities.171 These balance sheet 

items must be matched with the related items in the income statement. Preforming this reclassification 

enables us to calculate the firms invested capital. Invested capital represents the amount a firm has 

invested in its operating activities and which requires a return. A company’s invested capital is the 

combined investments in the firm’s operations and equals the sum of operating assets minus operating 

liabilities. Invested capital may either be regarded as net operating assets or the funds used to finance 

operations, which is the sum of equity and net interest-bearing debt.172 The reformulated balance 

sheets for MHG and its peers can be found in the appendix. 

 

Income from associated companies 
In order to match the item Income/loss from associated companies in the analytical income statement, 

investment’s in associated companies is regarded as an operating asset. 

	
Trade receivables  
Trade receivables is comprised of invoiced goods written by customers for goods received in trade 

and short term loans to customers.173 Credit is often used to attract customers and should be classified 

as an operating asset. 

	
Assets held for sale 
Assets held for sales are mainly related to divestments of farming and processing activities. Disposal 

of these assets will reduce MHG borrowing or increase the cash and cash equivalents, therefore this 

item is classified as part of financing. This classification is also conducted in order to accommodate 

profit after tax from assets sales in the income statement. Assets sales is not viewed as MHG core 

operations, which is reflected by how infrequent this item occur.174 

 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities 
MHG has capitalized deferred tax assets related to tax losses carried forward. These arise from a tax 

loss carry forward or assets (liabilities) that are recognized at a lower (higher value) in the balance 

sheet than for tax purposes. Deferred taxes arise almost always from accounting differences in 

                                                   
171 Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.293 
172 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.73-74 
173 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.88 
174 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.90	
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calculating the operating income component of taxable income and reported book income, therefore 

these will be treated as operating assets and liabilities. 175 

 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Operating cash, which is needed as a buffer to pay bills as they fall due, is an operating asset. This is 

non-interest bearing, in the form of cash on hand or in a checking accounts. Just as the firm needs to 

invest in plant and equipment to carry out operations, it also has to invest in working cash. However, 

interest bearing cash equivalents (investments with less than three months’ maturity) or cash invested 

in short- term securities are financial assets. These are investments of excess cash over that required to 

meet liquidity demand. Typically, firms disclose their cash and cash equivalents together, so 

identifying the working cash is difficult. If an analyst knows the type of business well, she might 

impute the required working cash (as 0,5% of sales) but as many firms have cash swept daily into 

interest-bearing accounts cash and cash equivalent is classified as financial assets.176 

4.3	Profitability	analysis 

Measuring a company’s profitability is one of the key areas of financial analysis. Profitability is 

important for a company’s future survival and to ensure a satisfactory return to shareholders. Sound 

profitability is a signal of economic strength, and helps a firm maintain positive relationship with both 

customers and suppliers. The historical profitability is an important element in defining future 

expectations for MHG.  In the following sections, the profitability ratios will be defined and their 

inter-relationships will be described.177 The profitability analysis will be based on the DuPont model, 

which is illustrated below. Some of the ratios, such as ROIC and ROE will be further decomposed to 

achieve a deeper understanding of the key drivers behind the measures. Furthermore, MHG’s 

historical performance will be compared with its peers.  It should be noted, that our estimations are 

based on average balance figures. This enables us to examine how the measures has evolved over the 

year.178 The full profitability analyses could be found in appendix 24-26. 
																																														Figure	33:DuPont-Model	

 
																																												Source:	C.	Petersen	&	T.	Plenborg	2012,	own	creation	
                                                   
175C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.88 and Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security 
Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.293 
176 Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.294-295 
177 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.293 
178 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.96 
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4.3.1	Return	on	invested	capital(ROIC)	
ROIC is the overall measure for operations. The ratio expresses the return on capital invested in a 

firm’s net operating assets as a percentage179, and is defined as: 

 

7894 =
0&*	52&6"*)':	265()*	"(*&6	*"#	(08<=!)

9'?&+*&.	1"2)*"-
×100 

 

ROIC is an important ratio. In a valuation context it is a significant factor, since higher rate of return 

will lead to a higher value.180 If ROIC exceeds the cost of capital of the firm then the company is said 

to create excess return and hence, create value for their shareholders. This principle is what the 

Economic Value Added model is built upon. We will start our analysis by performing a cross sectional 

analysis between MHG and its peers in order to determine how the firms ROIC has developed 

relatively to its peers. Secondly, MHG’s (ROIC) is divided into ROIC from unusual operating items 

and core operations. Thereafter, ROIC will be further decomposed into profit margin and turnover rate 

of invested capital.  

 

4.3.1.1	Peer	comparison	
Figure	34:	Development	in	ROIC	

 
All	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation	

The figure above illustrates the companies’ development in ROIC over the analyzed time period. As 

we can observe from the figure above, the companies are showing similar patterns in regards to the 

development in ROIC. This can be explained by the cyclical nature of the industry and the high 

correlations with the salmon price. The industry experienced fairly good market condition and high 

salmon prices in 2010, which lead to high return on invested capital. We can note that in most recent 

years, MHG’s ROIC has been relatively stable, with a ROIC within the interval of 9-12%. However, 

MGH’s ROIC has been consistently lower than SalMar’s.  SalMar has been able to generate a ROIC 

which exceed the other companies in all years with the exception of 2009 and 2011 where BF obtained 

                                                   
179 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.94 
180 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.94	
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the highest ROIC. This indicates that SalMar’s profitability is generally higher than MHG and its 

peers in the period examined. 	

	
4.3.1.2	Splitting	ROIC	
Net operating profit after tax is divided into profit after tax from core operations and dirty surplus 

items. This is conducted in order to calculate their corresponding ROIC we apply the the following 

definition:  

																											7894 *5*"- = 7894 CDEFG	HIJKLI	MNLOP	QRLSTRQ	NOIUQ
VWXIQOIM	YZSNOZT

+ 7894 \NLOP	]RLSTRQ	VOIUQ
VWXIQOIM	YZSNOZT

 

	

Figure	35:Splitting	ROIC	

	
Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2006-2015,	own	creation 

As the graph illustrates, Marine Harvests ROIC is fluctuating extensively over the analyzed period, 

which is not surprising for a company within an industry with a high level of cyclicality. By 

examining the MHG’s ROIC it’s clear that most of the fluctuations are related to the company’s core 

operations, which is illustrated by the relationship between the ROIC from core operation and total 

ROIC. These have been nearly inseparable until 2013. At this point it could be viewed that the ROIC 

from core operations is lower than the total, which means that not all of the company’s return on 

invested capital can be explained by its core operations. By observing the graph, it can be noticed that 

the ROIC from dirty surplus items has been increasing in the same time horizon. This growth is due to 

an increase in currency translation differences, which reflects the weakening of NOK against EUR and 

USD.  Throughout the analyzed time period the dirty surplus items had a fairly low impact on MHG’s 

total ROIC, but in recent years these items have contributed to around 30% of the company’s total 

return on invested capital.  
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4.3.1.3	Decomposed	ROIC	
To further investigate the reasoning behind these variations, ROIC is decomposed into profit margin 

and turnover rate on invested capital. These ratios will help us explain the relationship between 

revenues and expenses as well as how efficiently MHG has utilized their capital over time.181 

 

Turnover rate on invested capital describes how efficiently the company utilizes its invested capital to 

generate income. According to Plenborg turnover rate of invested capital is calculated as182: 

 

!^6'5?&6	6"*&	5(	)'?&+*&.	1"2)*"- =
0&*	6&?&'^&+

9'?&+*&.	1"2)*"-
 

	

Figure	36:	The	companies	turnover	rate	of	invested	capital	

 
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation	

As illustrated by the graph above, both MHG and its peers turnover rate of invested capital is fairly 

stable through the analyzed time horizon with the exception of Norwegian royal salmon. SalMar and 

Bakkafrost achieved the highest ROIC of the analyzed companies, but their turnover rate does not 

deviate from its peers in any significant way. The majority of the companies have a turnover rate 

relatively close to 1. 

 

MHG’s turnover rate has been steadily improving throughout the analysed time horizon. The turnover 

rate has increased from 0,47 in 2005 to 1 in 2015.  MHG revenues and invested capital have followed 

a similar path in the past 5 years, resulting in a turnover rate approaching 1. As the turnover rate is 

converging to 1, most of the fluctuations in ROIC is due to changes in profit margin. This could be 

                                                   
181 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.107 
182 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.108	
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observed by the graph below, as the profit margin and ROIC are almost intertwined as the turnover 

rate is approaching 1.  

  
Figure	37:Decomposition	of	MHG's	ROIC	

 
Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2006-2015,	own	creation	

With this in mind we can conclude that the primary reason for the fluctuations in ROIC for MHG and 

its peers is due to variations in the profit margin. 

	

4.3.2	Profit	Margin	
The profit margin describes the revenue and expense relation and expresses, operating income as a 

percentage of net revenue. All things being equal, it is attractive with a high profit margin. The profit 

margin after tax is calculated by applying the following formula 183 

 

<65()*	_"6:)'	"(*&6	*"# =
0&*	52&6"*)':	265()*	"(*&6	*"#

0&*	6&?&'^&+
	

	
4.3.2.1	Peer	analysis		
As illustrated by the table below, the development in MHG and its peers profit margin is fairly similar 

to the return on invested capital. This supports the conclusion from the section on turnover rate of 

invested capital. Observing the graph below, it can be seen that even though there are differences 

between the companies, the fluctuations in profit margin generally occurs at the same point in time. 

This is as mentioned earlier due to fact that the industry’s revenue is mainly driven by the supply and 

demand relation in the market and the salmon price is reflected by this relation. As with the return on 

invested capital, SalMar and Bakkafrost also attains the highest profit margins for the analysed time 

horizon. MHG is sharing the third place with LSG and GS. 

 

                                                   
183 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.107 
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Figure	38:Development	in	profit	margin	

	
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation 

 

4.3.2.2	Decomposition	of	Profit	Margin	
In order to investigate the profit margin further, this is also divided into profit margin from core 

operations and profit margin from dirty surplus items by the following formula by Penman184 

 

	<_ *5*"- = <_
456&	9*&`+
0&*	6&?&'^&+

+ <_
a)6*b	c^62-^+	9*&`+

0&*	6&?&'^&+
 

 

As the fluctuations in profit margin is so closely linked to the development in salmon prices, the profit 

margin will be furthered analysed against the salmon prices for the comparable time horizon.   

 

As expected, given the fairly stable turnover rate, the profit margin is fluctuating quite extensively. 

Unlike the turnover rate, the profit margin seems to be highly sensitive to the cyclical nature of the 

industry. As illustrated by the graph below, most of the variations in MHGs profit margin seems to be 

generated by the company’s core operations, which was also reflected in the firms ROIC. By further 

examining the profit margin from core operations with the given salmon price for the period, its easy 

to observe that these measures are highly correlated.  

 

                                                   
184 Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.506 
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Figure	39:Decomposition	of	Profit	Margin	

	
Source:	MHG’s	annual	reports	2006-2015,	own	creation 

As shown by the graph, most of the movements in profit margin is in conjunction with the fluctuation 

in salmon price, with the exception of the past few years. At this point it could be viewed that the total 

profit is to a larger extent generated by dirty surplus items. As salmon prices are increasing, one would 

expect a similar movement in the profit margin from core operations. The primary reason why this is 

not the case, is due to the previously mentioned depreciation of the NOK against the EUR, CAD and 

USD. This depreciation has led to gains in the dirty surplus item, currency translation differences, 

which have contributed to nearly 4% of the total profit margin (11%) between 2013-2015. While a 

weaker NOK versus the EUR and USD has a positive effect on salmon prices in Norway, it’s 

important to highlight that it has a negative effect on Marine Harvest’s feed costs and operations in the 

regions, Chile, Canada, Scotland and the Faroe Islands. This has resulted in a decreased profit margin 

from core operations, even though salmon prices are at exceptionally high levels. 

 
4.3.3	Separation	of	Marine	Harvest	revenues	
															Figure	40:Separation	of	MHG's	revenues	

 
															Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2006-2015,	own	creation	
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The following table illustrates MHG’s total revenues divided into revenues from sales of fresh salmon, 

processed and corporate units. This is necessary as a large part of the harvest volumes is sold at a 

premium above the spot price, due to secondary processing. Through this separation, we are able to 

obtain a better understanding about the historical development in these segments, which combined 

with our strategic analysis will form the basis for our forecasted revenues.  As illustrated from the 

graph, the revenue had been fairly stable until 2013, where MHG acquired Morpol. At this point, a 

larger part of MHG revenues was attributed to secondary processing. After the acquisition of Morpol, 

the number of sold ton in the segment VAP nearly doubled185. The revenue relation between the 

different segments seem to remain fairly similar even if secondary processing now attains a larger part 

of total harvest volumes. During the time period between 2014 and 2015 we witnessed historically 

high salmon prices. As the VAP premium is negatively correlated with the spot price of salmon, some 

of the profit of selling secondary processed products was removed. 

 
4.3.4	Common	size	analysis	
Our analysis above revealed that the companies turnover rate on invested capital had been fairly stable 

throughout the analyzed period. Therefore, the fluctuations in ROIC was mainly driven by the profit 

margin. In the following section we will conduct a common size analysis of MHG and its peers. This 

is conducted in order to achieve a better understanding of the revenue and expense relation within the 

industry.186 To obtain the peer column, we have averaged all the comparable companies’ selected 

expense items. 
	

Table	6:Summary	of	the	common	size	analysis	

Year 2010 2011 2012 
 

2013 2014 2015 

Income 
statement 

MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers 

Total 
revenues 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Cost of 
materials 

-51% -56% -52% -61% -63% -65% -52% -57% -54% -55% -57% -64% 

Salary and 
personnel 
expenses 

-14% -11% -13% -12% -16% -13% -14% -12% -13% -8% -14% -13% 

Other 
operating 
expenses 

-10% -10% -13% -12% -14% -12% -13% -11% -13% -12% -14% -6% 

EBITDA 26% 24% 21% 20% 8% 8% 19% 20% 21% 26% 15% 15% 
Depreciation/ 
amortization 

-4% -3% -4% -4% -4% -4% -4% -3% -4% -3% -4% -3% 

EBIT 22% 21% 17% 16% 4% 4% 15% 17% 17% 22% 11% 12% 
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation	

                                                   
185 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.11 
186 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.112-113	
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4.3.4.1	Cost	of	materials	
As we can observe from the table above, the companies experienced a negative trend in regards to cost 

of materials between 2010-2012, which in return may have reduced companies’ profitability. This 

negative trend could be explained by the developments in cost of feed. Cost of feed is the largest 

contributor to cost of materials. The two main ingredients in feed, fish oil and fishmeal have had an 

increasing trend in price between 2010-2012, resulting in higher feed -and production cost. Both MHG 

and its peer, experienced a positive development in 2013. However, this was short lasted, as the cost 

of materials increased in 2014 and further in 2015. In the last quarter of 2015, the cost related to feed 

alone increased 13% compared to the corresponding quarter in the previous year.187 Another 

contributing factor, is the depreciation of NOK against USD. Raw materials to produce feed is bought 

in USD, thus a depreciation will make it relatively more expensive to obtained these materials. 

 

On the other hand, we can note that MHG has consistently achieved lower cost of materials than its 

peers over the analyzed time period.  This can be explained by MHG’s size relatively to the peer 

group.  MHG is the largest producer of Atlantic salmon, and has production facilities in several 

countries. This may enable the company to obtain higher degree of competitive advantages, such as 

economies of scales, which may in return reduce cost of materials. However, in recent years, the peer 

groups cost of materials have been approaching MGH’s. This could be explained by the increased 

consolidation in the industry, which may enable the other companies to obtain economies of scale. 

	
4.3.4.2	Other	operating	expenses	
Other operating expenses mainly consist of maintenance, electricity and fuel costs. As illustrated by 

the table there have been a steady growth tendency in other operating expenses the past few years. 

This is primarily due to an increase in maintenance costs. Maintenance costs includes mitigation costs 

related to predation and lice management. As we have discussed in previous sections, there have been 

increasing tendency in costs related to lice treatment. This problem has affected the whole industry as 

it has increased other operating costs both for MHG and its peers. Even though there is an increasing 

trend in the other operating expenses it should be noted that MHG’s other operating costs is still lower 

than its peers throughout the analyzed period. 

 

4.3.4.3	Salary	and	personnel	expenses	
The next item we will highlight is salary and personnel expenses. As we can observe, MHG has had 

higher salaries and personnel expenses, especially in 2014 compared to its peers. This large difference 

in 2014 was primarily driven by a NOK 601.6 million increase in gross wages and salaries as a result 

                                                   
187 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.7 
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of the consolidation of Morpol, the startup of the feed plant in Norway and increased activity in 

general.188  

 
4.3.4.4	EBIT	
By examining MHG and its peer’s EBIT, it’s easy to observe how much the cyclical nature of fish 

farming impacts the whole industry simultaneously. MHG’s EBIT fluctuates from approximately 21% 

in 2010, all the way down to 4% in 2012 then back up to around 20% in 2014. These developments in 

EBIT are mainly due to the movements in salmon price caused by supply and demand differences and 

the increased costs. The salmon price hit a low point of 28kr per kg in 2012, combined with an 

increased cost in feed, which affected the whole industry’s profitability significantly.  In 2015 the 

salmon price was at an all-time high and one should expect EBIT to follow the same direction. As 

stated previously the weak NOK and increased costs related to feed and disease treatment is 

decreasing the industry’s margins, resulting in an EBIT at approximately 10%.  

 

MHG’s EBIT as percentage of revenues is fairly similar to its peers for the analyzed time period. This 

may be interpreted as a failure to utilize its competitive advantages, but it should also be highlighted 

that MHG attains a revenue twice the size of the second largest producer of Atlantic salmon.	

	
4.3.5	ROE	
In the previous sections, the focus was on measurement of operating profitability. In this section we 

examine the impact of financial leverage on profitability.  Return on equity(ROE) measures the 

profitability taking into account both operating and financial leverage.  ROE measures owners’ 

accounting return on their investments in a company, and is defined as189 

 

78d = 7894 + 7894 − 0f4 ∗ ghd=7 

                          where 

                        7894 = 7&*^6'	5'	)'?&+*&.	1"2)*"-	"(*&6	*"# 

                        0f4 = 0&*	%5665i)':	15+*	"(*&6	*"#	)'	2&6	1&'* 

                      ghd=7 = g)'"'1)"-	-&?&6":&	 

	
4.3.5.1	Peer	analysis	
NBC is estimated by dividing net financial expenses after tax on net interest-bearing(NIBD) debt. 

NIBD is measured as the difference between interest-bearing debt and financial assets190 

 

The figure below illustrates development in overall ROE for MHG and its peer group. As observed by 

the graph, there is a similar pattern for the companies within the industry. All the analyzed firms 
                                                   
188 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.11 
189	C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.117	
190 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.117 
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experienced a rapid decrease in ROE in 2012, followed by a major positive growth in 2013. In 2014 

SalMar experienced an exceptional high growth, whereas MHG and the other companies witnessed a 

more stabilizing tendency 
Figure	41:ROE	developments	all	firms	

 
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation	

For the past years, SalMar has been the superior achiever in regards to ROE. That being said, MHG 

has still significantly increased their ROE over the analyzed time period, from 12,8% in 2006 to 

approximately 25,8% in 2014. Hence, MHG is able to generate return on shareholder’s capital 

contributions.  To further examine ROE, we will decompose into the profitability measure ROIC, 

financial leverage and spread(ROIC-NBC).  

	
4.3.5.2	Financial	gearing	
In this section we will examine how the financial gearing impacts the overall profitability. The 

financial gearing will have a positive effect on ROE if ROIC is above NBC and a negative impact if 

not. If a company obtains a ROIC higher than NBC is said to have a favorable financial gearing.191   

The measure is estimated by dividing net interest-bearing debt by book value of equity. As illustrated 

by the graph below, there no large variations in financial gearing that describes the fluctuations in 

ROE. The financial gearing of MHG and its peers is mostly in the interval of 0,4-1. 
	

Figure	42:Development	in	the	companies’	financial	gearing	

	
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation 

                                                   
191 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.118	
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Grieg Seafood has historically had a higher financial gearing than its peer companies. Even though GS 

attain the highest financial gearing, this has not resulted in the highest return on equity. As most of the 

fluctuations in ROE seem to come from varieties in the companies spread between ROIC and NBC. 

This will be examined further in order to obtain a better understanding of the changes in return on 

equity. 

4.3.5.3	Spread	
Figure	43:Development	in	the	companies	spread	

 
Source:	all	companies’	annual	reports,	own	creation	

Spread is defined as the difference between ROIC and NBC. Plenborg states that an increased 

financial gearing will only increase ROE when the difference between ROIC and NBC is positive. 

However, NBC rarely matches a firms borrowing rate. NBC will be effected by the difference between 

deposit and lending rate. Thus, NBC should be interpreted with care.192  As illustrated by the graph 

above, all companies has generally had a positive spread. Overall Salmar and Bakkafrost has obtained 

the highest spread, resulting in a higher ROE than their peers. GS obtained spread has generally been 

lower than its peers, which is why their financial gearing has not resulted in a high return on equity. 

MHG spread is amongst the highest the past 3 years, but due to a fairly low financial gearing and 

decreased ROIC, the company has not obtained the highest return on equity for their shareholders. As 

stated above, the reduction in ROIC was mainly a result of increased costs related to feed, lice 

treatments and unfavorable currency effects.  

	

4.3.6	Conclusion	profitability	analysis	
Through our profitability analysis, we uncovered that MHG generally had an average profitability 

compared to its peer. Most of the variations in ROIC and profit margin was due to changes in core 

operations, as the turnover rate on invested capital had been fairly stable throughout the analyzed 

period. When further analyzing MHG profit margin against salmon prices for the comparable period, 

we could observe that the fluctuations in profit margin correlated with the salmon price. The past few 

years’ currency translation differences had a larger impact on the profit margin than earlier periods. 

                                                   
192	C.	Petersen	&	T.	Plenborg	2012	–	Financial	Statement	Analysis,	p.112-113	
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Furthermore, our common analyses revealed that exchange rate effects caused by a weak NOK against 

EUR, USD and CAD combined with increased raw material prices had led to increased feed costs. In 

addition, increased salary cost and cost related to disease outbreaks had a major impact on the 

company’s profitability the past few years. 

  

We also separated MHG’s revenue from processed and unprocessed products, in order to further 

investigate the historical developments in total revenue. After MHG’s acquisition of Morpol, the 

volume attributed to secondary process increased, but the premium was offset by historical high 

salmon prices. 

 

In our analysis of return on equity, we uncovered similar fluctuations as in ROIC, where MHG had an 

average performance compared to its peers.  Most of the variations was caused by the fluctuations in 

ROIC, as both NBC and the financial gearing have been fairly stable through the period.  

	

4.3.7	Liquidity	risk	analysis	
Liquidity is a crucial subject for any business. Without liquidity a company cannot pay its bills or 

carry out profitable investments and in certain cases lack liquidity leads to bankruptcy. Therefore, it’s 

important to analyze short- and long-term liquidity risk.193 Marine Harvest’s financial position and 

future development depends significantly on the changes in spot price of salmon, and these prices have 

historically been volatile, which makes MHG exposed to movements in supply and demand for 

salmon. Marine Harvest has to some extent mitigated its exposure to spot prices by entering into 

bilateral fixed price/volume contracts with its’ customers.194 Our estimations of the liquidity risk 

measures can be found in appendix 27. 

	
4.3.7.1	Short	term	liquidity	risk	
Short-term liquidity uncovers a company’s ability to satisfy (pay) all short-term obligations as they fall 

due.  

 

Liquidity cycle is an indicator of the short-term liquidity risk, and measures the number of days it takes 

to convert working capital to cash. The basic idea is that inventory and accounts receivable consume 

cash while accounts payable generate cash. The fewer the days it takes to convert working capital into 

cash the better the cash flow195 MHG’s liquidity cycle has generally stayed in the interval between 

100-150 days over the analyzed time period. The only exception is in 2006, where the liquidity cycle 

is at an exceptional high level of approximately 391 days. This was mainly caused by a large amount 

of trade payables. 
                                                   
193 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.150 
194 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.106 
195 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, 153 
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Current ratio is the likelihood that current assets cover the current liabilities in the event of 

liquidation. The basic idea is that the larger the ratio, the greater the likelihood that the sale of current 

assets are able to cover current liabilities. Over the analyzed period, MHG current ratio only been 

below 2 in 2008, for the rest of the period the ratio has been well above 2.  Some argue that a current 

ratio greater than 2.0 is an indication of low short-term liquidity risk.196 

 

4.3.7.2	Long-term	liquidity	risk	
Refers to the company’s long-term financial health and ability to satisfy all future obligations. 

 

Financial leverage describes the relationship between the company’s total liabilities relative to its 

equity. Generally, a high financial leverage indicates high long-term liquidity risk. MHG’s financial 

leverage seems to be moderate to low in the analyzed period, fluctuating in the interval between 0,86-

1,51. 

 

Interest coverage ratio measures a company’s ability to meet its net financial expenses. More 

specifically, the ratio shows how many times operating profit covers net financial expenses. The 

higher the ratio, the lower the long-term liquidity risk. MHG operational profit has been able to cover 

net financial expenses over the analyzed time period, except in 2008. In 2008, the measure was 

negative as MHG was to a large extent effected by the financial crisis. During this year, the company 

experienced a depreciation of NOK against EUR and USD, resulting in substantial financial losses for 

MHG.197  However, the measure has been gradually increasing the past years, and have been hovering 

around 2-3,5.  

 

4.3.7.3	Liquidity	conclusion	
MHG’s primary sources of liquidity are cash on hand, revenues generated from operations and, to an 

extent, loans and other financings.198  The Group is continuously monitoring liquidity and estimates 

expected liquidity development on the basis of budgets and monthly updated forecasts from the 

units.199 This has enabled the company to reduce their short term liquidity risk, as result of fewer 

liquidity cycle days. Fewer liquidity cycle days, implies better cash flows. A low liquidity risk is 

further supported by a current ratio above 2 the past years. Furthermore, the long-term liquidity risk 

seems to be moderate to low. This is supported by a low financial leverage, fairly solid solvency ratio 

and ability meet their net financial expenses.  

                                                   
196 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.155	
197 Marine Harvest annual report 2008, p.4 
198 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.50 
199 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.155	
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5.	SWOT	
Strength	 Weakness	

• 	Fully integrated value chain 

• Economies of scale 

• Less reliant on suppliers 

• Market presence 

• Leading producer of Atlantic salmon 

• Diversified operations/globally diversified 

• More environmental medical tools 

• In house feed production 

• Improved and efficient VAP process 

• Sales of salmon above spot price 

• Reduction of fish escapes 

• Lower cost of materials compared to its peers 

• Solid and stable capital structure 

• Solid financial positions 

• High degree of product-and technological innovations 

• Able to generate return on shareholder’s capital  

	

• High level of salary and personnel cost 

compared to the industry 

• Higher other operating expenses relatively 

to its peers 

• High level of contract share 

• Close to the 25% MAB 

• Dependent on feed suppliers in regions 

outside Norway. 

• Limited growth possibilities  

• Exposed to foreign currency risk 

• Less profitable compared to the peer 

companies 

• Lower return on invested capital  

• High operational risk 

• Long productions cycle	

Opportunities	 Threats	

• 5 % expansion granted 

• Increased health focus 

• Increased demand due higher economic wealth and 

population growth 

• Strong demand combined negative supply growth is 

expected to yield high prices 

• Growth opportunities in the American market 

• salmon has become relative cheaper 

• Reduction in production costs 

• Commencing feed production in countries outside 

Norway 

• Traffic light principle 

• Acquisitions possibilities within the industry 

• Awarded licenses 

• Product innovations 

• High entry barriers 

 

	

• 	Traffic light principle (area classified as red) 

• Increasing feed cost/raw material 

• Mass mortalities in Chile 

• Higher sea-level temperatures 

• More frequent disease outbreaks 

• Volatile salmon prices 

• Price sensitive consumer 

• More demanding consumers 

• Higher focus on environmental impacts of the 

fish farming industry 

• Increased regulations 

• Long production cycle 

• Increased cost related to disease outbreaks 

• Substituting production methods 

• Rising license cost 

• Challenging market conditions in Russia and 

China 

• Competitive rivalry amongst the players within 

the industry 

Own	creation		

The SWOT analyses, summarizes our findings so far. As we can observe MHG obtains several 

strengths and further growth opportunities. However, there is also numerous weaknesses and threats 
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which the company should be aware of. These factors may reduce the company’s profitability and 

viability. Therefore, several of these factors will be taken into account in our forecasting sections. 

6.	Forecast		

6.1	Forecasting	period	and	approach	

Our strategic-and financial analysis enabled us to identify value drivers and established the current 

state of those drivers.200 Furthermore, we examined micro-and macro factors that effects the business 

environment which MHG operates within. The next step will be to forecast future free cash flows, in 

order to perform a valuation of MHG. To arrive at future cash flows, we forecast the income statement 

and balance sheet.  The forecasted financial statements provide the information necessary to compute 

net operating profit after tax (NOPAT), invested capital, return on invested capital (ROIC), and 

ultimately free cash flow to the firm (FCFF).201 The complete pro forma income statement and balance 

sheet can be seen in appendix 33-34. 

 

As we are well aware of, forecasting is no exact science. A pro forma statement is to a large extent 

based subjective views of an individual investor. However, we believe that insight gained in our 

analysis will lay a satisfying foundation for the following forecasts.  In our thesis we will apply a 

sales-driven forecasting approach reflecting that different accounting items such as operating expenses 

and investments are driven by the expected level of activity. There will be put significantly effort in 

forecasting harvest volumes and salmon prices. As these are the company’s main revenue drivers. 

Predictions of other income-and balance figures will to a large extent be based on its historical 

developments. This will ensure a better link between the level of activity in MHG and the related 

expenses and investments. 															 

6.2	Forecast	Income	Statement		

 
6.2.1	Harvest	volume		
	
6.2.1.1	Indicators	of	future	harvest	volumes	
As identified in our strategic analysis, the most important indicators of future harvest quantities are 

standing biomass and smolt release. These areas serve as good indicators on harvest volumes. In 

addition, our strategic analyses identified several other factors such as disease outbreaks and new 

government legislations, which will all impact future harvest volumes.  

 

                                                   
200 Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.482 
201	Koller,	T.	Goedhart	M.	and	Wessels,	D.	(2010)	“Measuring	and	Managing	the	Value	of	Companies”,	Fifth	edition,	p.187	
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6.2.1.2	Global	supply		
As defined in the strategic analysis there seem to be a supply shortage of Atlantic salmon on the global 

market, making the demand less relevant for our forecast of future harvest volumes. This is based on 

the fact that growth in demand has exceeded the growth in supply, which implies that all salmon 

reaching the market is expected to be absorbed. The continuing growth in demand has further led 

salmon producers to utilize their farming facilities at approximately maximum capacity.  By 

thoroughly examining these indicators and incorporating the results in our forecast, we hope to obtain 

a reasonable estimate for MHG’s future harvest volumes. 
	

Figure	44:Global	supply	

	
Own	creation		

	
We forecast a global supply growth of -6,8% in 2016E and -1,6% in 2017E, driven by no growth in 

Norway and due to massive mortalities in Chile. Our expectations are less optimistic (from a supply 

situation) than Norway Royal Salmon forecasting a global year over year drop off -2% to -4% in 

2016E. But Marine Harvest is forecasting global volumes down -2% to -6%. It’s important to notice 

that these forecast were given before the algae bloom in Chile. However, the industry guidance from 

Marine Harvest and its peers does not add up with the company’s volume guidance. As an example, 

Marine Harvest forecasts a 11% volume growth in Norway in Q2-Q4 2016E, while it expects the 

industry to cut harvest by -3% to 0% in the same period. Grieg Seafood forecast its own volumes up 

even more in the period. For us, it sounds unreasonable that the listed companies (57% of the volumes 

in Norway) forecast harvest volumes up 3-4% in 2016E, while the same companies expect industry 

volumes in Norway to decline by 4%. If correct, non-listed companies would have to reduce 

production by 72 000 tons or 14%.  

 

There is a high degree of uncertainty in the market expectations of future supply of salmon. The 

general belief is global supply shortage in short-term reflected by a significantly increase in salmon 
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prices the past quarter. We also believe that there is a significant risk that the listed salmon farmers 

such as Marine Harvest will have to lower its 2016E and 2017E volume guidance. Note that the 

salmon farmers have missed their guidance in 2 out of the last 3 years and MHG has missed their 

expected volumes for the past 6 years. 

	
6.2.1.3	Marine	Harvest’s	predicted	versus	obtained	harvest	volume	
	

Figure	45:Predicted	vs	Actual	volumes	

 
Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2010-2015,own	creation	

	
Even though the we believe the global supply will have a negative growth in the short-term, there are 

still possibilities for MHG to grow their harvest volumes.  As we can observe from the table above, the 

managements harvest predictions tend deviate from actual volumes for the next period. However, their 

estimates are only biased by a minor 1,37 % on average, which would imply that their estimates have 

fairly high prediction.  

	
6.2.1.4	Separating	harvest	volumes	by	degree	of	processing	
Furthermore, MHG’s total harvest volumes is separated into the following two categories: 

processed(VAP) and unprocessed salmon. This separation is necessary due to the fact that processed 

salmon is sold at a premium above the spot price. By separating these products, it enables us to 

estimate revenues and harvest volumes for both categories. As illustrated by the table below, 

processed salmon accounts for approximately 17-25% of the total harvest volume. However, we will 

focus mainly on the last two years (2014-2015) in our further analysis. As we believe the last two 

years are most representative for MHG future separation between these two products. This is based on 

MHG’s acquisition of Morpol in the last quarter of 2013, which resulted in a significantly larger part 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Expected 292.000		 340.000		 360.000		 350.000		 405.000		 440.000		
Actual 295.683		 343.685		 392.306		 343.000		 418.873		 420.148		
Difference 3.683				 3.685				 32.306			 -7.000				 13.873			 -19.852			
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of MHG’s harvest volumes would now be applied in the production of value added products. Thus we 

believe that these years, will to a larger extend reflect the future.   

 

In our forecasts, we will assume that value added products will remain at constant level of 27% of the 

total harvest volumes throughout the forecasted period. The reason we have selected a slightly higher 

percentage in our further analysis, is based on two events. Firstly, the VAP segment in 2015 was 

heavily weighed due to restructuring. These restructurings are not expected to continue throughout 

2016-. In addition, several production facilities were closed down in order to achieve a more efficient 

value added process.202 As MHG’s has increased their VAP capacity and increased efficiencies in 

these facilities, it seems reasonable that the company would increase the share of harvest volumes used 

in VAP of salmon. We believe that these two factor combined will allow MHG to increase their 

volumes of VAP salmon.		

	
Table	7:Volumes	separated	

Volume	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
Total	harvest	
volumes	

295,683	 343,685	 392,306	 343	 418,873	 420,148	

Fresh	salmon	tons	 232,237	 279,686	 331,998	 283,316	 309,791	 313,118	
VAP	tons	 63,446	 63,999	 60,308	 59,684	 109,082	 107,03	
VAP	as	%	of	total	
volume	

21%	 19%	 15%	 17%	 26%	 25%	

Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2010-2015,	own	creation	

6.2.1.5	Short-term	
MHG has forecasted an increase in harvest volumes of 3,8%, resulting in a prediction of 436 000 tones 

GWT in 2016.203 Generally, this would serve as a good indication for the next period, however due to 

recent events, we believe their estimates will be significantly higher than the actual harvest volumes. 

The forecasted growth was primarily based on two main conditions. First of all, MHG were expecting 

growth in Chile, after experiencing years of declining volumes caused by disease outbreaks, high feed 

costs and weather conditions. Secondly, there was expected a low but stable growth in harvest 

volumes based on smolt release in Norway.204 As mentioned in the strategic analysis MHG also 

acquired the ability to increased their MAB by 5% in 15 of their licenses in the South of Norway. Due 

to the fact that the production cycle of salmon is time consuming, this increase would not affect their 

harvest volumes in the short-term.   

 

                                                   
202 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.38 
203 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.4 
204 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.14	
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As stated we believe that Marine Harvest will have to lower its 2016E and 2017E volume guidance. 

This is due to the significant impact of the toxic algae bloom in Chile, resulting in the loss of 

approximately 20 000 tons of fish in MHG harvest volumes.  

 

Secondly, the reported biomass of 275 000t for Q4 shows a seasonal decline compared to Q3.205. An 

estimated 11,7 million fish are taken out in January compared to 9,9 million in 2015. 1,8 mill fish 

more taken out and 1.3 mill less put into waters means a net reduction in biomass of 3.1 mill fish in 

just one month.206 High salmon mortality (jump from previous months) and sea lice outbreaks is the 

main contributor to why MHG now take out fish at lower weights. In addition, there is expected to be 

high populations of sea lice throughout the short term period, as a result of high sea level 

temperatures. This would imply reduction in supply and increased production costs. 

 

Based on the discussions above, we have estimated a harvest volume of 415 000 in 2016 (2,42 % 

decline) and 422 500 in 2017(incline of 1,42%). The incline in 2017 is based on a slight improvement 

in Chile.  

	

6.2.1.6	Medium-term	
In the medium term, we predict the market situation in Chile will have stabilized after the algae 

blooming incident.  This will result in normalized harvest levels from MHG production facilities in 

Chile. Rebuilding the Chilean harvest volumes will result in a larger global supply. We still believe the 

global demand is more than able to absorb this increased supply. In addition, MHG’s Norwegian 

harvest volumes are now expected to utilize the 5% expansion capacity granted by the Norwegian 

authorities in 15 of their licenses. 

 

Even though the traffic light principle is to be implemented in 2017, its difficult to predict the total 

amounted capacity increase MHG would obtain and the impact this would hold on the overall harvest 

volumes. The traffic light principles have strict legislation and tight limits in regards to sea lice and 

treatments methods. As mentioned earlier, there is still a broad consensus that the sea lice level will 

remain fairly high in the years to come, making it difficult to achieve the 6% growth in capacity 

granted by the Department of Trade, Industry and Fisheries. Realistically, the capacity expansion will 

be much lower as the current sea lice situation also implies several zones being in the yellow or red 

category. The department also attain the authority to initiate capacity reductions, if facilities don’t 

obtain the given requirements.   

 

                                                   
205 Marine Harvest quarterly(Q4) report 2015, p.28 
206 Correspondence with Kolbjorn Giskeødegaård, Director Seafood Nordea markets	
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As growth in capacity is only granted every second year and there is no certainty to that MHG will be 

granted any capacity growth, this factor is not regarded as influential on the medium term growth rate. 

It should also be noted that a capacity growth of 6% on one license in 2017, only result in an increased 

72 tons harvested at the earliest in 2020. 

 

To summarize, our belief is that the medium term growth in harvest volumes is attributed to the 

rebuilding of the Chilean salmon supply and the 5% increase in MAB on all licenses granted in 2015. 

Based on these findings, we estimate a growth rate of 3,5% in 2018 and 3 % in 2019-2020. Which is 

fairly close to estimates performed by many analysts within the industry and MHG’s own predictions 

(3%).  

 

6.2.1.7	Long-	term	
In the long- term (2021-2022), the growth rate in harvest volumes will be set to 2,5 %. This equals to 

the central bank of Norway operational target for the consumer price inflation in Norway. 

	
6.2.2	Price	
 Salmon price combined with harvest volumes are of the most important revenue drivers of the fish 

farming industry. Fish farmers are highly sensitive to any fluctuations in salmon prices. Therefore, it 

will be essential to obtain reliable prognosis of this revenue driver, as it will significantly impact our 

estimated value of MHG. Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that not all the salmon is sold at 

the spot price. As we mentioned earlier, approximately 27 % of the salmon harvested is sold at a 

premium above the spot price. In order to obtain fair estimates of MHG’s total revenue, both the spot 

price and a second price which takes into account the premium of VAP products has to be estimated. 

These are then multiplied with their respective forecasted volumes in order to achieve revenues for 

each segment. 

 

Several methods will be implemented in order to achieve an adequate forecasts of the future spot 

price- Firstly, findings obtained in our strategic analysis along with the historical development will be 

implemented in a regression analysis which will focus on the statistically relationship between 

changes in salmon price, global supply and demand.  In addition, our predictions will be compared 

against calculations by analysts within the industry and the forward prices obtained by Fish Pool.207 

This is performed in order to ensure that our forecast of the spot price seems reasonable.  

	
6.2.2.1	Regression	analysis		
In our strategic analysis, supply and demand were defined as the most important indicators to express 

fluctuations in salmon prices. In order to examine how supply and demand explain changes in prices, 

                                                   
207 www.fishpool.com 
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we collected and estimated the changes in supply and demand between 2001-2015.208 In our 

estimations we applied the Norwegian spot price, as the Norwegian price represent approximately 2/3 

of the global supply of Atlantic salmon. This input was applied in our regression between salmon 

prices and the respective variables illustrated by the graphs below. Inputs and summary of outputs 

from our regression analysis can be viewed in appendix 27-30.  
																																			Table	8:Correlation	between	Salmon	price	and	supply	

 
																																	Source:	Marine	Harvest	annual	report	p.23,	own	creation	

 

There a is clear negative correlation between the changes in global supply and the changes in salmon 

prices. We have decided to exclude 2013 from our estimates as this represents an extreme outlayer. 

This does not seem representative for the future as both 2014 and 2015 is in line with the historical 

development. 

 
																									Figure	46:Correlation	between	salmon	price	and	demand	

 
																							Source:	Summary	of	equity	research	market	reports	

 

On the other hand, changes in salmon prices are positivly correlated with the global demand as veiwed 

in the graph above.  

 

To predict future salmon prices, we apply a linear regression model, which will reveal the impact 

changes in supply and demand holds on the fluctuations in salmon prices. Generally, it’s been normal 

                                                   
208 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.23 
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practice to estimate future salmon prices based on a simple regression analysis. Where changes in 

salmon supply is defined as the explanatory variable and salmon prices as the dependent variable. By 

analyzing the explanatory power for the past years between changes in supply and salmon prices, we 

discover that this relation has gradually decreased the past years. Between 2001-2011, the explanatory 

power was 0,83 (r-squared), but this measure is now at 0,72. Even though 0,72 is relatively high, its 

worth noticing that it’s been even lower in 2013 and 2014. The falling explanatory power in 2013-

2014 has been linked to the geopolitical problems with China and trade sanctions by Russia, creating a 

sudden excess supply in the market, forcing the industry to make sudden shifts in their export markets. 

 

Our strategic analysis also identified the significance demand may have on future salmon prices. 

Therefore, we have chosen to include change in demand as another explanatory variable for estimating 

future salmon prices by applying a multiple regression. The output gathered from our multiple 

regression combined with forecast on future developments in supply and demand is then applied in 

order to estimate future prices on salmon 

 

Our estimated future changes in global supply and demand is based on our strategic analysis and 

seafood industry analytics. These findings are illustrated in the table below. 
	

																																																									Table	9:Forecasted	growth	rate	in	supply	and	demand	

Year Supply Demand 
2015 5% 8% 
E2016 -6,5% 10% 
E2017 -1,6% 7% 
E2018 8% 6,5% 

																																																									Source:	Own	creation		

As described in our forecast on harvest volumes, the global supply is expected to decrease in 2016 and 

2017, resulting in an increased demand. As the supply reaches more normalized levels, we believe the 

demand would follow the same tendency.  

 

The multiple regression is based on the time period between 2001 and 2015. In statistical view this 

would be viewed as a very limited amount of observations, that may threaten the validity of the 

estimations. However, as we have not been able to obtain a larger amount of historical reference 

measures nor monthly or weakly observations on demand. The table below illustrates a summary of 

the output obtained in our multiple regression. 
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																												Table	10:Regression	Output	

Summary Output Estimate P-value 
R squared 0,841   
Intercept 0,0209 0,7327 
Supply variable -1,3869 0,0026 
Demand variable 1,0650 0,0156 

																															Source:	Own	creation	

By examining the table above, it can be seen that based on our multiple regression 84,1% of the 

variations in salmon price is explained by changes in supply and demand. Our estimated parameters 

correspond with the findings from the strategic analysis, which showed a negative relation between 

supply growth and increased salmon prices and a positive relation in salmon prices with demand 

growth. Both p-values is below 5%, which indicates a linear relationship between the explanatory 

variables and the salmon price. The intercept is constant and implies that if there are no changes in 

supply and demand, salmon prices are expected to increase by 2,09%. 

Implementing the estimates from our multiple regression, yields the following equation: 

 

Changes in salmon price = 0,0209-1,3869*Change in supply + 1,065*Change in demand 

 

By applying the expression above, we have estimated the following salmon prices: 
											Table	11:	Forecasted	salmon	price	and	growth	rate	

Forecast E2016 E2017 E2018 

Salmon Price 50,08 52,29 49,05 

Growth 21,8% 4,4% -6,2% 
									Source:	Own	creation		

6.2.2.2	Forward	contracts	
Fish Pool is a global exchange for price hedging of fish and seafood products. They offer forward 

contracts and option for speculation in salmon price. 209We believe that forward prices obtained by 

Fish pool will give us valuable knowledge regarding future expectations of the spot price on salmon. 

This is based on the fact that members in fish pool consist of many of the largest fish farming 

companies within the industry and several large banks. The forward prices reflects the expectations of 

these members for the coming years.210     
Table	12:forward	price	

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Average forward prices 53,94 50,20 44,00 39,00 39,00 39,00 

End of year forward prices 53,50 49,20 42,00 39,00 39,00 39,00 

				Source:	Fish	pool,	own	creation		

                                                   
209 http://fishpool.eu/about/ 
210 http://fishpool.eu/price-information/forward-prices-3/ 
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As we can observe from the table above, members of fish pool predict a decrease in price for the 

coming years. However, the prices will remain strong in 2016-2017. The high price is mainly driven 

by the fear for global supply shortage after the Chilean mass mortalities and low harvesting from 

Norway. In the medium-term the harvesting volumes in Chile is expected to normalize, resulting in 

higher global supply which will decrease salmon price.  

	

6.2.2.3	Analyst	predictions	
By examining predictions performed by analysts within the industry, we hope to gain some key insight 

from people who follow the industry intensively. This allows us to obtain information about their 

future outlooks and compare our estimates in order to ensure they seem reasonable. Forecasts from 

analyst will be especially helpful during the short term period.  The table below illustrates a summary 

of analyst’s predictions.211 
																											Table	13:Analyst	consensus	

 2016 2017 2018 
Analysts’ predictions 49,375 46,5 48,8 

																									Source:	DNB	markets,	own	creation		

As we can observe the analysts forecast is more conservative compared to those obtained by fish pool. 

markets.  

	
6.2.2.4	VAP-premium	
MHG profitability is to a large extent affected by the spot price of salmon. However, due to MHG’s 

value added process, some of their harvested salmon is sold at a premium above the spot price. 

Therefore, to simply multiply harvest volumes by the spot price of salmon will not yield a feasible 

forecast of MHG’s revenues. This method would result in unrealistically low predictions of revenues. 

Based on this, we have chosen to estimate a price which takes into account this premium, in addition 

to the spot price.  
																Table	14:	Revenues	and	volumes	divided	into	each	segment	

 
																Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2010-2015,	own	creation	
                                                   
211 Correspondence with Kolbjorn Giskeødegaård, Director Seafood Nordea markets	

2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010
Revenue	Fresh	salmon 17	075,00		 11	983,40			 10	424,40			 8	469,40					 8	769,90					 9	444,10					
Revenue	VAP 10	127,00		 12	740,10			 8	477,70					 6	875,31					 6	895,90					 4	165,10					
Corporate/MH	businesss 678,70								 807,80								 297,30								 118,89								 467,00								 1	672,00					
Total 27	880,70		 25	531,30			 19	199,40			 15	463,60			 16	132,80			 15	281,20			

Total	harvest	volumes	tons 420,148 418,873 343 392,306 343,685 295,683
Fresh	salmon	tons 313,118 309,791 283,316 331,998 279,686 232,237
VAP	tons 107,03 109,082 59,684 60,308 63,999 63,446

Salmon	price	fresh	NOK/kg 54,53 38,68 36,79 25,51 31,36 40,67
Salmon	price	VAP	NOK/kg 94,62 116,79 142,04 114,00 107,75 65,65
VAP	premium 42,4	% 66,9	% 74,1	% 77,6	% 70,9	% 38,1	%
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The above estimates were obtained by dividing MHG’s revenues into revenues from fresh salmon and 

revenues from VAP. We then had to attain the harvest volumes applied by these different segments. 

We defined the harvest volumes applied in Morpol and VAP Europe as volumes sold with VAP-

premium. All other harvest volumes are defined as fresh salmon, sold at the spot price of salmon.   
 
 
																																Figure	47:	Salmon-and	VAP	prices	

 
																																	Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2011-2015,	own	creation	

As we can observe from the figure above, MHG has consistently achieved a relatively high VAP-

premium the past six years. Furthermore, the premium is defined as being high when salmon prices are 

low and vice versa. The premium has on average been approximately 62,7 %. However, we will focus 

mainly on the last two years (2014-2015) in our further analysis. As we believe the last two years are 

most representative for future estimates of MHG’s VAP premium. This is based on MHG’s 

acquisition of Morpol in the last quarter of 2013, which resulted in a significantly larger VAP 

production.212 The average premium the past two years was found to be 54,62 %. This is percentage is 

expected to increase slightly, due to MHG’s restructuring process within in this segment. Several 

facilities were closed down in order to achieve a more productive and cost efficient production 

process. Furthermore, we expect the VAP- premium to maintains its negative correlation with the spot 

price for salmon.	 
	

6.2.2.5	Short	term	
As global supply is expected to decrease by 6,5% and demand is expected to grow this results in a 

fairly high salmon price. This seems justifiable, as the drop in supply in 2016 is the largest in 25 years, 

combined with a high demand for Atlantic salmon its reasonable that this will result in a large growth 

in salmon prices. Historically this may seem high, but the supply shortage and strong demand is 

already reflected in the salmon prices for January and February of approximately 56 NOK/Kg. Our 
                                                   
212 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.11 
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estimated salmon price of 50,08 may therefore be slightly too low for 2016. The average forward price 

for 2016 is 53,94, we believe this to be a bit too high and has set the price to 51,5 NOK/Kg which is in 

the interval between our estimated price from the regression and fish pools forward prices. This is also 

based on MHG large contract share (79%) in the first two quarters causing them to miss out on some 

of the high exceptional high salmon prices in the beginning of 2016. Towards 2017 there is expected a 

slight improvement in the Chilean supply, resulting in a less drastic drop in the expected global 

supply. This is also reflected by a lower growth in demand compared to 2016. We therefore believe 

our estimated salmon price of 52,29 NOK/Kg with a growth of 4,4% seems reasonable.  

 

6.2.2.6	Medium-term	
In 2018, we predict the market situation in Chile has stabilized after the algae blooming incident and 

Norwegian farmers are able to utilize the 5% expansion granted by the Norwegian government. We 

believe this will result in a growth of supply in the market, leading to lower salmon prices. The 

demand is still expected to be strong. Thus, we believe the price obtained by the regression analysis 

(49,05 NOK/Kg) seems feasible for 2018. For the following two years (2018-2019), we believe prices 

will continue to decrease. This is based on that we expect the supply to grow relatively to demand. 

Therefore, we believe that a price of  46 NOK/Kg in 2019 and 44 NOK/Kg in 2020 seems reasonable.  

	
6.2.2.7	Long-	term	
In the long term (2021-2022) there is considerable uncertainty associated with the salmon price, due to 

the high historical volatility. The six-year historical average (2010-2015) was estimated to be 38 

NOK/Kg. This is fairly close to the forward price obtained by fish pool (39 NOK/Kg). Thus, in the 

long term we have chosen to apply 39 NOK/Kg.  

 

6.2.3	Cost	of	materials	
As mentioned earlier, cost of materials has been increasing the past years. The cost development is 

concerning, and is expected to remain significant in the short term.  In 2014 the cost of materials was 

NOK 13,677.4 million, an increase of 36.8%, compared to 2013. These developments continued in 

2015, with a 16% increase, resulting in a cost of materials of NOK 15 858,4. The significant increase 

in recent years are primarily driven by increased prices of raw materials related to feed production, 

increased costs related health and smolt in farming, combined with the consolidation of Morpol. 

 

The costs of feed, generally accounts for approximately 52% of the production costs per kg. MHG is 

therefore highly sensitive to any fluctuations in feed costs, as these would affect the overall production 

costs greatly. The feed producers are operating on non-cost-plus contracts, leaving the fluctuations in 

raw material prices with MHG.213  The cost of feed increased by 13% from 2014, and is expected to 

                                                   
213 Marine Harvest, Salmon Industry Handbook 2015, p.43 
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remain high in the short-term period due to the previously mentioned low stock of Anchovies along 

the coast of Peru, reducing the supply of fish meal and fish oil. This has increased the costs in MHG 

own feed facilities, as well as the feed costs in the company’s foreign facilities that are fully depended 

on feed suppliers. In addition to the increased prices on raw materials, currency is resulting in feed 

prices continuing up and the government continues to implement new regulations, which makes 

production more expensive.  

 

Cost of materials related to Morpol is expected to remain high also in 2016, but is expected to decline, 

as the company is expected to become more cost efficient when its fully integrated in MHG’s value 

chain. Management indicates rising costs in UK, Chile, Ireland and Faroes, while Canadian and 

Norway costs will remain high. This is in line with analyst predictions of a rapid cost inflation in feed 

inputs. 

 

We believe that MHG is unable to pass these increased cost of materials over to the consumers as 

salmon prices are already at record breaking high levels. As production cost are increasing, MHG are 

at the same time achieving prices which will be lower than these extremely high spot prices, due to 

their high share of contracts in the first part of 2016, which is unfortunate for the company.  

We believe that cost of materials will increase by 1 NOK/Kg in 2016 based on the continuing high raw 

materials prices combined with the currency situation. This seem supported by MHG and seafood 

analytics. From this point we expect to see a downwards trend in cost of materials, as the company 

will become more self-sufficient in feed and the price of raw materials is expected to decrease to more 

normalized levels. The currency situation is also expected to have less impact on future costs, as the 

NOK is expected to become stronger in the medium term. Overall we, forecast a historically high cost 

of materials in the short term, declining to a more normalized levels at the end of the medium term, 

illustrated by the graph below. 
																							Figure	48:Forecasted	cost	of	materials	per	kg	

 
																								Source:	own	creation	
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6.2.4	Salary	and	personnel	expenses	
As revealed in the strategic-and financial analysis, MHG had significantly higher salary and personnel 

expenses compared to its peers. This cost item has varied between 10-15 % of total revenues, the past 

10 years.  The industry and Marine Harvest has experienced an increasing trend with regards to this 

cost item. In our further analysis, we will put greater emphasizes on the past two years.  This is mainly 

due to increased salary levels, as a result of the consolidation of Morpol for the full year, the startup of 

the feed plant in Norway and increased activity in general214. Thus we believe that the cost levels for 

these years, will to a larger extent illustrate the future. Based on this, we have forecasted salary and 

personnel expenses to 14 % of total revenues which equals to the historical average. 

	

6.2.5	Other	operating	expenses	
As mentioned above, there have been a rapid growth tendency in other operating expenses the past 

few years. The past six years, this cost has on average approximately 11 % of revenues. There are 

several factors that indicate that this item will continue to increase. We mentioned above, that other 

operating cost include mitigation costs related to predation and lice treatments. As we discussed 

above, we believe that lice populations will remain high throughout the short-and medium. This is 

based on expected higher sea level temperatures during these time periods, resulting in that salmon 

have to be treated for lice more frequent and therefore higher operating cost. Another factor which 

might imply a higher operating cost is the traffic light principle.  If one of MHG areas is classified as 

red or yellow which is likely to occur, there might be large cleaning and maintenance cost related to 

have this area re-classified as green. Based on this, we set the other operating expenses at 13 % of the 

total revenues. This is slightly above the the historical average, to account for the factors mentioned 

above. 

 

6.2.6	Restructuring	cost	
This item has been fairly low throughout the analysed time period. However, restructuring may be 

important for a company in order to stay competitive during changing market conditions.  Based on 

this, we expect some restructuring to occur for our forecasted period and these will be set to 0,5% of 

total revenues, which equals to the historical average. 

 

6.2.7	Other	items	
Income from associates has increased significantly the past 3 years. When forecasting this item, we 

will mainly focus on the past three years.  This mainly due to the acquisition of Morpol in 2013, which 

increased this item substantially. Therefore, we believe that these years will better illustrate the future. 

Income from associates has hovered around 1% of total revenues. We believe this seems like a 

reasonable estimate, and thus will be applied in our predictions.   

                                                   
214 Marine Harvest Annual report 2014, p.43 
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Other income is not directly linked to sale of salmon, but other activities within the group. Historically 

this item has been fairly stable at 4% of total revenues. As a result, we will estimate this item to 

account for 4% of total revenues throughout the forecasted period.  

 

The dirty surplus items will not be forecasted. This is mainly due, to the fact that such items would be 

extremely difficult to forecast, as MHG production facilities and secondary processing plants sell to 

different markets with different currencies. Also, the general belief between analyst is, that the NOK 

will strengthen its position, which should result in NOPAT less impacted by dirty surplus items. 

Further MHG will change the Group’s financial reporting currency from NOK to EUR as from the 

first quarter of 2016. This will make the reporting currency consistent with a significant part of the 

Group’s cash flow, cash flow management and financing. 

	
Acquisition  
Even though MHG has a history with a lot of acquisitions, we will not try to forecast such activities. 

This is purely based on the fact that it would be nearly impossible to forecast future M&A activities. 

Acquiring firms only add value if MHG is able to acquire a company beneath the true market value of 

the company, are using its own overvalued shares as (¨overvalued¨ currency) to buy the shares of the 

acquire cheaply or by creating synergies. This also makes it difficult to forecast such activity, which is 

why its excluded from our forecast. 

	

6.3	Forecast	balance	sheet	

6.3.1	Non-current	assets	
	
6.3.1.1	Licenses	
MHG plan to increase their capacity in the years to come, in order to meet the expected growth in 

demand. In the company’s annual report, it’s stated they expect to increase their capacity by 

approximately 6,2%. This growth seems reasonable by comparing it to the historical developments 

within the company. Based on this, we choose to apply their expected growth rate in order determine 

the future capacity of the company.   

 

As we mentioned earlier in our strategic analyses, MHG has been fairly close to their capacity limit. 

Thus, in order to increase their capacity, the company has to acquire more firms or purchase new 

licenses on the second hand market. Even though MHG has a history with a lot of acquisitions, we will 

not try to forecast such activities. Therefore, we assume that the increased capacity will be obtained 

solely by purchase of licenses on the second hand market. 
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MHG has operations in several countries. Thus, its important to note that not all the increased capacity 

will be in Norway, but also other regions. MHG states in their annual report that the increased capacity 

will be in the countries Norway (10%), Chile (10%), Scotland (40%) and Canada (40%). It seems 

reasonable that Norway and Chile is awarded lower percentage, as it’s not expected that the authorities 

for these countries plan to issue new licenses for the coming years. Furthermore, the countries have 

different regulations regarding maximum allowed harvest volumes per license. As an example, 

Norway has 1200 ton whereas Chile only has 680 tons. Additionally, the cost of obtaining a licenses in 

the different countries varies significantly. 

  

Previously a licenses in Norway has historically cost around 30MNOK. However, in the two past 

years’ prices for a license in Norway has increased significantly. In the most recent auction, licenses 

were traded between 55-60MNOK. We believe that prices for licenses in Norway will remain high in 

the coming years. Licenses are a scarce asset, combined with high salmon prices and a strong salmon 

prices and demand.  In Chile, a license is relatively cheaper. By examining some of Marine Harvest 

purchases of licenses in Chile, we obtained a price of 4,5 MNOK. Canada and Scotland have a 

different pricing system. The price of a license in these countries depends on expected harvested 

volumes in tons. In these countries, a fixed amount is multiplied with the expected ton. This fixed 

amount was found to be 265,95 KR/TON in Scotland and 15,95 KR/TON. In order to determine how 

much licenses MHG needs in each country, we divided the increased capacity originated from this 

region by the maximum allowed ton per license for this country. In 2022 we expected a growth of 6% 

in investments in licenses compared to 2021.A summary of our findings and forecast of needed 

investments in licenses are illustrated in the table below. The total overview of our estimations can be 

observed in appendix 32.  

 
Table	15:Total	forecasted	investment’s	in	Licenses		

 
Source:	Own	creation		

6.3.1.2	Deferred	tax	assets	
Deferred tax assets have been fairly stable the past 5 years. We therefore believe this to be a 

reasonable estimate for the future and have applied a rolling 5-year average in our forecast of deferred 

tax assets. 
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6.3.1.2	Other	intangible	assets	
Other intangible assets as also maintained a stable level the past 10 years, which is why a 10 year 

rolling average is applied in the forecast of this item. 

 
6.3.1.4	Plant,	property	and	equipment		
The value of property, plant and equipment increased during the year due to net investments of NOK 

1,712 million, which is more than NOK 700 million higher than the annual depreciation. In 2016 

MHG has stated that they will continue to invest across the value chain to support organic growth. 

MHG’s budget between 2016 and 2018 is approximately NOK 1 800 million per year. A number of 

attractive projects have been identified to increase productivity and efficiency across all Business 

Areas.  A key focus area for Marine Harvest is to further expand within the Farming segment and 

particularly an ambition is to produce larger smolts. Targeted investments will also be made within 

Feed, Consumer Products and Markets. Based on these statements, its seems reasonable assume an 

increased value of property, plant and equipment in the forecasted period. Our estimated forecasted 

will be based on the budgeted NOK 1 800 per years less the forecasted depreciation for the 

comparable period, which seems like a reasonable development in line with MHG growth strategy. 

However, we expect a lower growth rate in the long term for this item.  Our estimates of this balances 

sheet figure is illustrated by the table below. 
	

Table	16:	Forecasted	Property,	plant	and	Equipment’s	

 
Source:	own	creation		

	
6.3.1.5	Investments	in	associated	companies	
Analysts predict an increase in investments in associated companies. This is mostly based on MHG’s 

strategy to expand their business in all segments. Nordea and DNB Markets expect this growth to be 

fairly insignificant on the overall non-current assets. Based on MHG’s planned investments and 

analyst predictions, we expected a growth in investments in associated companies of 3% in the 

forecasted period.  

	
6.3.2	Other	non-current	assets	
Other non-current assets, has historically had a limited impact on MHG total non-current assets. 

Through 2006-2009 this item was zero and has an historical average of 14,9 MNOK. As there is no 

information in MHG’s annual report on what this item is composed of, this item is set to zero in our 

forecast. 
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6.3.3	Net	working	capital	NWC	
Net working capital is defined as inventories and receivables less operating liabilities, which 

corresponds to all current assets necessary for the operation of the business (Koller et.  al.  2010: 139).  

 

As both net working capital and revenue is primarily driven by price and harvest volume, we find 

revenue as a more reasonable estimate for future net working capital, than solely basing our estimate 

on harvest volumes. By examining the historical five (32,4%) and 10 (32,9%) year averages, we 

identified that NWC has been fairly stable as percentage of total revenues throughout the analyzed 

time period. We therefore believe a NWC of 32,9% of total revenue to be a fair estimate for future 

periods. 

 
Table	17:	Forecasted	net	working	capital	

 
Source:	own	creation		

6.3.4	Total	non-interest	bearing	debt	
Total interest bearing debt mainly consist of tax liabilities, trade payables and other current liabilities. 

Historically this has been fairly stable, but we see an increase the past two years after the acquisition 

of Morpol. This is mainly due to an increase in trade payables and other current liabilities. We 

therefore believe the past two years are more representative for future periods. Furthermore, it’s 

difficult to estimate future levels of deferred taxes. Therefore, an average of the past two years is 

applied in our forecast. 

 

6.3.5	Biological	assets	
As changes in the value of biological assets is determined by the growth in harvest volumes and price 

movements of salmon, we find a forecasting based on the changes in harvest volumes and salmon 

price reasonable.  
									Table	18:	Forecasted	Biological	assets	

 
						Source:	Own	creation		

7.	WACC-Cost	of	capital	
 
In order to perform a valuation of MGH, we have to estimate an appropriate discounting factor for 

MHG. As we will apply present value approaches in this thesis, WACC is regarded as the appropriate 
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discounting factor.215 WACC is the weighted average of the required rate of return (cost of capital) for 

each type of investor. The following formula for WACC includes equity and net interest- bearing 

debt.216 

                                                         j=44 = 	 CVk\
(CVk\lm)

	×		6M	×	 1 − * + m
(CVk\lm)

		×		6I 

                             where 

                             09fa = _"6n&*	?"-^&	5( 	'&*	)'*&6&+* − %&"6)':	.&%* 

                                   d = _"6n&*	?"-^&	5( 	&o^)*b 

                                			6M = 7&o^)6&.	6"*&	5(	6&*^6'	5'	09fa 

                                   	6I = 7&o^)6&.	6"*&	5(	6&*^6'	5'	&o^)*b 

                                   * = 456256"*&	*"#	6"*& 

 

As illustrated by the formula, the following three components has to be estimated: MHG’s required 

rate of return on equity, required rate of return on debt and MHG’s capital structure. In the following 

sections these component will be estimated. 

7.1	Capital	structure	

In the estimation of WAAC, the capital structure determines the impact of the respective weight from 

the different components. As the WACC is a measurement of the opportunity cost of investors and 

lenders, the applied capital structure should reflect the target capital structure.217 Marine Harvest 

intends to maintain an equity base suitable to the characteristics of the operations, taking into 

consideration that fish farming is a cyclical business. MHG targets a ratio of net interest-bearing debt 

to equity of less than 50%.218 In order to investigate if this target measure has been met and to examine 

if it’s reasonable for future periods, we analyzed the capital structure from 2009-2015. In the analysis 

of capital structure, the market value of equity is applied, combined with the book value of interest 

bearing debt. The book value of NIBD is applied based on the fact that MHG have interest bearing 

debt in different currencies, making it difficult to obtain the market value of interest-bearing debt. 

 

In general, MHG have met their target ratio of net interest-bearing debt to equity of less than 50%, 

which on average is 32%. As illustrated by the graph below, MHG’s overall capital structure seems 

fairly stable in the analyzed period. An estimate for  mp
qp

  of 0,8 and \p
qp
= 0,2, will be applied in our 

further calculation of WAAC. See appendix 35 for table of estimations of MHG’s capital structure. 

                                                   
215 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.246 
216 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.246 
217 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.246 
218 Marine Harvest annual report 2014, p.153	
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Figure	49:	Historical	developments	in	MHG's	capital	structure	

 
Source:	MHG's	annual	reports	2009-2015,	own	creation	

7.2	Tax	

In order to achieve consistency between the estimated cost of capital and the free cash flows, WACC 

is adjusted for tax. For companies such as MHG, with operations abroad, it is necessary to examine the 

local tax rates, and the proportion of total borrowing costs that relate to loans in foreign subsidiaries.219  

However, its difficult to obtain such information. As we mentioned earlier, the majority of the 

company’s operations is localized in Norway. Of their total tax cost, around 70% is paid to the 

Norwegian government. The remaining 30% is listed under an item referred to as foreign units. The 

report does not disclose any detailed information regarding the content of this item. Based on this 

information, we have chosen to apply a marginal tax rate of 27% when estimating WACC after tax, 

which equals the corporate tax rate in Norway. This is further supported by the average effective tax 

rate over the analyzed time period is close to 23%. The use of marginal tax rate also seems reasonable, 

as its likely to be basis for any tax shield of debt in the company. 

7.3	Cost	of	equity	
In our estimation of owners required rate of return we will apply the Capital Asset Pricing Model. The 

basic idea of CAPM is that by holding a sufficiently broad portfolios of shares, investors will only pay 

for the risk that cannot be diversified away220. It is only the systematic risk (t) which is priced. The 

components which is needed in order to estimate owner required return will be reviewed in the next 

paragraph’s.  

 

Risk- free rate 

The risk-free interest rate expresses how much an investor can earn without incurring any risk. 

Government bond is often used as proxy for the risk-free rate. The underlying assumption is that a 

                                                   
219 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.265 
220 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.249	
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government bond is risk free.221  Furthermore, to handle issues such as inflations, it is important that 

the government bond is denominated in the same currency as the underlying cash flows.222 

 

For valuation purposes, the most common proxy is a 10-year government bond.223 While a 30-year 

government bond often matches the underlying cash flows better, it may also suffer from illiquidity 

which effects the yields.224  In reality, few practitioners discount each cash flow using a matched 

maturity. For simplicity, most choose a single yield to maturity from the government bond that best 

matches the entire cash flow stream being valued.225 

 

In our further estimations, we will apply the 10 year Norwegian government bond as proxy for the 

risk-free rate. Applying the 10 year Norwegian government bond seem reasonable, due to the fact that 

the majority of the MHG’s shareholders is from Norway. Thus the appropriate risk free rate alternative 

for these investors would be Norwegian government bonds.  Another factor, which speaks in favor of 

applying Norwegian bond, is that they are deemed as risk free. They are rated to AAA by the credit 

rating agencies Moody’s and Standard & Poor.226  Which implies, that Norway has extremely strong 

capacity to meet its financial commitments. We will apply 10 year Norwegian government bonds, due 

to our long time horizon. This rate was found to be 1,57% and will thus be applied as proxy for the 

risk-free rate. 

 

Beta equity 

Beta equity is the slope of a time series regression of equity returns relative to an index as a proxy for 

the market portfolio.227 In order to estimate the beta equity a regression using the CAPM model with 

time-varying riskless interest rates is implemented, illustrated by the expression below: 

 

7du − 7u = vOm + tOm 7_u−7u + wu 

Where 7du and 7_u are the observed returns in period x on the stock and the proxy for the market 

portfolio and  7u   is the interest rate.228 Applying the CAPM enables us to test the validity of the 

model by checking whether the estimate of alpha is equal or different from zero.  CAPM also assumes 

that the equity beta is constant over the estimation period. 

  

In order to perform the estimation of beta equity, a five-year period is applied. An issue that should be 

considered in the application of the CAPM, is the choice of proxies for the market portfolio. 

                                                   
221 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.241 
222 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.253 
223 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.243 
224 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.241 
225 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.	
226 http://www.tradingeconomics.com/norway/rating 
227 Aswath Damodaran- Estimating risk parameters, p.2. 
228	Aswath Damodaran- Estimating risk parameters, p.28	
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Furthermore, applying Oslo Børs (OSEBX) in our analyses might impose an issue. OSEBX is heavily 

influenced by the energy sector. This might cause the beta value to be measured against a certain 

industry, rather than the ‘’whole’’ market. Based on this issue, we have decided to implement several 

proxies in addition to OSEBX. The MSCI World, MSCI Europe and MSCI World All country, will all 

be used as proxies for the market portfolio and the 10 year Norwegian government bond rate is applied 

as the risk-free rate. As we applied weekly stock observations our yearly risk free rate is also 

converted to weekly rates in order to achieve consistency. Our outputs for the regression analyses can 

be viewed in appendix 36-38. 

 
													Table	19:	Estimated	beta	through	different	market	proxies	

Market Proxy Risk-free rate Alpha Beta Durbin Watson 

MSCI World NOR 10 year Gov 0,0023 0,9783 2,0458 

MSCI World AC NOR 10 year Gov 0,0025 0,9567 2,0618 

MSCI Europe NOR 10 year Gov 0,0031 0,6904 2,0290 

OSEBX NOR 10 year Gov 0,0021 0,9760 2,0105 
											Source:	Own	creation		

 

The table above illustrates the estimated equity betas for the market portfolios. The estimated alphas 

for the different market portfolios seems insignificant. A Durbin Watson between 1.5 and 2.5 implies 

that there is no serial correlation in the data. The beta estimates from the MSCI Europe is somewhat 

lower than the world proxies. As the beta is assumed to be constant, this deviation was further 

examined by performing a rolling beta estimation for each market portfolio. A 1-year estimation 

window was applied for the rolling beta estimates, illustrated in the graph below. 

 
Figure	50:	MHG1's	rolling	beta	estimates	

 
Source:	Own	creation		
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From the graph, it can be seen that the equity beta had a substantial drop around the middle of 2012. 

The drop was mainly caused by low salmon prices.  During the last 6 months in 2013, we can notice 

that the equity beta increased and was floating between 1,19-1,24 for the world indexes, 0,86 for 

OSEBX and approximately 1 for the MSCI Europe. Furthermore, the equity beta of the MSCI Europe 

and OSEBX seems to converge against the other two world indexes. However, we will apply a 

constant raw  tyz{|}~  of 0,96 , derived from the average beta of the rolling beta estimates.  

 

To assess whether our estimated beta equity seems reasonable, the value will be compared to its peers 

and an industry beta.  Firstly, a raw beta for each comparable company is estimated. Then, MHG’s and 

its peer’s raw beta has to be unlevered. This is due to the fact that there is often differences in financial 

leverage between comparable companies and the company to be assessed. Therefore, it’s necessary to 

adjustments for those differences.229 Bakkafrost and NRS is excluded in our analysis due to lack of 

observation, and thus not yield the same foundations for our calculations. We will apply the following 

formula in order to estimate MHG and its peers unlevered beta230:     

                                                  tR = 	
�Ä
ÅlÇÉ

 

 

Lastly, and average of all the comparable companies unlevered beta is estimated. This average figure 

has to be re- levered by MHG’ debt to equity ratio (financial risk), in order to obtain an estimate of 

MHG’s beta value.231   By following the method above, we obtain the results illustrated in the table 

below. 
								Table	20:Beta	from	comparable	companies	

Input MHG LSG SalMar GS 
Market cap per 31.12.2014 42 223,66 14 809,59 14 279,99 3 146,70 
NIBD per 31.12.2014 11 417,10 1 368,34 2 468,23 1 615,17 
D/E 0,27 0,09 0,17 0,51 
Raw beta 0,96 0,77 0,92 0,88 
Unlevered beta 0,76 0,70 0,78 0,58 
average unlevered beta peers 0,69    
Re-levered beta 0,87    

							Source:	Own	creation	(Oslo	Børs)	

As we can observe, we obtain a re-levered beta of 0,87. This is fairly close to our estimated beta.  To 

assure whether our estimated beta seems reasonable, it will be compared to an industry beta. 

 

An industry benchmark for the beta value is obtained by Damodaran’s webpage. There is no explicitly 

industry concerning aquaculture or farming activities related to salmon on his list. The most similar 

industry to which MHG operates in was found to be food processing. The unlevered beta value for this 

                                                   
229 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.254 
230 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.255 
231 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.254 
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industry was found to be 0,72.232 However, it is inadequate information on the webpage regarding the 

estimations and assumptions applied. Furthermore, its reasonable to assume that the defined food 

processing industry, consist of other companies than fish farming firms. These will have entirely 

different risk profile than MHG, and thus not deemed as comparable. Therefore, this value should be 

interpreted with care. Based on this, the industry beta will not be taken into account in our further 

assessments of beta.  

 

Based on an overall assessment, we believe that our estimated beta seems reasonable, as its fairly close 

to the beta obtained by using the peer group. Therefore, we choose to apply the estimated beta in our 

further analysis. 

  

As stated above, there are several similarities between MHG and its peer group, but we also recognize 

some individual differences between the companies. If few direct comparable companies exist, an 

alternative is beta smoothing.  Smoothing dampens extreme observations toward the overall average. 

Bloomberg uses the following smoothing procedure233: 

 

=.Ñ^+*&.	f&*"	 = 	0.33	 + 	0.67(7"i	f&*") 

Bloomberg’s smoothing mechanism dates back to Marshall Blume’s observation that companies’ beta 

values tend to move towards one, which is the same as the market. 234Companies with beta values 

above one, establishes itself in the market and their business model will become known. Resulting, in 

that their beta will decrease and approach one. Firms with beta values less than 1, tend to acquire 

businesses with higher systematic risk than themselves, resulting in that their beta value will increase 

and move towards.  By using the formula above, we achieve the following adjusted beta for MHG: 

 

=.Ñ^+*&.&.	f&*" = 0,33 + 0,67 ∗ 0,96 = 0,973 

 

 Market Risk Premium 

The market risk premium reflects the incremental premium required by investors, relative to a risk-

free asset. Market risk premiums are a central component of every risk and return model. Given the 

importance, it is surprising how difficult the estimation of market risk premiums remains in practice. 

The estimation difficulties are especially related to information uncertainty, investors risk aversion and 

perceptions of macroeconomic risk. In the standard approach to estimating marked risk premiums, 

historical returns are used with the difference in annual returns on market versus bonds over a period 

comprising the expected risk premium. This estimation method is limited in relation to the sensitivity 

                                                   
232 Aswath Damodaran 2014:” Betas by sector” 
233 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.257	
234 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.255 
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for the chosen estimation period. Damodaran estimates a marked risk premium for Norway at 6%.235 

This is in line with Pablo Fernandez research on marked risk premiums applied by finance and 

economics professors, analysts and managers in the US and European countries. The research showed 

that a marked risk premium between 5,2%-6% was the most commonly used.236 PWC also estimates a 

market risk premium in Norway close to 6% in 2015.237 But as stated in Penman’s book on financial 

statement analysis and security valuation: ‘’no one really knows what the market premium is’’. By 

combing these sources of information, the assumption of a market risk premium of 6 % will be applied 

in our further estimations of cost of capital. 

 

 Cost of equity summarized 

The table below contains an estimation of the required rate of return on equity, in addition to a 

summary of all the components which is needed in order to calculate this figure. 
																																																Table	21:Cost	of	equity	parameters	

äã åç éèê−éê  äç 

1,57 % ë, íìî 6 % 7,41 % 

																																																Source:	Own	creation		

 

7.4	Cost	of	debt	

Beta debt 
 
It is often assumed that debt carries no market risk and the beta debt is therefore often set equal to 

zero. This is sometimes justified by the fact that the value of corporate bonds is hit by two different 

effects when large movements in the market occur. When the market moves downwards, the credit 

risk on corporate bonds increases which in turn decreases the value. However, since interest rates and 

the share market has a high positive correlation, the decrease in interest rates causes an increase in 

value of the bonds. A beta debt different from zero would result in a bias in the valuation. In order to 

address the issue of biases, beta debt is also estimated by performing a time-series regression, which is 

regressed against the proxies for the marked portfolio in order to achieve an estimate of beta debt. 

The straight forward approach would be similar to the estimation of beta equity conducted in the 

previous section, by regression the returns from MHG’s debt with the market index. MHG does attain 

publically listed bonds, where the majority is in EUR. These bonds are infrequently traded and have a 

general low liquidity and information availability. Therefore, in order to estimate MHG beta of debt an 

approximation is conducted, by implementing the following approach: 

 

                                                   
235  http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2581517 
236 http://faculty.mccombs.utexas.edu/keith.brown/AFPMaterial/FernandezEtAl%20WP-Global%20ERP-4.23.15.pdf 
237 Pwc http://www.pwc.no/no/publikasjoner/risikopremie/risikopremien-i-det-norske-markedet-2015.html	
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1. Determine the credit rating of MHG relying on the methodology performed by Moody’s 

2. Find a reasonable index to implement as proxy for MHG’s corporate debt 

3. Regress the chosen proxy on the market index using CAPM with time-varying risk free interest 

rates 238 

 

1) In order to assess and determine the indicated credit rating of MHG, the methodology and approach 

proposed by Moody’s Global Protein and Aquaculture Industry 2013 is implemented. The approach 

contains four factors that are among the key analytical considerations that influences a firm’s 

creditworthiness. For each factor a general weighting is allocated depending on the importance of the 

factor. If a factor is divided into sub-factors a sub-factor weight is also allocated. To assess these 

factors we have applied our strategic analysis and MHG annual reports. 

 
									Table	22:Summary	of	MHG's	credit	rating	

 
									Source:		Moody’s	Investor	Service,	Rating	methodology	Global	Protein	and	Aquaculture,	own	creation	

 

As viewed in the rating illustration above, the four factors for the global protein and aquaculture 

industry is: Sales & diversification, Business position, Financial policy and Leverage & Coverage. In 

the first general factor Sales & distribution, where the assessment of MHG puts them in Ba. This is 

due to their relatively high revenue, sales to large stable markets such as Europe and that the total sales 

are mainly driven by the volatile segment farming.  The second factor is the Business position. In this 

factor MHG is rated as Baa, based on their strong position in the market, obtains moderately value-

added product portfolio and due to the cyclical nature of its operating profit. The 3rd factor is Financial 

policy, the company is expected to have fairly predictable financial policy, but there is some additional 

risk due to the fact that the company has a history with high acquisition activity, which is expected to 

continue, resulting in a Ba rating. The last factor is Leverage & Coverage, these number are based on 

financial statements, which resulted in a rating of B.  

 

The combined assessment is conducted by multiplying the numerical score for each sub-factor by the 

weight for that sub. The summed composite weighted-factor score, yielded an indicated Moody’s 

                                                   
238 Moody’s Investor Service, Rating methodology Global Protein and Aquaculture 
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credit rating of Baa2, which is in line with both DNB and Fearnley’s rating of MHG. The full credit 

rating could be found in appendix 39 

 

2) The indicated rating from 1) is Baa2 in Moody’s terminology and is equivalent to a BB or BB+ 

rating in S&P terminology. This indicates that the debt of MHG could be categorized as high yield 

debt, which potentially could be somewhat sensitive to market movements. As a proxy for MHG debt 

a high yield BB index from Morgan Stanley is applied, in order to account for these possible market 

movements.  This index contains European companies with a BB- to BB+ rating, which indicates the 

movements of high yield corporate bonds across various sectors with this investment grade. This is 

found to be a reasonable approximation that should give an indication of how MHG debt would move 

with the market.239    

 

3)Applying the same methodology from the beta equity subsection, the high-yield BB index is 

regressed against the markets proxies in order to estimate the beta of debt. 

 
																									Table	23:Estimated	beta	debt	through	different	market	proxies	

Market	Proxy	 Risk-free	rate	 Alpha	 Beta	debt	
MSCI	World	 NOR	10	year	Gov	 -0,00029	 0,205	
MSCI	World	AC	 NOR	10	year	Gov	 -0,00025	 0,212	
MSCI	Europe	 NOR	10	year	Gov	 -0,00011	 0,158	
OSEBX	 NOR	10	year	Gov	 -0,0003	 0,169	

																				Source:	Own	creation	(Oslo	Børs,	MSCI	world	indexes,	own	creation)	

The table above illustrates the estimated betas of debt for the different market portfolios. The 

estimated alphas seem insignificant. As observed the debt betas are all different from zero and in the 

interval between 0,158-0,212. In order to investigate if the beta of debt fluctuates with the market 

movements, a rolling beta estimation with a one-year window is applied.  The outputs from our 

regression analyses can be viewed in appendix 40-43. 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

                                                   
239 Moody’s Investor Service, Rating methodology Global Protein and Aquaculture 
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Figure	51:Overview	over	rolling	beta	debt	

 
Source:	Own	creation	(Oslo	Børs,	MSCI	world	indexes)	

As seen in figure above illustrates, it’s apparent that the beta seems to be greater than zero. 

Furthermore, it also becomes evident that the beta does not seem to be constant across time. 

Nevertheless, the debt beta seems to fluctuate around a level 0,18, which is also the average for the 

different markets portfolios, therefore a t\IHO of 0,2 will be applied. By applying this t\IHO we end 

up with a cost of debt of 2,52%. 

 

Comparable cost of debt and applied estimate 

In order to perform a sanity, check of our estimate, this is examined against other suggested methods 

for estimating cost of debt. MHG average NBC over the past 10 years have been 4,07%. 

 

MHG floating bond implies that the credit spread  is  3,5%  above the  3M  NIBOR (1,01%) which 

equals 4,51%.240 This bond only represents a small part of MHG bonds. Another method is applying 

the 10-year government bond and adding a yield spread based on the credit rating. By applying the 10-

year Government bond and the corresponding BB yield spread of 580 basis points from Koller et al p 

263, we end up with 6,813% 

 
																																										Table	24:	Estimation	of	risk	free	rate	by	applying	different	methods	

Estimation method Cost of debt 

CAPM with regressed  åïçñ} 2,77% 

Avg NBC 2005-2015 4,07% 

3M NIBOR + 3,5% 4,51% 

10 Gov + yield spread 6,813% 
																																												Source:	Own	creation		

As we believe a cost of debt of 6,813% is too high, due to generally low interest rates throughout 

Europe, this have been excluded from our estimation. Averaging the remaining estimation methods, 
                                                   
240 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.263 
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we end up with a cost of debt of 3,7% which seems realistic. This will be applied in our calculation of 

WACC. 

 

7.5	WACC	summarized		

Applying all the estimates from the sections above, we reach a WACC of 6,48%. 
																

																								Table	25:Summary	of	WACC	and	the	following	parameters	

NIBD/V	 äó	 E/V	 äç	 Tax	rate	 WACC	
00,2	 3,78%	 0,8	 7,41%	 27%	 6,48%	

																									Source:	own	creation		

8.	Valuation	
Based on our strategic and financial analysis and the subsequent forecast, we will in the following 

section perform a valuation of MHG.  Additionally, a sensitivity analyses will be conducted in order to 

examine the consequences on the estimated value of MHG when changing some of the key value 

drivers. 

 

The value of any asset (or liability for that matter) is calculated as the future income generated by the 

asset discounted to present value with an appropriate discounting factor.241 There are number of 

different valuation approaches, however they can generally be classified into four groups.242 In this 

paper we have chosen to apply two present value approaches and a relative valuation using multiples. 

This is based on that these methods are often popular among practitioners, low level of complexity and 

high degree precision. The present value approaches estimate the intrinsic value of a company, based 

on forecast of cash flows of a company and the discount factors that reflect the risk in the cash flows 

and time value of money.243 In our financial statement analysis, we uncovered that most of the changes 

in ROIC and profit margin were related to core operations and thereby sales. For MHG sales seem to 

be the main contributor to variations in NOPAT, which is the key driver of the Economic Value 

Added model and an important element in the Discounted Cash Flow Model.  Based on this, we have 

chosen to apply EVA and the DCF model. These two models shall yield the same estimated value of 

MHG. 244 Therefore, by comparing the estimated value from the two models, we ensure that no biases 

have occurred in our estimations. As a supplement to the present value approaches, a relative valuation 

will be performed. A valuation based on multiplies will rely on the relative pricing of peer earnings.245 

                                                   
241	C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.208	
242 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.210 
243 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.212 
244 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.212	
245 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.226 
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8.1	Discounted	cash	flow	approach	
The discounted cash flow model can be specified in two ways. One approach is to estimate the 

enterprise value of a company and another approach estimates the equity value of the firm. In our 

paper, we have chosen to apply the first method. Accordingly, NIBD would be subtracted from 

estimated enterprise value in order to estimate market value of equity.246 

According to the discounted cash flow model the value of a company is determined by the present 

value of future cash flows. This model implies that only the free cash flows to the firm and WACC 

affect the market value of the firm.  The discounted cash flow model can be specified as a two stage 

model: 247 

dòô = 9'?&+*&.	4"2)*"-ô +
g4ggO

1 +j=44 O

W

WöÅ

+
g4ggOlÅ
1 +j=44

∗
1

1 +j=44 W	

 

As we can see from the above specifications, the enterprise value consists of two parts. One explicit 

forecast horizon and a terminal period. The value is estimated up until the time T, hence the remaining 

value after terminal point time T is unrecognized goodwill at that point. The terminal value is based on 

the cost of capital and a long-term growth rate of 2,5%, which was mentioned in the forecasting 

section.  This value is one of the most uncertain parts of a valuation, as it represents a large part of the 

total value and long-term growth it’s difficult to forecast. The continuing value will be estimated by 

using the Gordon’s growth model in both DCF –and EVA model. 

 

Our calculations of FCFF is based on the pro forma balance –and income statement. The table below 

illustrates a summary of our estimations regarding FCFF.	

 

Figure	52:Estimated	FCFF	for	E2016-E2022	

 
Source:	Own	creation		

As illustrated by the table above, FCFF is expected to grow significantly the coming years. This 

growth is mainly driven by strong demand and salmon prices. Furthermore, changes in net working 

capital is expected to be negative except in 2016 and 2021. This will imply that the company will have 

                                                   
246 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.216 
247 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.216	
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a larger part of their capital tied up in the operations. Net investments is expected to increase in the 

forecasting period. The increased investments are partly driven by investments in licenses in order to 

increase the company’s capacity to meet the strong demand. As a discounting factor, a WACC of 

6,48% was applied. The whole DCF-model is illustrated in the figure below. 

 
Table	26:DCF-Model	

 
	Source:	Own	creation		

As we can observe from the table below, MHG’s estimated enterprise value is 90,052 billion NOK.  

This reflects the total value of all future cash flows. To obtain an estimate of the marked value of 

equity, we deducted net interest- bearing debt from the calculated value of the firm. Accordingly, we 

found the market value of equity to be 78,352 billion NOK. As shown by the table, the largest 

contributor to the estimated value is the terminal value. The terminal value accounts for approximately 

84 % of the enterprise value. This highlight the importance of parameters supporting the terminal 

value.  

 

MHG has currently 450 million outstanding shares. This resulted in price of 174,115 NOK per share. 

The company’s shares currently trade at 128,10 NOK. Based on this, we believe that MHG is 

undervalued and could potentially yield an upside of 35,9%. Therefore, the DCF-model would imply a 

buy recommendation to potential investors. To obtain a deeper knowledge on how MHG creates value 

for its shareholders and to test the validity of the estimated share price derived from our DCF 

valuation, we have chosen to supplement our valuation with the EVA model. 

8.2	EVA	

The basis of the EVA model is derived from the Residual Income (RI) model. The RI model base the 

valuation of equity on the book value of equity, then add value for earnings forecasted in excess of the 
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required earnings on the book value.248  When applying the EVA model, the focused is shifted from 

bottom-line earnings to income from operations and invested capital rather than common equity in the 

balance sheet.249 

 

The EVA model provides investors and creditors with another information base than DCF model, as it 

shows if the company's returns are sufficient enough to cover the cost of capital related to the firms 

invested capital. The EVA model is estimated by the following expression:  
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 The value of equity is derived by subtracting the net interest-bearing debt from the enterprise value. 

The estimated EVA is illustrated by the table below. 

 
Table	27:EVA-model 

	
Source:	Own	creation	 

                                                   
248 Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.438 
249 Stephen H. Penman, Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation, Fifth International Edition 2013, p.437	

Valuation	-	The	Economic	Value	Added	model	
E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020 E2021 E2022

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
NOPAT 2	084 3	178 3	665 4	294 5	416 5	113 5	241
Invested	capital,	primo 29	887 30	162 30	998 31	978 32	952 33	983 34	822
WACC 6,48	% 6,48	% 6,48	% 6,48	% 6,48	% 6,48	% 6,48	%
Cost	of	capital 1	937 1	954 2	009 2	072 2	135 2	202 2	256
EVA 147 1	224 1	657 2	222 3	281 2	911 2	985
Discount	factor 0,94 0,88 0,83 0,78 0,73 0,69 0,64
Present	value	of	EVA 138 1	079 1	372 1	728 2	397 1	997 1	923
Invested	Capital,	primo 29	887
PV	EVA	in	forecasting	horizon 8	713
PV	EVA	in	terminal	period 51	452
Estimated	Enterprise	value 90	052
Net	interest-bearing	debt 11	700
Equity	Value 78	352

Share	price 174,115

33	%

10	%
57	%

Invested	Capital,	primo

PV	EVA	in	forecasting
horizon

PV	EVA	in	terminal	period

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
0,00	%

10,00	%

20,00	%
ROIC WACC
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As illustrated by the table, the estimated share price by the EVA model coincide with the value 

estimated by the DCF model. As both models yield the same result, the models seem unbiased by 

technical errors, and thereby the result solely reflects our forecast.  

The graph illustrates a return on invested capital that exceeds the cost of capital throughout the 

forecasting period, which means that MHG adds value to its shareholders. Furthermore, it’s possible to 

observe a more stable ROIC towards the terminal period than the historical ROIC illustrated in the 

profitability analysis. This is mainly due to our expectations of a more stabilized salmon price and cost 

of materials towards the terminal period, caused by a more balanced supply and demand relation. 	

	
8.3	Relative	valuation	
As stated earlier, we have chosen to supplement our DCF-and EVA valuation with a relative valuation 

using multiples. Multiples rely on market prices that reflect the opinions of many investors, as 

opposed to the present value approach which mainly relies on the analysts own expectations. Multiples 

therefore serve as a useful method to stress test value estimates based on the present value approach.250  

The aim for the relative valuation is to determine how the market price MHG compared to its peers. 

We have chosen multiples based on forward looking information, as it yields on average more 

accurate value estimates251. Furthermore, we have solely applied enterprise-value-based multiples. 

This is due to the fact that these multiples are not effected by differences in the companies’ capital 

structure, transitory items and tax. 252 

 

Ideally, the comparable firms should have similar outlooks for long-term growth and return on 

invested capital (ROIC).253 As we identified in our financial analyses, MHG had lower historical levels 

of ROIC compared to some of its peers. All the companies have fairly similar growth opportunities. 

However, large companies such as MHG may impose some advantages over its peers for further 

growth opportunities. We acknowledge these differences, but believe that the peer group we have 

defined for MHG is comparable on many key areas. 

 

Further, an average of the multiples of the comparable companies has to be calculated. Research 

generally supports the use of harmonic mean and find that this mean yield more accurate value 

estimates than the other methods.254  We will therefore, apply the harmonic mean in our estimations of 

multiples. The table below summarize our findings of MHG’s and the peer groups multiples in 2016 

and 2017. These where obtained through market reports.  

                                                   
250 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.237 
251 C. Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.243 
252 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.317-318 
253 Koller, T. Goedhart M. and Wessels, D. (2010) “Measuring and Managing the Value of Companies”, Fifth edition, p.315 
254 . Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.234 
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						Table	28:Selected	forward	looking	multiples	for	2016	

 
					Source:	DNB	markets,	own	creation		

 
						Table	29:	Selected	forward	looking	multiples	2017	

 
							Source:	DNB	markets,	own	creation		

As we can observe from the table above, MHG is among the companies with highest multiples. 

MHG’s projected multiples is 7,2 % higher the harmonic mean in 2016 and 13 % in 2017. This could 

imply that either the projections on which the multiples is based are too optimistic, indicating that the 

company is overvalued or MHG has better prospect than the peers and therefore is traded at higher 

multiples.255 However, by examining the peers individual multiples, we identified that MHG is traded 

at lower multiples then some of it peers. This will result in an opposite conclusion, which highlights 

the importance that multiples should be interpreted with care.  

 

In order to investigate the analytics consensus about future EV/EBITDA multiples, we have analysed 

the historical development in the 12 month forward estimates of EV/EBITDA. 
	

																												Figure	53:	MHG's	forward	consensus	EV/EBITDA	

	
																											Source:	Datastream,	own	creation	 

                                                   
255 . Petersen & T. Plenborg 2012 – Financial Statement Analysis, p.227 
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The graph above illustrates 12 months forward EV/EBIDA and it can be seen that MHG has increased 

significantly the past 2 years. By evaluating MHG EV/EBITDA multiple with the comparable salmon 

price, it can be seen that the fluctuations in the multiple correlate with the variations in salmon prices. 

The reason for the growth in MHG’s EV/EBITDA in the analysed horizon, is due to the company’s 

EV has increased more than EBITDA. This is based on that an increase in salmon prices affect MHG 

EV as soon as the information is publicly known, but the increase in EBITDA does not occur until a 

later point in time. 

 

By further analysing MHG and its peer companies EV/EBITDA, it’s possible to observe that MHG 

has historically been above its peers, but there is growing tendency in the multiple for all the analysed 

companies. As the salmon prices are expected to remain high in the short-term we believe that the 

EV/EBITDA multiples for 2016 and 2017 from the analytics consensus seems reasonable, as they 

seem to correspond with the historical development. 

 
						Figure	54:	The	peer	group	forward	consensus	EV/EBITDA	

	
					Source:	Datastream,	own	creation	 

Several factors can justify MHG’s higher multiples compared to the peers. As mentioned in our 

profitability analyses, MHG has the lowest cost of material which is the largest cost item. The 

company also expect to be nearly 80% self-sufficient of feed. This might yield significantly 

competitive advantage relative to their peers. Furthermore, MHG’s recently acquisitions, especially 

with regards to MORPOL and investments in licenses will yield the company major advantages. As an 

example, by acquiring MORPOL the company nearly doubled their volumes within the VAP segment.  

The licenses will allow the company increase their capacity, in order to meet the growing demand. 

Based on this, we have forecasted increased revenues and harvest volumes with the exceptions of 

2016. After 2016, the situation is Chile is expected to normalize, thus it seems reasonable that MHG is 

traded at a higher premium in 2017 compared to 2016. These factors combined with a strong salmon 
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price, will result in an increasing tendency in EBIT and EBITDA. There are some concerning cost 

developments but we believe these will be outweighed by the strong salmon price. Based the overall 

discussion above, we find it reasonable that MHG has better growth prospects than its peers, and 

therefore is traded at higher multiples than the comparable companies.  

 

The shared price obtained by the relative valuation varies significantly, depending on which multiple 

is applied. An average of all the multiple estimates yields a substantially lower share price than what 

was obtained through our DCF-and EVA model. The deviation may be a result of a peer group that is 

not 100% comparable to MHG. There are some individual differences amongst the companies with 

respect to operations and size. This supports the view that multiples should be interpreted with care.  

 

8.4	Conclusion	Valuation	
Through our DCF-and EVA model we estimated a share price of 174,115 for MHG. This could 

potentially yield an upside of 35,9% as MHG was traded at 128,1 per 01.04.2016.  The FCFF and 

EVA was found to be positive throughout the forecasted time period. This implies that the company is 

able to generate value for the shareholders. Accordingly, ROIC exceeded WACC in all years. 

Furthermore, we identified a more stable ROIC towards the terminal period than the historical ROIC 

illustrated in the profitability analysis. This is mainly due to our expectations of a more stabilized 

salmon price and cost of materials towards the terminal period, caused by a more balanced supply and 

demand relation. 

 

Our relative valuation revealed that some of MHG’s multiples where lower than the comparable 

companies. However, on average MHG’s forecasted multiples is 7,2 % higher at than its peers in 2016 

and 13 % in 2017. Several factors were identified, which justified the high multiples. MHG was found 

to have high growth opportunities through their size, acquisitions and investments in licenses. 

Furthermore, the 12 month forward EV/EBITDA illustrated that MHG has historically had a higher 

EV/EBITDA multiple than its peers, but this is now surpassed by some of the peer companies. Overall 

there have been a growing tendency in this multiple caused by historically high salmon prices. An 

average of all the multiple estimates yielded a substantially lower share price than what was obtained 

through our DCF-and EVA model. Individual differences amongst the comparable companies, might 

be the reason for variations in share price. Nonetheless, the companies where found to be relatively 

comparable based on several factors. In conclusion, we believe that the share price estimated through 

the DCF-and EVA model is reasonable.  
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9.	Sensitivity	analysis	
As our valuation is dependent on a number of assumptions, it’s important that an investor obtains 

knowledge on what impact a change in these assumptions will have on the estimated value of the 

company. In order to obtain this knowledge, we have decided to conduct a sensitivity analysis in, 

which we examine how the estimated share price is affected by changing various input factors in the 

DCF model. As uncovered in the our strategic and financial analysis, we believe that salmon prices, 

harvest volumes, cost of materials combined with WACC are the key drivers behind MHG’s value.  

 

Changes in WACC parameters 
Initially, we will examine how changes in the different parameters in WAAC will affect MHG’s share 

price, when holding all the other factors constant. The table below illustrates the effects changes in the 

different parameters have on MHG’s share price.  
Table	30:	Changes	in	WACC	parameters	and	the	following	effect	on	share	price	

	
Source:	Own	creation		

As we can observe from the table above, MHG’s share price is highly sensitive to changes in the 

different parameters within WACC. The two factors which imposes the largest fluctuations in share 

price are beta equity and capital structure. The reason beta equity has a large influence on WACC and 

therefore MHG’s share price, is that the majority of MHG’s WACC consist of equity, and thereby a 

change in beta equity will to a large extent impact MHG’s cost of equity. Furthermore, MHG’s value 

estimate is highly effected by a changes in the capital structure. This could mainly be explained by the 

same arguments as above.  As MHG’s WACC primarily consist of equity, and cost equity imposes 

larger capital cost than debt, MHG’s value is to a large extent sensitive to changes in the capital 

structure. 	
 
Changes in salmon price and WAC 
											Table	31:	Changes	in	Salmon	price	and	WACC	effects	on	Share	price	

	
													Source:	Own	creation		
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The table above illustrates sensitivity in MHG share price in regards to changes in WACC and salmon 

price. It should be emphasized that a change X% in salmon price, means that we change the price by 

X% in every year. A change in salmon price impacts MHG revenues greatly, and as illustrated by the 

graph a +/- 2,5% change in salmon price, changes MHG’s share price by approximately 25 NOK. 

Both changes in salmon price and variations in WACC affects MHG share price extensively.  It can 

also be seen that it appears as if the share price is more sensitive to changes in WACC, than it is to 

changes in salmon price. However, we believe that salmon prices are more volatile than the WACC, as 

salmon prices may show large fluctuations on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly basis, 

and MHG is therefore more vulnerable to changes in salmon prices. 

 
Changes in harvest volumes and WACC 
	

Table	32:Changes	in	Harvest	volumes	and	WACC	effects	on	Share	price	

	
Source:	Own	creation		

 

The table above illustrates sensitivity in MHG share price in regards to changes in WACC and harvest 

volumes. As with salmon price this means, that we change the harvest volume by X% in every year. 

Harvest volumes is combined with the salmon price a key driver to MHG’s revenue, as discussed 

throughout this thesis.  By examining the table, it could be seen that MHG share price is somewhat 

less sensitive to changes in harvest volumes compared to salmon price. MHG share price seem more 

sensitive to changes in WACC than harvest volumes, but as with salmon price, we find it more 

plausible that we could see large fluctuations in harvest volumes rather than changes in WACC. As we 

base our forecasted harvest volumes on MHG predictions combined with analytics and our own 

research, there is of course room for discussion on the reliability of these harvest volumes. 

Historically, MHG harvest volumes has deviated from their predicted volumes. Based on the large 

salmon mortality in Chile combined with low smolt release, declining standing biomass and lice 

problems in Norway, the general belief is that a downward adjustment in harvest volumes is more 

probable than an increase in harvest volumes in the short term.   

 
 

%	Change	in	Harvest	volumes
174 -10,0	% -7,5	% -5,0	% -2,5	% 0,0	% 2,5	% 5,0	% 7,5	% 10,0	%

4,48	% 279,3 306,0 332,8 359,5 386,3 413,0 439,8 466,5 493,3
4,98	% 215,8 237,1 258,5 279,8 301,1 322,4 343,7 365,1 386,4
5,48	% 173,7 191,4 209,1 226,8 244,5 262,2 280,0 297,7 315,4
5,98	% 143,7 158,8 174,0 189,1 204,3 219,4 234,5 249,7 264,8
6,48	% 121,3 134,5 147,7 160,9 174,1 187,3 200,5 213,8 227,0
6,98	% 103,8 115,6 127,3 139,0 150,7 162,4 174,2 185,9 197,6
7,48	% 89,9 100,5 111,0 121,5 132,0 142,6 153,1 163,6 174,1
7,98	% 78,6 88,1 97,7 107,2 116,8 126,3 135,9 145,4 155,0
8,48	% 69,2 77,9 86,6 95,4 104,1 112,8 121,6 130,3 139,0%
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Changes in salmon prices and harvest volumes  
	

Table	33:Changes	in	salmon	price	and	Harvest	volumes	effect	Share	price	

	
Source:	Own	creation		

Through our examinations of the past two tables, we have observed that MHG share price is highly 

sensitive to changes in salmon price and harvest volumes. Based on these findings, we have 

constructed a sensitivity analysis, where we combine changes in salmon price and harvest volumes. 

This analysis gave us some interesting results. As illustrated by the graph, if the salmon price increases 

by 2,5%, while the harvest volumes decrease by 2,5%, MHG share price increases by 11,5 NOK. In 

the opposite case, MHG share price decreases by 12,8 NOK. This implies that MHG’s share price is 

more sensitive to changes in salmon price than changes in harvest volumes. However, historically, we 

believe that there is associated greater uncertainty in the estimate of salmon prices, as these have 

shown to be more volatile historically than harvest volumes. Even though salmon prices have been 

highly volatile historically, MHG have achieved to increase shareholders value. 

 
 Changes in Cost of materials and WACC	
	

Table	34:	Changes	in	Cost	of	materials	and	WACC	effect	on	Share	price	

	
Source:	Own	creation		

 

%	Change	in	salmon	price
174 -10,0	% -7,5	% -5,0	% -2,5	% 0,0	% 2,5	% 5,0	% 7,5	% 10,0	%

-10,0	% 30,0 52,8 75,6 98,4 121,3 144,1 166,9 189,7 212,6
-7,5	% 40,6 64,1 87,6 111,0 134,5 157,9 181,4 204,8 228,3
-5,0	% 51,3 75,4 99,5 123,6 147,7 171,8 195,9 220,0 244,1
-2,5	% 62,0 86,7 111,4 136,2 160,9 185,6 210,4 235,1 259,8
0,0	% 72,7 98,0 123,4 148,8 174,1 199,5 224,8 250,2 275,6
2,5	% 83,3 109,3 135,3 161,3 187,3 213,3 239,3 265,3 291,3
5,0	% 94,0 120,7 147,3 173,9 200,5 227,2 253,8 280,4 307,1
7,5	% 104,7 132,0 159,2 186,5 213,8 241,0 268,3 295,6 322,8
10,0	% 115,4 143,3 171,2 199,1 227,0 254,9 282,8 310,7 338,6%
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%	Change	in	Cost	of	Materials
174 -10,0	% -7,5	% -5,0	% -2,5	% 0,0	% 2,5	% 5,0	% 7,5	% 10,0	%

4,48	% 482,3 458,3 434,3 410,3 386,3 362,3 338,2 314,2 290,2
4,98	% 378,1 358,9 339,6 320,4 301,1 281,8 262,6 243,3 224,1
5,48	% 308,9 292,8 276,7 260,6 244,5 228,4 212,3 196,3 180,2
5,98	% 259,6 245,8 231,9 218,1 204,3 190,4 176,6 162,7 148,9
6,48	% 222,7 210,6 198,4 186,3 174,1 162,0 149,8 137,7 125,5
6,98	% 194,1 183,2 172,4 161,6 150,7 139,9 129,1 118,2 107,4
7,48	% 171,2 161,4 151,6 141,8 132,0 122,3 112,5 102,7 92,9
7,98	% 152,5 143,6 134,6 125,7 116,8 107,9 98,9 90,0 81,1
8,48	% 136,9 128,7 120,5 112,3 104,1 95,9 87,7 79,5 71,3

%
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The table above illustrates changes in cost of materials and WACC. We have stated numerous times 

previously that cost of material is the largest cost item. Therefore, it’s important to examine how cost 

of materials impacts MHG’s share price. As we can observe from the table above, MHG’s estimated 

value is highly sensitive to changes in cost of material. If we keep WACC constant at 6,48% and 

increase the cost of materials by 5%, the share price will decrease with approximately 14%. 

Furthermore, changing the cost of material and WACC simultaneously will to a large degree effect the 

share price. By increasing the WACC with 0,5% from the current level and cost of material by 2,5% 

we observe that the share price decrease with as much as 19%. This highlights the importance of 

keeping the production cost at a low level.  

9.6	Conclusion	Sensitivity	analysis		
Our sensitivity analysis uncovered that MHG share price is highly sensitive to changes in salmon 

price, volume, cost of materials and WACC. Where changes in salmon price had a larger impact on 

share price than changes in harvest volumes. As our estimated share price from the DCF and EVA 

model is significantly higher than the traded share price per 01.04.2016, we have to see large changes 

in our forecasted values in order to obtain a share price similar to the current level. This supports 

analyst strong buy recommendation of MHG. 
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10.	Conclusion	
The aim for this thesis is to perform a strategic-and financial analysis in order to estimate the 

Norwegian fish farming company Marine Harvest’s share price per 01.04.2016.  

 

Norway accounts for approximately 54% of the worlds cultivated salmon, making the country the 

world largest producer of Atlantic salmon. Since the start up in 1965, MHG has experienced 

significantly economic growth. The company has become the largest producer of Atlantic salmon, 

where they control approximately 30% of the global salmon market. They attain a fully integrated 

value chain. Having operations in 23 countries, allows them to offer a full range of salmon products to 

their customers. By taking advantage of economies of scale and greater vertical integration in the 

value chain through consolidation and automation, the company’s historical performance has proven 

to be strong. This must be seen in combination with relatively high salmon prices in recent years and a 

strong demand.   

 

Our strategic analysis revealed that the supply side is faced with numerous challenges. The fish 

farming industry is characterized of being a cyclical industry. The cycles are due to a significant 

lag/delay between production start and when the finished product reach the market. Resulting in that 

market condition might change considerably, which accordingly imposes a high degree of risk for fish 

farmers. In the years to come, there is expected to be low growth in smolt releases, a decline in 

standing biomass and higher sea level temperatures. With rising sea-level temperatures, major disease 

outbreaks may appear more frequently. Furthermore, the mass mortality of fish in Chile has reduced 

the global supply substantially and as result, put an upward pressure on salmon prices.  The 5% 

capacity expansion granted by the Norwegian Government and reduction in fish escapes is an 

important factor for future supply growth. However, based on the above comments, we expect a 

decline in supply for the short-term and modest supply growth in medium –and long term 

 

The overall demand of Atlantic salmon has steadily increased the past years, and this trend is expected 

to continue. Short term demand is expected to increase, due to the drop in global supply combined 

with a favorable exchange rate. The global supply is expected to rebuilt from 2018, resulting in a 

demand approaching the historical average growth of 6%. The combination of a major drop in supply 

and a strong demand is expected to maintain the historically high salmon prices in the short term. As 

the global supply is rebuilding, the demand is expected to decrease, resulting in lower salmon prices.		
 

The attractiveness for the market participants within the industry is considered to be high. This is 

based on a low bargaining power of substituting products and threat of new entrants. Furthermore, 

customers bargaining power was assessed to be moderate to low. 
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Based on the VRIO framework, we identified that MHG currently obtain a sustainable competitive 

advantage by holding a large number of licenses. Whereas, the resources fully integrated value chain 

and market presence yielded a temporarily competitive advantage. 		

	

Through our profitability analysis, we uncovered that MHG generally had an average profitability 

compared to its peer. Most of the fluctuations in ROIC was caused by variations in profit margin, as 

the turnover rate on invested capital had been fairly stable throughout the analyzed period. When 

further analyzing MHG profit margin against salmon prices for the comparable period, we could 

observe that the fluctuations in profit margin correlated with the salmon price. In addition, increased 

cost of materials, salary expenses and cost related to disease outbreaks had a major impact on the 

company’s profitability the past few years. By separating MHG’s revenue into processed and 

unprocessed products, we further investigated the historical developments in total revenue. After 

MHG’s acquisition of Morpol, the volume attributed to secondary process increased, but the premium 

was offset by historical high salmon prices. However, the VAP segment is expected to become 

increasingly important. This is supported by the strong demand and MHG’s restructuring within the 

segment is expected to increase efficiency. 

 

Based on a total assessment of the company, we estimated an WACC of 6,48%. Our forecasts were to 

a large extent based on insight gained from our financial –strategic analysis. By applying our 

estimated WACC combined with the underlying assumptions in the forecast section, we estimated 

MHG’s equity value to be 78,352 billion NOK through the DCF-and EVA model. This corresponded 

to a share price of 174,115 NOK per 01.04.2016. As MHG’s shares currently was traded at NOK 

128,10, we believe that MHG is undervalued and could potentially yield an upside of 35,9%. 

Therefore, the DCF-and EVA would imply a buy recommendation to potential investors.  

 

Our relative valuation revealed that some of MHG’s multiples where lower than the comparable 

companies. However, on average MHG’s forecasted multiples is 7,2 % higher at than its peers in 2016 

and 13 % in 2017.  MHG was found to attain larger growth opportunities through their size, possible 

acquisitions and through investments in license compared to its peers, which may justify the higher 

multiples. 

 

The sensitivity analysis uncovered that MHG share price is highly sensitive to changes in salmon 

price, volume, cost of materials and WACC. Where changes in salmon price had a larger impact on 

share price than changes in harvest volumes. 
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11.	The	thesis	in	perspective	
 

The thesis is written from an external perspective, and we therefore had limited access to information 

regarding the company. Our valuation is therefore based on a number of subjective assumptions, 

which may weaken the thesis objectivity.  

 

Due to the limited time, there was areas that did not receive enough attention. It would be of particular 

interest to further examine the synergy affects MHG might receive from their commenced feed 

production. Potential new acquisitions could also have been investigated.  

 

There are a number of different approaches to valuation. An alternative could be to look at the value 

creation per licenses. We could then reveal, which locations that provide the greatest impact on the 

share price and deemed as the most profitable. This could give the company an indication of how to 

invest and which areas they should prioritize. Furthermore, in this paper we estimated a fixed 

production capacity of 1200 tons for a licenses in Norway. However, this can vary depending on the 

county and the individual facilities efficiency. Therefore, if we had access to deeper information 

preferably from MHG itself, we would be able to achieve a more accurate estimate for each facility 

and its capacity utilization. This could be relevant in order to determine in which facility and location 

the licenses should be exploited.   

 

Furthermore, in our forecasting of salmon price in the long term we applied Fish Pools forward prices. 

As the salmon price has historically proven to be highly volatile and has fluctuated quite extensively, 

it has proven to be very difficult to estimate a salmon price for several years ahead. We could 

alternatively have estimated a salmon price for the long term through Monte Carlo simulations, 

however we believe that prices obtained through Fish Pool are reasonable. This was based on the fact 

that members in fish pool consist of many of the largest fish farming companies within the industry 

and several large banks. The forward prices reflect the expectations of these members for the coming 

years. 

 

As observed though our DCF and EVA model, MHG’s share price is fairly high compared to the 

observed market price, implying a significantly undervalued share price. This undervalued share price 

was not supported by our multiple valuation, which may imply that our outlook for MHG might be to 

positive. However, we like to point out that most of the analyst applied higher WACC, then the one 

estimated in this thesis. The differences were primarily, due to the applied interest rates, were analyst 

applied an interest rate of approximately 4%, which we believe is too high for the current state of the 

Norwegian economy. 
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Appendix	3	Historical	Development	Marine	Harvest	

 
Source: MH annual report 
 

Appendix	4	Average	Production	Cost	Norwegian	Based	Companies	

 
Source: Fiskeridepartementet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Average number Companies Operating in Norway 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009
Smolt costs pr Kg kr 2,52 2,19 2,16 2,27 2,45 1,97
Feed costs pr Kg kr 11,83 11,50 10,85 11,00 10,98 9,99
Insurance costs pr Kg kr 0,10 0,11 0,12 0,14 0,15 0,14
Salary costs pr Kg kr 1,92 1,80 1,55 1,60 1,69 1,30
Depreciation pr Kg kr 1,26 1,23 1,15 1,09 1,16 1,01
Other productions costs kr 5,54 5,58 3,26 3,36 3,30 2,94
Net financial kr 0,20 0,28 0,22 0,19 0,29 0,39

Production costs pr Kg kr 23,38 22,69 19,31 19,66 20,03 17,73
Slaughtering Cost per Kg kr 2,46 2,64 2,67 2,52 2,84 2,38
Sum Production cost per Kg kr 25,83 25,33 21,98 22,18 22,87 20,11
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Appendix	5	Development	Salmon	Prices	

Date Norway	
Nort	
America		 Chile	

01.06.2009	 35,07	 18,51	 25,38	
01.09.2009	 31,05	 19,26	 25,7	
31.12.2009	 27,11	 15,18	 23,28	
01.03.2010	 33,96	 17,65	 26,74	
01.06.2010	 39,95	 22,87	 32,19	
01.09.2010	 37,94	 18,21	 30,64	
31.12.2010	 37,78	 17,44	 28,57	
01.03.2011	 39,82	 21,13	 31,75	
01.06.2011	 35,44	 20,12	 29,15	
01.09.2011	 25,69	 13,56	 21,64	
31.12.2011	 22,77	 13,12	 20,7	
01.03.2012	 26,15	 14,43	 20,69	
01.06.2012	 26,91	 14,32	 20,22	
01.09.2012	 25,28	 12,31	 18,11	
31.12.2012	 26,28	 11,25	 16,55	
01.03.2013	 35,41	 14,97	 21,19	
01.06.2013	 41,51	 44,18	 33,2	
01.09.2013	 37,46	 45,91	 31,2	
31.12.2013	 40,97	 45,26	 29,3	
01.03.2014	 48,58	 50,2	 30,6	
01.06.2014	 39,31	 44,26	 33,6	
01.09.2014	 34,35	 38,81	 34,2	
31.12.2014	 38,41	 38,18	 27,4	
01.03.2015	 40,72	 41,27	 33,2	
01.06.2015	 37,91	 38,14	 26,1	
01.09.2015	 40,72	 37,6	 24,9	
31.12.2015	 45,16	 38,67	 28,6	
01.03.2016	 56	 40,02	 41,4	
Source Thomson Baker Datastream 
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Appendix	6	Population	growth	and	food	supply	

Source IMF Global Outlook 
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	Appendix	7	Relative	price	development	and	outlook		
USD∕KG	 Lamb	 Salmon	 Pork	 Beef	 Chicken	
1980	 $0,59	 $7,98	 $0,37	 $0,57	 $0,16	
1981	 $0,57	 $7,25	 $0,45	 $0,51	 $0,16	
1982	 $0,49	 $6,64	 $0,65	 $0,49	 $0,16	
1983	 $0,40	 $5,80	 $0,53	 $0,50	 $0,16	
1984	 $0,40	 $5,25	 $0,51	 $0,47	 $0,18	
1985	 $0,38	 $5,58	 $0,51	 $0,44	 $0,17	
1986	 $0,42	 $6,48	 $0,56	 $0,43	 $0,19	
1987	 $0,45	 $8,06	 $0,54	 $0,49	 $0,19	
1988	 $0,50	 $7,30	 $0,35	 $0,52	 $0,21	
1989	 $0,48	 $5,38	 $0,29	 $0,53	 $0,23	
1990	 $0,55	 $5,90	 $0,46	 $0,53	 $0,22	
1991	 $0,48	 $5,36	 $0,40	 $0,55	 $0,22	
1992	 $0,52	 $5,90	 $0,26	 $0,51	 $0,22	
1993	 $0,56	 $5,01	 $0,29	 $0,54	 $0,25	
1994	 $0,57	 $5,01	 $0,26	 $0,48	 $0,25	
1995	 $0,51	 $4,78	 $0,28	 $0,39	 $0,25	
1996	 $0,66	 $4,11	 $0,42	 $0,37	 $0,28	
1997	 $0,68	 $3,73	 $0,33	 $0,38	 $0,28	
1998	 $0,53	 $3,72	 $0,21	 $0,36	 $0,29	
1999	 $0,53	 $3,57	 $0,20	 $0,38	 $0,27	
2000	 $0,51	 $3,65	 $0,27	 $0,40	 $0,27	
2001	 $0,59	 $2,89	 $0,28	 $0,44	 $0,29	
2002	 $0,66	 $2,94	 $0,21	 $0,43	 $0,29	
2003	 $0,72	 $2,99	 $0,24	 $0,41	 $0,30	
2004	 $0,75	 $3,34	 $0,32	 $0,52	 $0,34	
2005	 $0,73	 $4,06	 $0,31	 $0,54	 $0,34	
2006	 $0,70	 $5,06	 $0,29	 $0,52	 $0,31	
2007	 $0,73	 $4,55	 $0,29	 $0,54	 $0,35	
2008	 $0,77	 $4,85	 $0,29	 $0,55	 $0,38	
2009	 $0,67	 $4,92	 $0,25	 $0,54	 $0,39	
2010	 $0,66	 $6,15	 $0,34	 $0,69	 $0,39	
2011	 $0,68	 $5,91	 $0,40	 $0,83	 $0,40	
2012	 $0,46	 $4,77	 $0,38	 $0,85	 $0,43	
2013	 $0,48	 $6,76	 $0,39	 $0,83	 $0,47	
2014	 $0,59	 $6,60	 $0,47	 $1,02	 $0,50	
2015	 $0,49	 $5,25	 $0,33	 $0,91	 $0,52	
2016	 $0,44	 $4,73	 $0,33	 $0,72	 $0,55	
2017	 $0,45	 $4,73	 $0,33	 $0,69	 $0,55	
2018	 $0,45	 $4,73	 $0,33	 $0,69	 $0,55	
2019	 $0,44	 $4,73	 $0,32	 $0,69	 $0,55	
2020	 $0,44	 $4,73	 $0,32	 $0,69	 $0,55	
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Appendix	8	Relative	price	development	

 
Source:Thomson One Datastream, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix	9.	Presence	of	Sales	contracts	and	achieved	prices	

 
Source:Industry Handbook, Own creation 
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Lamb Salmon Pork Beef Chicken

Date Norway Scotland Canada Chile Faroes Total	MH	Group Growth Achieved	prices	vs	Reference	price
2011 46 % 53 % 18 % 25 % 35	% 7,1	%
2012 31 % 60 % 5 % 30 % - 31 % -12,3	%
2013 37 % 61 % 2 % 32 % 6 % 37 % 19,4	%
2014 41 % 56 % 0 % 23 % 3 % 36 % -3,8	%
2015 40 % 48 % 0 % 12 % 0,00 37 % 5,3	%
E2016 50 % 50 % 0 % 12 % 0 % 42 % 12,0	%

Average	Period 41	% 55	% 4	% 22	% 2	% 36	% 5	%
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Appendix	10.	Marine	Harvest	Income	statement	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

Reported	income	statement 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Revenue 1	501,3		 5	640,5				 14	091,5	 13	124,6						 14	651,2						 15	281,2						 16	132,8						 15	420,4						 19	177,3						 25	300,4								 27	880,7			

Other	income -										 -											 -											 -																 -																 -																 -																 43,2														 22,1														 230,9														 -													

Revenue	and	other	Income 1	501,3		 5	640,5				 14	091,5	 13	124,6						 14	651,2						 15	281,2						 16	132,8						 15	463,6						 19	199,4						 25	531,3								 27	880,7			
Cost	of	materials -774,0				 -2	784,8		 -9	146,1		 -8	504,5							 -8	828,3							 -7	780,7							 -8	398,6							 -9	666,5							 -9	998,5							 -13	677,4						 -15	858,4	

Fair	value	uplift	on	harvested	fish	F -																 -																 -1	575,8							 -4	323,7							 -5	518,5									 -4	098,9			

Fair	value	adjustment	on	biological	assets	F 71,6								 40,0									 -350,4					 -278,8										 301,2												 1	091,7									 -1	514,0							 1	926,0									 6	118,3									 5	007,7										 4	189,2					

Salary	and	personell	expenses -255,1				 -839,5					 -2	165,0		 -2	139,8							 -2	167,4							 -2	202,5							 -2	177,8							 -2	418,7							 -2	674,3							 -3	320,9									 -3	825,5			

Other	operating	expenses -197,5				 -871,1					 -1	304,3		 -1	393,8							 -1	448,2							 -1	453,8							 -2	063,2							 -2	163,5							 -2	581,9							 -3	350,0									 -3	969,9			

Depreciation	and	amortization -139,1				 -305,5					 -791,8					 -685,3										 -687,7										 -653,0										 -666,7										 -677,2										 -762,5										 -966,8												 -1	252,0			

Provision	for	onerous	contracts	 -										 -											 -											 -																 -																 -14,3													 -5,8															 -6,1															 -124,7										 23,7																 -6,6											

Restructuring	costs	 -										 -41,4								 -196,3					 -241,0										 -169,5										 -4,4															 -21,8													 -0,8															 -272,8										 -52,9														 -136,3							

Other	non-operational	items	 -										 -											 -											 -																 -																 -																 -																 -																 -74,4													 -168,2												 21,7											

Income/loss	from	associated	companies	 1,4										 23,7									 66,6									 5,8																	 69,5														 202,0												 -8,5															 88,3														 221,8												 149,5														 209,7								

Impairment	losses	F 252,0						 -											 -12,1								 -1	579,4							 -373,1										 -5,0															 -67,0													 -0,5															 -65,0													 -24,1														 -60,9									

Earnings	before	financial	items	(EBIT) 460,6						 861,9							 192,1							 -1	692,2							 1	347,7									 4	461,2									 1	209,4									 968,8												 4	661,7									 3	633,4										 3	092,8					
Interest	expenses -155,7				 -70,4								 -380,9					 -485,4										 -392,9										 -380,3										 -405,8										 -382,8										 -640,2										 -544,6												 -416,5							

Net	currency	effects -5,6									 170,8							 343,9							 -632,2										 682,0												 366,7												 236,4												 523,3												 -311,7										 -388,4												 37,7											

Other	financial	items 87,6								 52,2									 -7,7										 -451,5										 23,7														 -195,3										 342,9												 -320,0										 -252,4										 -1	213,7									 -473,8							

Earnings	before	taxes 386,9						 1	014,5				 147,4							 -3	261,3							 1	660,5									 4	252,3									 1	382,9									 789,3												 3	457,4									 1	486,7										 2	240,2					
Income	taxes -10,0						 732,3							 -110,4					 409,3												 -358,3										 -1	143,9							 -261,7										 -376,5										 -1	026,8							 -752,0												 -820,5							

Net	earnings	from	continuing	operations 376,9						 1	746,8				 37,0									 -2	852,0							 1	302,2									 3	108,4									 1	121,2									 412,8												 2	430,6									 734,7														 1	419,7					
Profit	after	tax	from	discontinued	operations 4,8										 107,0							 -31,9								 -																 -																 -																 -																 -																 91,9														 204,8														 -2,1											

Profit	or	loss	for	the	year 381,7						 1	853,8				 5,1												 -2	852,0							 1	302,2									 3	108,4									 1	121,2									 412,8												 2	522,5									 939,5														 1	417,6					
Other	comprehensive	income
Change	in	fair	value	of	cash	flow	hedges -										 -											 97,0									 -1	279,4							 1	326,6									 216,6												 -141,1										 -113,5										 -44,3													 -46,6														 -32,6									

Currency	translation	cash	flow	hedges 5,4																	 -1,2															 -													

Currency	translation	differences -3,2									 23,7									 -830,2					 858,7												 -762,3										 -8,8															 -32,7													 -325,8										 630,4												 842,5														 689,2								

Currency	translation	differences	non-controlling	interests -											 14,8									 10,1														 -6,3															 -3,2															 -0,3															 -4,0															 4,9																	 -3,9																	 1,1													

Total	items	to	be	reclassified	to	profit	and	loss	in	subsequnt	periods -3,2									 23,7									 -718,4					 -410,6										 558,0												 210,0												 -175,3										 -443,3										 591,0												 792,0														 657,7								
Actuarial	gains	(losses)	on	defined	benefit	plans 4,2										 9,0												 -											 -																 -																 -																 -																 -																 -28,6													 29,1																 -7,3											

Other	gains	and	losses	in	comprehensive	income -										 -199,6					 -27,2								 69,2														 58,7														 -																 112,6												 3,5																	 18,5											

Total	items	not	to	be	reclassified	to	profit	and	loss 4,2										 -190,6					 -27,2								 69,2														 58,7														 -																 112,6												 3,5																	 -28,6													 29,1																 11,2											
Total	other	comprehensive	income 1,0										 -166,9					 -745,6					 -341,4										 616,7												 210,0												 -62,7													 -439,8										 562,4												 821,1														 668,9								
Comprehensive	income	for	the	year 382,7						 1	686,9				 -740,5					 -3	193,4							 1	918,9									 3	318,4									 1	058,5									 -27,0													 3	084,9									 1	760,6										 2	086,5					
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Appendix	11	Marine	Harvest	Balance	Sheet	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 

ASSETS 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

non-current	assets
Licences 1037,8 5622,5 5566,6 5766,6 5409,5 5442,5 5577,5 5435,4 6036,1 6514,9
Goodwill 128,7 4159,8 3344,6 2239,9 2142,6 2111,6 2146,1 2115,5 2374,9 2416,9
Deferred	tax	assets 0 641,3 27 230,5 54,5 118,6 160,1 73,9 178,8 147,3
Other	intangible	assets 10,3 50,4 135,9 160 136 132,9 123,1 114,2 188,4 166,5
Total	intangible	assets 1176,8 10474 9074,1 8397 7742,6 7805,6 8006,8 7739,00 8778,20 9245,60

Property,	plant	and	equipments 1205,8 3558,1 3894,7 4243,6 3518,1 3885,1 4167,5 4111,9 6677,2 8257,2
Investments	in	associated	companies 54,19 342,6 541,1 513,5 520,1 678,9 624,4 647,3 900,4 978,2
Other	shares	F 3,82 248,9 288,3 78,9 118,8 124,2 92,1 1008,6 132,1 166,1
Other	non-current	assets 14,812 0 0 0 0 2,6 25,8 73,2 8,8 14,5
Total	non-current	assets 2455,422 14623,6 13798,2 13233 11899,6 12496,4 12916,6 13580 16496,7 18661,6

current	assets
Inventory 73,8 948,6 917,4 1074,5 742,7 775,8 783 819,7 1751,1 2400,8
Biological	assets	 1060,3 6311,7 5553,9 5620,6 5351,1 7278,1 6285,2 6207,9 9536,6 10014
Trade	receivables 334,6 2443,7 1883,4 1903,4 1672,1 1844,9 1914,9 1782 3191,4 3360,2
Other	receivables 80,9 211,4 667,5 532,4 551,6 814,7 609,8 592,7 1086,5 1110,5
Cash	in	the	bank	F 152,7 2182,5 362,6 372,6 172,2 319 279,1 335,3 606,2 1408,3
Total	current	assets 1702,3 12097,9 9384,8 9503,5 8489,7 11032,5 9872 9737,6 16171,8 18293,8

Asset	held	for	sale 0 640 0 0 0 0 0 0 1059,1 19
Total	assets 4157,722 27361,5 23183 22736,5 20389,3 23528,9 22788,6 23317,6 33727,6 36974,4
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Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EQUITY	AND	LIABILITIES 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Equity
Share	capital	and	reserves	attributable	to	owners	of	Marine	Harvest	ASA 1763,7 13569,1 12449,6 9579,5 11415,5 12500,2 10766,3 11619,7 16318,5 14702,2
Non-controlling	interests 14,6 20 34,4 45,1 45 70,5 75,8 69 27,8 16
Total	equity 1778,3 13589,1 12484 9624,6 11460,5 12570,7 10842,1 11688,7 16346,3 14718,2

non-current	liabilities
Deffered	tax	liabilities	0 84,4 1326,8 1199,7 732,9 1142,6 2237,9 2351,9 2543,7 3365 3568,9
Non-current	interest	bearing	debt	F 1610,5 7956 5856,9 6747,7 5116,9 5107,3 6589,4 5338,5 7710,2 10669,1
Other	non-current	liabilities	F 10,8 202,6 136,4 116,7 99,8 571,1 99,3 414,7 976,2 2334,4
Total	non-current	liabilities 1705,7 9485,4 7193 7597,3 6359,3 7916,3 9040,6 8296,9 12051,4 16572,4

current	liabilities
Current	tax	liabilities	O 50,8 49,7 86,6 26,2 252,6 525,5
Current	interest-bearing	debt	F 185,4 1625,1 1249,2 1365,5 130,3 429,7 157 377,8 686,7 7
Trade	payables	O 222,6 1787,4 1349,7 1729,2 1339,8 1450,2 1481,8 1452,5 2232,6 2039,2
Other	current	liabilities	O 265,6 752,9 907,1 2419,8 1048,6 1112,2 1180,3 1475,4 1967,7 3112,3
Total	current	liabilities 673,6 4165,4 3506 5514,5 2569,5 3041,8 2905,7 3331,9 5139,6 5684

Liabilities	held	for	sale 113,9 0 0 0 0 0 0 190,5 0
Total	equities	and	liabilities 4157,6 27353,8 23183 22736,4 20389,3 23528,8 22788,4 23317,5 33727,8 36974,6
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Appendix	12	Reformulated	Income	statement	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 

Analytical	Income	statement 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Revenue 1	501,30							 5	640,50									 14	091,50					 13	124,60							 14	651,20							 15	281,20							 16	132,80							 15	420,40							 19	177,30								 25	300,40							 27	880,70							
other	revenues 43,20															 22,10																 230,90													 -																			
Total	revenues 1	501,30							 5	640,50									 14	091,50					 13	124,60							 14	651,20							 15	281,20							 16	132,80							 15	463,60							 19	199,40								 25	531,30							 27	880,70							
Cost	of	materials -774,00									 -2	784,80							 -9	146,10					 -8	504,50								 -8	828,30							 -7	780,70								 -8	398,60								 -9	666,50								 -9	998,50									 -13	677,40					 -15	858,40					
Gross	profitt 727,30											 2	855,70									 4	945,40							 4	620,10									 5	822,90									 7	500,50									 7	734,20									 5	797,10									 9	200,90										 11	853,90							 12	022,30							
Restructuring	costs	 -																	 -41,40													 -196,30									 -241,00											 -169,50											 -4,40																 -21,80													 -0,80																 -272,80												 -52,90													 -136,30											
Salary	and	personell	expenses -255,10									 -839,50											 -2	165,00					 -2	139,80								 -2	167,40							 -2	202,50								 -2	177,80								 -2	418,70								 -2	674,30									 -3	320,90								 -3	825,50								
Other	operating	expenses -197,50									 -871,10											 -1	304,30					 -1	393,80								 -1	448,20							 -1	453,80								 -2	063,20								 -2	163,50								 -2	581,90									 -3	350,00								 -3	969,90								
Income/loss	from	associated	companies 1,40															 23,70															 66,60													 5,80																	 69,50															 202,00													 -8,50																 88,30															 221,80														 149,50													 209,70													
Provision	for	onerous	contracts	 -																	 -																			 -																	 -																			 -																			 -14,30													 -5,80																 -6,10																 -124,70												 23,70															 -6,60																
Impairment	losses	 252,00											 -																			 -12,10											 -1	579,40								 -373,10											 -5,00																 -67,00													 -0,50																 -65,00														 -24,10													 -60,90													
Total	operating	expenses -199,20									 -1	728,30							 -3	611,10					 -5	348,20								 -4	088,70							 -3	478,00								 -4	344,10								 -4	501,30								 -5	496,90									 -6	574,70								 -7	789,50								
EBITDA 528,10											 1	127,40									 1	334,30							 -728,10											 1	734,20									 4	022,50									 3	390,10									 1	295,80									 3	704,00										 5	279,20									 4	232,80									
Depreciation	and	amortization -139,10									 -305,50											 -791,80									 -685,30											 -687,70											 -653,00											 -666,70											 -677,20											 -762,50												 -966,80											 -1	252,00								
EBIT 389,00											 821,90												 542,50										 -1	413,40								 1	046,50									 3	369,50									 2	723,40									 618,60													 2	941,50										 4	312,40									 2	980,80									
Tax	on	core	operations -10,05											 593,27												 -406,32									 177,38													 -225,81											 -906,42											 -515,38											 -295,08											 -873,58												 -2	181,29								 -1	091,75								

NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items 378,95											 1	415,17									 136,18										 -1	236,02								 820,69												 2	463,08									 2	208,02									 323,52													 2	067,92										 2	131,11									 1	889,05									
Currency	translation	 -3,2																 23,7																	 -718,4											 -410,6													 558,0															 210,0															 -175,3													 -443,3													 591,0																 792,0															 657,7															
Change	in	funding	status	of	pensions	plans 4,2																		 -190,6													 -27,2													 69,2																	 58,7																	 -																			 112,6															 3,5																				 -28,6																	 29,1																	 11,2																	
NOPAT	incl	dirty	surplus	items 379,95											 1	248,27									 -609,42									 -1	577,42								 1	437,39									 2	673,08									 2	145,32									 -116,28											 2	630,32										 2	952,21									 2	557,95									
Non-Operating	&	Non-transitory	items	(NOK	1000)
Net	financial	expenses -74																	 153																		 -45																	 -1	569														 313																		 -209																	 174																			 -180																	 -1	204															 -2	147														 -853																	
Tax	on	net	financial	expenses(tax	shield) 2																					 110																		 33																			 197																			 -67																			 56																					 -33																			 86																					 358																				 1	086															 312																			
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -72																	 263																		 -11																	 -1	372														 245																		 -153																	 141																			 -94																			 -847																		 -1	061														 -540																	
Fair	value	uplift	on	harvested	fish	F -																			 -																			 -1	575,8										 -4	323,7											 -5	518,5										 -4	098,9										
Fair	value	adjustment	on	biological	assets 71,6															 40,0																	 -350,4											 -278,8													 301,2															 1	091,7												 -1	514,0										 1	926,0												 6	118,3													 5	007,7												 4	189,2												
Other	non-operational	items	F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -74,4 -168,2 21,7
Special	items	after	tax 69,7493926 68,87333662 -87,956581 -243,810014 236,2075519 798,0246643 -1227,49064 183,1528696 1209,324382 -335,549405 70,97866262
Profit	after	tax	from	discontinued	operations/asset	sale 4,8																		 107,0															 -31,9													 -																			 -																			 -																			 -																			 -																			 91,9																		 204,8															 -2,1																		
Net	Income 382,70											 1	686,90									 -740,50									 -3	193,40								 1	918,90									 3	318,40									 1	058,50									 -27,00													 3	084,90										 1	760,60									 2	086,50									
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Appendix	13	Reformulated	Balance	sheet	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 

Balance	sheet 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Non-current	assets
Licences 1037,8 5622,5 5566,6 5766,6 5409,5 5442,5 5577,5 5435,4 6036,1 6514,9 7163,8

Deferred	tax	assets 0 641,3 27 230,5 54,5 118,6 160,1 73,9 178,8 147,3 110,3

Other	intangible	assets 10,3 50,4 135,9 160 136 132,9 123,1 114,2 188,4 166,5 265

Property,	plant	and	equipments 1205,8 3558,1 3894,7 4243,6 3518,1 3885,1 4167,5 4111,9 6677,2 8257,2 9246,4

Investments	in	associated	companies 54,19 342,6 541,1 513,5 520,1 678,9 624,4 647,3 900,4 978,2 1188,8

Other	non-current	assets 14,812 0 0 0 0 2,6 25,8 73,2 8,8 14,5 24,4

Total	non-current	assets 2	323															 10	215																		 10	165															 10	914														 9	638															 10	261														 10	678													 10	456											 13	990												 16	079												 17	999											
Current	assets
Inventory 73,8 948,6 917,4 1074,5 742,7 775,8 783 819,7 1751,1 2400,8 2664,5

Biological	assets	 1060,3 6311,7 5553,9 5620,6 5351,1 7278,1 6285,2 6207,9 9536,6 10014 10939,6

Trade	receivables 334,6 2443,7 1883,4 1903,4 1672,1 1844,9 1914,9 1782 3191,4 3360,2 5466,7

Other	receivables 80,9 211,4 667,5 532,4 551,6 814,7 609,8 592,7 1086,5 1110,5 0

Total	current	assets 1	550															 9	915																				 9	022																	 9	131																 8	318															 10	714														 9	593															 9	402													 15	566												 16	886												 19	071											
Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deffered	tax	liabilities	 84,4 1326,8 1199,7 732,9 1142,6 2237,9 2351,9 2543,7 3365 3568,9 3759,3

Current	tax	liabilities	 50,8 49,7 86,6 26,2 252,6 525,5

Trade	payables	 222,6 1787,4 1349,7 1729,2 1339,8 1450,2 1481,8 1452,5 2232,6 2039,2

Other	current	liabilities	 266																		 753																							 907																					 2	420																 1	049															 1	112																 1	180															 1	475													 1	968														 3	112														 5	908													

Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 573																		 3	867																				 3	457																	 4	882																 3	582															 4	850																 5	101															 5	498													 7	818														 9	246														 9	667													
Net	working	capital 977																		 6	048																				 5	566																	 4	249																 4	736															 5	864																 4	492															 3	905													 7	748														 7	640														 9	404													
Invested	capital	without	goodwill 3	300															 16	263																		 15	731															 15	163														 14	374													 16	124														 15	171													 14	360											 21	737												 23	718												 27	403											
Goodwill 128,7 4159,8 3344,6 2239,9 2142,6 2111,6 2146,1 2115,5 2374,9 2416,9 2484,7

Invested	capital	with	goodwill 3	429															 20	423																		 19	076															 17	403														 16	517													 18	236														 17	317													 16	476											 24	112												 26	135												 29	887											
Share	capital	and	reserves	attributable	to	owners	of	Marine	Harvest	ASA1763,7 13569,1 12449,6 9579,5 11415,5 12500,2 10766,3 11619,7 16318,5 14702,2 18178,3
Non-controlling	interests 14,6 20 34,4 45,1 45 70,5 75,8 69 27,8 16 8,9
Total	equity 1	778															 13	589																		 12	484															 9	625																 11	461													 12	571														 10	842													 11	689											 16	346												 14	718												 18	187											
Net	interest	bearing	debt
Non-current	interest	bearing	debt	 1	611															 7	956																				 5	857																	 6	748																 5	117															 5	107																 6	589															 5	339													 7	710														 10	669												 10	279											
Other	non-current	liabilities	 11																					 203																							 136																					 117																				 100																		 571																				 99																					 415																	 976																	 2	334														 2	125													
Current	interest-bearing	debt	 185																		 1	625																				 1	249																	 1	366																 130																		 430																				 157																		 378																	 687																	 7																						 2																					
Liabilities	held	for	sale 114																							 -																					 -																				 -																			 -																				 -																			 -																	 191																	 -																		 -																	
Total	interest-bearing	debt 1	807															 9	898																				 7	243																	 8	230																 5	347															 6	108																 6	846															 6	131													 9	564														 13	011												 12	406											
Cash	in	the	bank	F 153																		 2	183																				 363																					 373																				 172																		 319																				 279																		 335																	 606																	 1	408														 689																	
Asset	held	for	sale -																			 640																							 -																					 -																				 -																			 -																				 -																			 -																	 1	059														 19																				 17																			
Other	shares	F 3,82 248,9 288,3 78,9 118,8 124,2 92,1 1008,6 132,1 166,1
Total	interest-bearing	assets 157																		 3	071																				 651																					 452																				 291																		 443																				 371																		 1	344													 1	797														 1	593														 706																	
Net	interest	bearing	debt 1	650															 6	826																				 6	592																	 7	778																 5	056															 5	665																 6	475															 4	787													 7	766														 11	417												 11	700											
Invested	Capital 3	428															 20	415																		 19	076															 17	403														 16	517													 18	236														 17	317													 16	476											 24	113												 26	135												 29	887											
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Appendix	14	Reformulated	Income	Statement	Norwegian	Royal	Salmon	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Revenues 1	602,50																	 2	002,09																	 1	734,02																 1	744,27																	 2	603,71																	 2	599,80																	 3	210,55																	
cost	of	materials -1	478,88															 -1	748,68															 -1	549,26														 -1	540,29															 -2	137,93															 -2	175,28															 -2	707,07															
Gross	profit 123,62 253,40 184,76 203,98 465,78 424,52 503,48
Salaries	and	personnel	expense -33,98 -47,44 -60,60 -71,76 -85,63 -104,56 -113,27
Other	operating	expenses -37,81 -51,77 -50,87 -71,43 -90,42 -120,49 -134,62
Income	from	associates 6,15 37,89 -1,69 10,46 28,83 27,14 22,75
Write	downs 0,00 -12,85 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Total	coperating	expenses -65,64 -74,17 -113,15 -132,73 -147,22 -197,91 -225,13
EBITDA 57,98 179,24 71,61 71,25 318,56 226,61 278,35
Depreciation -12,48 -18,56 -26,04 -30,45 -33,73 -41,41 -53,70
EBIT 45,51 160,68 45,57 40,80 284,84 185,20 224,65
Tax	on	core	operations -2,36 -35,00 -41,27 -9,14 -57,85 -30,27 -27,03
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items 43,15 125,68 4,30 31,66 226,98 154,93 197,62
Cash	flow	hedges 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,59 -5,34 -18,31
Change	in	funding	status	of	pensions	plans 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 -0,80 -6,67
NOPAT	incl	dirty	surplus	items 43,15 125,68 4,30 32,25 220,85 129,96 197,62

Non-operating	&	Non-transitory	items
Net	financial	expenses -8,35 -18,10 10,39 -39,56 16,73 78,05 21,02
Tax	on	net	financial	expenses 0,43 3,94 -9,41 8,86 -3,40 -12,76 -2,53
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -7,91 -14,15 0,98 -30,70 13,33 65,29 18,49
Fair	value	adjustments 43,57 26,34 -70,63 49,43 94,73 57,46 24,42
non-recurring	items 0,00 0,00 -2,50 -9,92 0,00 0,00 0,00
Special	items	after	tax 41,31 20,60 -6,90 30,66 75,49 48,06 21,48
Net	income 76,55 132,13 -1,62 32,21 309,67 243,31 237,58
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Appendix	15	Reformulated	Balance	Sheet	Norwegian	Royal	Salmon	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 

Analytical	balance	sheet	 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Non-current	assets

Licenses 397,543 498,287 502,887 502,887 502,887 648,887 648,887

Land,	buildings	and	other	real	estate 6,85 3,392 4,021 4,103 5,474 12,746 0

Machinery	and	equipment 33,251 56,154 89,013 95,457 115,37 164,139 0

Boats	and	floating	assets 15,075 48,708 76,089 72,486 84,475 105,299 0
Fixtures,	office	equipment,etc. 3,892 5,683 8,187 6,853 5,235 6,868 0

Investments	in	associates	 105,013 114,136 96,087 110,86 132,758 150,155 0

Total	non-current	assets 561,624 726,36 776,284 792,646 846,199 1088,094 1197,22
Current	assets

Inventory 9,614 15,219 18,851 20,816 27,038 40,27

Biological	assets 256,142 385,975 387,88 525,739 639,238 808,674
Accounts	receivables 213,397 253,912 227,901 286,918 412,148 421,691

Other	short-term	receivables 20,539 40,811 43,021 31,545 68,735 174,344

Total	current	assets 499,692 695,917 677,653 865,018 1147,159 1444,979 1471,685
Non-interest	bearing	debt

Deferred	tax	liabilities	o 107,352 173,61 153,784 161,981 231,64 272,742 303,485

Accounts	payables	o 180,726 254,338 219,868 292,655 382,944 426,331 530,43

Tax	payable	o 0 1,136 0 0,78 8,313 2,031 3,18
Other	current	liabilities	O 16,189 17,499 14,56 27,371 41,792 164,842 134,271

Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 304,267 446,583 388,212 482,787 664,689 865,946 971,366
Net	working	capital 195,425 249,334 289,441 382,231 482,47 579,033 500,319

Invested	capital 757,049 975,694 1065,725 1174,877 1328,669 1667,127 1697,539
Equity

Share	capital	 36,288 37,229 39,611 43,572 43,572 43,572 43,502
Treasury	shares -0,264 -0,009 -1,467 0 -0,03 -0,034 0

Share	premium	fund 151,339 15,525 54,936 82,029 0 0 0
Retained	earnings 178,225 485,189 402,354 441,183 771,09 905,587 0

other	equity 0 0 0 0 0 0 1070,287
Non-controlling	interests 34,732 41,862 37,229 40,984 54,355 64,781 72,73

Total	equity 400,32 579,796 532,663 607,768 868,987 1013,906 1186,519
Interest-bearing	debt

Pension	liabilities	F 8,13 7,719 8,48 9,04 10,32 18,733 12,48

non-current	interest	bearing	debt	F 190,73 282,481 320,884 328,292 323,084 518,788 0

Long-term	interest	bearing	debt	F 0 0 0 0 0 0 653,361

Current	interest	bearing	debt	F 179,582 148,259 217,054 247,637 184,53 182,089 46,519

Total	interest-bearing	debt 378,442 438,459 546,418 584,969 517,934 719,61 712,36
Financial	assets

Investments	in	shares	and	shareholdings 9,121 34,053 3,385 3,335 1,395 1,895 0

Other	long-terms	receivables	F 10,782 3,76 3,766 4,673 3,127 3 0
cash	and	cash	equivalents	F 1,81 4,748 6,205 9,854 53,732 61,494 201,339

Total	financial	assets 21,713 42,561 13,356 17,862 58,254 66,389 201,339
Net	interest-bearing	debt 356,729 395,898 533,062 567,107 459,68 653,221 511,021

Invested	capital 757,049 975,694 1065,725 1174,875 1328,667 1667,127 1697,54
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Appendix	16	Reformulated	Income	statement	Lerøy	Seafood	Group	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

Core	operations 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Revenues 4	014,45														 5	616,59												 6	290,90														 6	057,05														 7	473,81														 8	887,67														 9	176,87														 9	102,94														 10	764,71													 12	579,47													 13	450,73						
Other	revenues -																								 -																						 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 53,81																					 117,41																			 34,21														
Total	Revenues 4	014,45														 5	616,59												 6	290,90														 6	057,05														 7	473,81														 8	887,67														 9	176,87														 9	102,94														 10	818,52													 12	696,87													 13	484,93						
Income	from	associated	companies 64,53																			 128,98															 35,51																			 13,72																			 62,74																			 122,01																	 19,74																			 24,83																			 192,19																		 91,94																					 61,38														
Total	revenues	included	income	from	associated	companies 4	078,99														 5	745,57												 6	326,41														 6	070,77														 7	536,55														 9	009,68														 9	196,61														 9	127,77														 11	010,71													 12	788,81													 13	546,31						
Cost	of	materials -3	254,69												 -4	105,19										 -4	698,68												 -4	279,15												 -5	177,49												 -5	479,87												 -6	184,79												 -6	499,77												 -7	039,81													 -8	450,39														 -8	812,41							
Salaries	and	other	personell	costs -245,82															 -400,00														 -579,00															 -664,38															 -690,48															 -777,85															 -967,79															 -1	031,87												 -1	094,46													 -1	270,88														 -1	411,02							
Other	operating	costs -191,63															 -342,94														 -472,16															 -579,30															 -586,74															 -691,79															 -858,11															 -853,88															 -1	004,15													 -1	262,52														 -1	447,63							
Change	in	inventories -																								 -																						 -																								 -																								 135,07																	 -132,29															 318,61																	 57,45																			 258,38																		 447,05																			 -																			
Impairment	loss - 														 - 												 - 														 - 														 - 														 - 														 - 														 33,00	-									 5,50	-												 1,98	-													 - 									
Total	operating	expences -3	692,13												 -4	848,13										 -5	749,84												 -5	522,82												 -6	319,64												 -7	081,80												 -7	692,08												 -8	361,08												 -8	885,55													 -10	538,72												 -11	671,06					
EBITDA 386,86																	 897,45															 576,57																	 547,95																	 1	216,91														 1	927,88														 1	504,54														 766,70																	 2	125,16															 2	250,09																 1	875,24									
Depreciation	and	amortization -48,21																		 -84,71																 -153,85															 -197,02															 -204,01															 -219,62															 -271,90															 -291,77															 -307,18																	 -369,48																	 -433,92										
EBIT 338,64																	 812,74															 422,72																	 350,92																	 1	012,90														 1	708,26														 1	232,64														 474,93																	 1	817,99															 1	880,61																 1	441,33									
Tax	on	EBIT -77,97																		 -194,99														 -102,31															 -79,14																		 -263,81															 -449,79															 -360,15															 -128,68															 -435,36																	 -431,56																	 -257,54										
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items 260,67																	 617,75															 320,42																	 271,79																	 749,09																	 1	258,46														 872,49																	 346,25																	 1	382,63															 1	449,05																 1	183,78									
Change	in	fair	value	of	cash	flow	hedges -																								 -																						 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 -5,161																		 -27,086															 8,785																					 -72,200																	
Change	in	funding	status	of	pensions	plans -																								 -																						 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 -																								 2,477																					 -3,231																				
NOPAT	after	dirty	surplus	items 260,67																	 617,75															 320,42																	 271,79																	 749,09																	 1	258,46														 867,33																	 319,17																	 1	393,89															 1	373,62																 1	183,78									
Non-Operating	&	Non-transitory	items	(NOK	1000)
Net	financial	expenses -17,09																		 -40,29																 -69,74																		 -150,51															 -86,11																		 -66,27																		 -81,88																		 -95,15																		 -101,84																	 -119,79																	 -128,73										
Tax	on	net	financial	expenses 3,93																						 9,67																				 16,88																			 33,94																			 22,43																			 17,45																			 23,92																			 25,78																			 24,39																					 27,49																					 23,00														
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -13,16																		 -30,63																 -52,86																		 -116,57															 -63,68																		 -48,82																		 -57,96																		 -69,37																		 -77,45																			 -92,30																				 -105,73										
Adjustments	of	biomass	to	fair	value 69,41																			 85,94																		 15,84																			 -36,37																		 60,48																			 298,54																	 -615,77															 294,74																	 764,23																		 -327,41																	 0,19																	
Special	items	after	tax 53,43																			 65,32																		 12,00																			 -28,17																		 44,73																			 219,93																	 -435,85															 214,88																	 581,22																		 -252,28																	 0,15																	
Net	Income 300,95																	 652,45															 279,56																	 127,05																	 730,14																	 1	429,57														 373,52																	 464,68																	 1	897,66															 1	029,04																 1	078,21									
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Appendix	17	Reformulated	Balance	Sheet	Lerøy	Seafood	Group	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Balance	sheet 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Non-current	assets
Licences	rights 309,40					 764,59						 1	183,09		 1	291,63		 1	289,98		 1	972,24		 1	981,73		 1	978,92		 1	978,66														 2	151,69			
Building,real	estate,operating	accessories284,83					 695,06						 1	149,13		 1	294,82		 1	225,40		 1	586,33		 1	836,38		 2	094,54		 2	377,01														 2	676,72			
Shares	in	associates 320,87					 308,59						 289,47						 277,46						 272,97						 338,86						 329,17						 331,06						 735,07																		 566,97							
Non-current	receivables	 1,62										 0,24										 0,68										 6,27										 11,93								 8,13										 8,45										 8,61										 26,17																				 32,26									
Deferred	tax	assets -												 -												 -												 -												 4,46										 3,70										 6,55										 21,55								 11,81																				 42,26									
Total	non-current	assets 916,72					 1	768,49		 2	622,37		 2	870,17		 2	804,74		 3	909,26		 4	162,28		 4	434,67		 5	128,72														 5	469,89			
Current	assets
Biological	assets 528,12					 1	052,32		 1	494,13		 1	676,16		 1	858,56		 2	706,73		 2	370,94		 2	724,94		 3	727,36														 3	681,99			
Other	inventories 95,34								 189,33						 265,01						 223,16						 236,31						 290,38						 328,05						 326,23						 358,48																		 524,95							
Trade	receivables 594,75					 752,68						 690,80						 772,44						 876,13						 1	013,93		 934,44						 995,29						 1	486,43														 1	427,80			
Other	receivables	 83,07								 169,54						 219,89						 159,84						 130,73						 176,28						 148,40						 199,08						 316,19																		 302,69							
Total	current	assets 1	301,28		 2	163,86		 2	669,83		 2	831,61		 3	101,73		 4	187,33		 3	781,82		 4	245,54		 5	888,46														 5	937,43			
Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deffered	tax	liabilities	 154,24					 451,17						 643,53						 669,33						 834,88						 1	260,03		 1	083,69		 1	230,46		 1	486,97														 1	531,26			
Other	current	liabilities 118,91					 190,31						 158,24						 206,08						 240,23						 323,98						 285,41						 230,40						 305,07																		 413,60							
Trade	payables 373,03					 468,53						 508,29						 544,76						 616,00						 638,21						 705,17						 826,68						 1	059,43														 1	053,52			
Public	duties	payable 12,18								 32,96								 37,74								 49,01								 55,67								 74,31								 62,39								 66,92								 103,66																		 70,07									
Tax	payable 19,21								 153,51						 76,15								 16,63								 93,55								 395,23						 322,11						 88,93								 320,34																		 335,06							
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 678											 1	296								 1	424								 1	486								 1	840								 2	692								 2	459								 2	443								 3	275																				 3	404									

Invested	capital	without	goodwill 1	540,43		 2	635,86		 3	868,24		 4	215,97		 4	066,15		 5	404,83		 5	485,34		 6	236,83		 7	741,70														 8	003,81			
Goodwill 134,51					 1	157,76		 1	649,22		 1	668,30		 1	669,63		 1	875,52		 1	897,15		 1	993,13		 2	008,49														 2	082,71			
Invested	capital	with	goodwill 1	675								 3	794								 5	517								 5	884								 5	736								 7	280								 7	382								 8	230								 9	750																				 10	087							

Total	equity 1	275,95		 2	340,72		 3	778,84		 3	764,34		 4	300,26		 5	994,27		 5	797,77		 5	963,96		 7	548,95														 8	079,60			
Net	interest	bearing	debt
Long-term	interest-bearing	debt 458,55					 1	578,00		 1	724,70		 1	672,76		 1	504,71		 2	221,70		 2	429,37		 2	402,77		 2	356,80														 1	578,00			
Other	long-term	debt -												 -												 -												 4,15										 0,83										 1,31										 -												 -												 -																								 -													
Pension	liabilities 4,19										 8,87										 12,01								 13,21								 14,99								 9,03										 7,81										 7,65										 3,23																						 8,87											
Short	-term	loans 131,08					 382,00						 566,59						 841,92						 646,11						 434,12						 760,98						 911,89						 682,57																		 382,00							
Other	non-current	liabilities	 -												 -												 -												 -												 -												 -												 7,17										 44,79								 36,70																				 -													
Interest-bearing	debt 593,82					 1	968,87		 2	303,31		 2	532,04		 2	166,63		 2	666,16		 3	205,32		 3	367,09		 3	079,30														 1	968,87			
Shares	available	for	sale 2,62										 5,74										 26,42								 23,16								 23,12								 22,99								 23,17								 18,28								 5,55																						 8,07											
Pension	funds 0,25										 0,36										 0,54										 0,47										 -												 -												 -												 -												 -																								 -													
Shares	and	securities 0,81										 -												 -												 -												 -												 -												 -												 -												 -																								 -													
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 191,16					 509,87						 537,74						 388,49						 707,99						 1	357,10		 1	597,43		 1	082,80		 872,51																		 1	360,27			
Total	interest-bearing	assets 194,83					 515,97						 564,70						 412,12						 731,10						 1	380,09		 1	620,60		 1	101,08		 878,07																		 1	368,34			
Net	interest	bearing	debt 398,99					 1	452,90		 1	738,61		 2	119,93		 1	435,52		 1	286,07		 1	584,72		 2	266,01		 2	201,24														 600,53							
Invested	Capital 1	674,94		 3	793,62		 5	517,45		 5	884,27		 5	735,78		 7	280,35		 7	382,49		 8	229,97		 9	750,19														 8	680,13			
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Appendix	18	Reformulated	Income	Statement	Grieg	Seafood	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

Core	operations	 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Revenues 408,10					 535,76					 1	021,81		 1	477,03				 1	612,62				 2	446,49				 2	046,99				 2	050,07				 2	404,22				 2	665,28				
Other	revenues 11,28							 7,70									 46,54								 10,47										 8,83												 9,40												 16,77										 28,16										 20,83										 73,76										
Total	Revenues 419,38					 543,46					 1	068,35		 1	487,50				 1	621,45				 2	455,89				 2	063,76				 2	078,23				 2	425,04				 2	739,04				
Income	from	associated	companies -2,10								 -0,07								 -1,90									 0,70												 1,99												 12,34										 38,87										 11,83										 7,89												 12,87										
Total	revenues	included	income	from	associated	companies417,28					 543,39					 1	066,46		 1	488,20				 1	623,43				 2	468,23				 2	102,63				 2	090,06				 2	432,93				 2	751,91				
Cost	of	materials -226,20			 -306,58			 -746,17				 -903,68						 -900,58						 -932,12						 -1	087,43		 -1	202,31		 -968,98						 -1	153,53		
Salaries	and	other	personell	costs -39,03					 -53,70					 -136,25				 -165,15						 -193,30						 -238,41						 -238,38						 -276,10						 -302,22						 -339,59						
Other	operating	costs -63,29					 -53,89					 -196,81				 -332,65						 -410,54						 -592,75						 -603,59						 -642,37						 -675,16						 -774,46						
Change	in	inventories 0,85									 40,50							 205,86						 51,64										 158,09							 -10,41								 197,75							 -														 -														 -														
Impairment	of	fixed	assets -											 -											 -												 -38,01								 -														 -														 -														 -														 -														 -														
Impairment	of	goodwill	and	licenses -											 -											 -												 -161,99						 -														 -														 -														 -														 -														 -														
Total	operating	expences -327,67			 -373,67			 -873,38				 -1	549,83		 -1	346,34		 -1	773,69		 -1	731,64		 -2	120,79		 -1	946,36		 -2	267,58		
EBITDA 89,61							 169,72					 193,08						 -61,63								 277,09							 694,53							 370,99							 -30,73								 486,57							 484,33							
Depreciation	and	amortization -38,70					 -44,15					 -73,64						 -110,52						 -121,58						 -119,57						 -140,21						 -161,35						 -136,04						 -140,61						
EBIT 50,92							 125,58					 119,44						 -172,15						 155,51							 574,96							 230,78							 -192,08						 350,54							 343,72							
Tax	on	EBIT -14,32					 -39,91					 53,58								 37,97										 -42,43								 -151,97						 -85,19								 52,37										 -73,30								 -48,72								
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items 36,59							 85,67							 173,02						 -134,18						 113,08							 422,99							 145,59							 -139,71						 277,24							 295,00							
Currency	translation	differences -											 -											 -												 -														 -														 -0,024								 -1,059								 -15,083						 12,614							 37,744							
NOPAT	incl	dirty	surplus	items 36,59							 85,67							 173,02						 -134,18						 113,08							 422,96							 144,53							 -154,79						 289,85							 332,74							
Non-Operating	&	Non-transitory	items	(NOK	1000) 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Net	financial	expenses -14,27					 -28,94					 -39,33						 -233,97						 46,73										 2,79												 -30,82								 -108,35						 -73,06								 -55,72								
Tax	on	net	financial	expenses 4,01									 9,20									 -17,64						 51,61										 -12,75								 -0,74										 11,38										 29,54										 15,28										 7,90												
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -10											 -20											 -57												 -182												 34																 2																		 -19														 -79														 -58														 -48														
Adjustments	of	biomass	to	fair	value 22,69							 42,37							 -44,08						 -35,75								 115,28							 207,63							 -395,18						 98,06										 267,45							 -127,11						
Reversal	of	previous	amortisation	of	licences	 -											 -											 -												 -														 -														 72,39										 -														 -														 -														 -														
Special	items	after	tax 16,31							 28,90							 -63,85						 -27,86								 83,82										 206,00							 -249,30						 71,33										 211,53							 -109,09						
Net	Income 42,65							 94,83							 52,20								 -344,40						 230,87							 631,02							 -124,22						 -162,27						 443,60							 175,83							
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Appendix	19	Reformulated	Balance	sheet	Grieg	Seafood	
	Source:	Annual	reports,	Own	creation	

 

Balance	sheet 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Non-current	assets
Licenses 186																	 445																	 850																	 832																	 818																	 926																	 988																	 977																	 994																	 1	066													
Othe r inta ngible  a s s e ts -																	 -																	 -																	 8																					 6																					 3																					 5																					 4																					 5																					 12																			
Property, plant and equipment 185																	 301																	 639																	 794																	 819																	 924																	 1	127													 1	141													 1	204													 1	425													
Investments in associated companies and joint ventures 14																			 11																			 11																			 12																			 14																			 33																			 37																			 49																			 41																			 42																			
Other non-current receivables -																	 13																			 10																			 2																					 -																	 2																					 0																					 0																					 0																					 -																	
Total	non-current	assets 384,994								 769,142								 1	510,084					 1	647,841					 1	656,647					 1	888,290					 2	156,611					 2	171,139					 2	244,263					 2	544,200					
Current	assets
Biological	assets 301,47											 551,64											 1	067,57							 1	073,34							 1	367,06							 1	564,04							 1	404,93							 1	310,14							 1	766,33							 1	844,10							
Inventories 7,81															 17,09													 34,93													 44,59													 49,18													 58,41													 67,36													 65,69													 74,02													 88,25													
Trade	receivables 30,55													 60,59													 111,89											 157,88											 188,05											 265,35											 223,68											 124,66											 177,81											 254,04											
Other	current	receivables 44,02													 34,07													 82,58													 48,49													 57,05													 43,27													 58,14													 51,30													 54,02													 57,29													
Total	current	assets 383,85											 663,39											 1	296,97							 1	324,30							 1	661,34							 1	931,07							 1	754,11							 1	551,79							 2	072,18							 2	243,68							
Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deffered	tax	liabilities	 46,715											 206,567								 281,294								 207,020								 331,995								 531,498								 486,702								 426,781								 557,350								 559,542								
Other	current	liabilities 21,249											 11,281											 25,535											 23,702											 72,400											 41,674											 48,452											 53,982											 54,761											 109,803								
Trade	paybles 60,571											 63,703											 197,356								 214,687								 233,443								 253,305								 303,196								 246,119								 317,753								 300,521								
Accrued salary expense and public tax payable 6,160													 8,629													 18,021											 13,611											 13,869											 25,104											 16,072											 19,720											 23,202											 63,658											
Other long-term borrowings -																	 1,962													 19,096											 5,882													 0,691													 3,292													 2,701													 -																	 24,056											 23,640											
cash-settled share options -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 1,351													 5,845													 0,194													 9,267													 -																	 2,334													
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 134,70											 292,14											 541,30											 464,90											 653,75											 860,72											 857,32											 755,87											 977,12											 1	059,50							

Invested	capital	without	goodwill 634,15											 1	140,39							 2	265,75							 2	507,24							 2	664,24							 2	958,64							 3	053,40							 2	967,06							 3	339,32							 3	728,38							
Goodwill 16,06													 105,56											 138,66											 43,62													 87,58													 90,54													 105,37											 105,11											 107,31											 108,71											
Invested	capital	with	goodwill 650,21											 1	245,95							 2	404,42							 2	550,85							 2	751,83							 3	049,18							 3	158,78							 3	072,17							 3	446,63							 3	837,09							

Total	equity 185,76											 579,26											 1	266,08							 928,60											 1	374,42							 1	982,41							 1	690,15							 1	513,23							 1	988,56							 2	221,92							
Net	interest	bearing	debt
Subordniated	loans 50,00													 -																	 9,80															 13,52													 13,55													 14,58													 18,29													 -																	 -																	 -																	
Loa ns 265,05											 427,73											 563,48											 8,07															 711,42											 646,69											 592,69											 975,84											 850,65											 958,83											
Financial leasing liabilities 58,14													 72,20													 123,35											 213,12											 198,17											 168,86											 179,67											 156,15											 170,25											 236,43											
Bank	Overdraft 96,44													 175,35											 337,96											 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	
Short-term loan facilities -																	 -																	 -																	 496,70											 482,99											 260,00											 700,00											 500,00											 425,00											 -																	
Current portion of long-term borrowings 19,87													 26,12													 76,18													 807,83											 85,30													 79,00													 79,98													 109,54											 111,06											 487,66											
Current portion of financial leasing liabilities 17,13													 19,03													 52,50													 35,31													 37,38													 41,73													 44,66													 44,73													 46,15													 53,23													
Pension obligations 3,37															 3,52															 4,37															 4,16															 1,93															 2,05															 1,56															 1,11															 0,61															 0,20															
financial instruments -																	 -																	 0,05															 122,53											 9,67															 1,61															 7,89															 13,81													 21,20													 24,40													
Total	interest-bearing	debt 510,00								 723,95								 1	167,69				 1	701,23				 1	540,40				 1	214,51				 1	624,73				 1	801,18				 1	624,91				 1	760,76				
Loans to associated companies -																	 3,87															 2,90															 2,41															 1,92															 3,45															 1,00															 1,02															 1,02															 0,07															
Available-for-sale financial assets 35,82													 40,70													 0,16															 0,18															 0,95															 0,56															 1,31															 1,34															 1,39															 1,52															
Derivatives and other financial instruments -																	 -																	 1,99															 8,24															 20,35													 -																	 1,18															 -																	 0,52															 -																	
Cash and cash equivalents 9,73															 12,69													 24,32													 68,15													 139,78											 143,73											 152,62											 239,89											 163,91											 144,00											
Total	interest-bearing	assets 45,55													 57,26													 29,36													 78,98													 163,00											 147,73											 156,10											 242,24											 166,84											 145,59											
Net	interest	bearing	debt 464,45											 666,69											 1	138,33							 1	622,25							 1	377,40							 1	066,77							 1	468,63							 1	558,94							 1	458,07							 1	615,17							
Invested	Capital 650,21											 1	245,95							 2	404,42							 2	550,85							 2	751,83							 3	049,18							 3	158,78							 3	072,17							 3	446,63							 3	837,09							
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Appendix	20	Reformulated	Income	Statement	SalMar	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 
 
 

Core	operations	(NOK	1000) 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Revenues 866,58											 1	240,67								 1	665,53								 1	704,24								 2	376,26								 3	399,87								 3	795,75								 4	180,41								 6	228,31								 7	160,01								
Other	revenues 4,87															 7,90																 12,16														 10,01														 1,04																 29,56														 33,30														 24,38														 17,56														 25,88														
Total	Revenues 871,45											 1	248,56								 1	677,69								 1	714,26								 2	377,30								 3	429,43								 3	829,05								 4	204,79								 6	245,86								 7	185,89								
Income	from	associated	companies 73,71													 91,75														 31,60														 12,25														 56,77														 147,37											 98,00														 93,91														 157,98											 96,14														
Total	revenues	included	income	from	associated	companies 945																	 1	340														 1	709														 1	727														 2	434														 3	577														 3	927														 4	299														 6	404														 7	282														
Cost	of	materials -456,87									 -643,55										 -836,65										 -922,02										 -1	162,45						 -2	013,31						 -2	373,17						 -2	715,06						 -3	376,11						 -3	337,41						
Salaries	and	other	personell	costs -119,77									 -131,91										 -217,81										 -240,39										 -265,52										 -313,29										 -391,75										 -483,22										 -623,05										 710,43											
Other	operating	costs -85,22											 -110,85										 -191,27										 -253,70										 -311,97										 -402,45										 -705,89										 -885,98										 -1	086,30						 -1	142,95						
Change	in	inventories 27,36													 131,61											 47,75														 103,84											 25,57														 401,63											 395,90											 390,30											 324,91											 162,12											
Excess	value	of	inventory	from	acqusitions -																	 -8,62														 -17,64												 -9,30														 -																		 -33,59												 -20,26												 -																		 -																		 -																		
Write-downs	of	Property,Plant	and	Equipment -																	 -																		 -																		 -																		 -11,60												 -1,67														 -0,54														 -0,55														 -5,00														 -2,40														
Onerous	contracts -																	 -																		 -																		 -																		 -																		 -3,64														 3,64																 -																		 -																		 -																		
Total	operating	expences -634,50									 -763,32										 -1	215,62						 -1	321,57						 -1	725,97						 -2	366,32						 -3	092,07						 -3	694,50						 -4	765,55						 -3	610,21						
EBITDA 310,67											 577,00											 493,67											 404,94											 708,11											 1	210,48								 834,97											 604,20											 1	638,29								 3	671,81								
Depreciation	and	amortization -27,27											 -37,87												 -50,67												 -55,23												 -66,58												 -93,96												 -132,00										 -169,62										 -220,82										 -275,77										
EBIT 283,40											 539,13											 443,00											 349,71											 641,53											 1	116,52								 702,97											 434,58											 1	417,47								 3	396,04								
Tax	on	EBIT -59,46											 -123,48										 -119,14										 -98,15												 -165,13										 -268,03										 -57,41												 -90,74												 -255,59										 -861,84										
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus 223,94											 415,64											 323,86											 251,56											 476,40											 848,48											 645,56											 343,83											 1	161,89								 2	534,20								

Non-Operating	&	Non-transitory	items	(NOK	1000) 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Net	financial	expenses -5,00														 -25,48												 -55,97												 -82,01												 -2,80														 -40,39												 -125,73										 -124,26										 214,67											 -113,99										
Tax	on	net	financial	expenses 1,05															 5,84																 15,05														 23,02														 0,72																 9,70																 10,27														 25,95														 -38,71												 28,93														
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -3,95														 -19,65												 -40,92												 -58,99												 -2,08														 -30,70												 -115,46										 -98,32												 175,96											 -85,06												
Adjustments	of	biomass	to	fair	value 40,79													 63,68														 94,23														 -33,00												 -4,62														 184,66											 -356,69										 290,42											 528,18											 -232,35										
Non-recurring	gains	on	acquisitions	 -																	 -																		 -																		 -																		 -																		 -																		 -																		 62,39														 161,76											 -																		
Particular	biological	events -																	 -																		 -																		 -																		 -																		 -																		 -60,07												 -54,61												 -																		 -																		
Special	items	after	tax 32,23													 49,09														 68,89														 -23,73												 -3,43														 140,33											 -382,73										 235,93											 565,53											 -173,38										
Net	Income 252,22											 445,09											 351,83											 168,83											 470,89											 958,12											 147,37											 481,44											 1	903,38								 2	275,75								
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Appendix	21	Reformulated	Balance	Sheet	SalMar	

 Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

Balance	sheet 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Non-current	assets
Licences,	patents,	etc 222,07											 711,50											 1	009,34							 914,12											 935,92											 1	406,48							 1	483,75							 1	702,15							 2	030,71							 2	451,27							
Land,	building	&	other	real	property	 35,04													 50,67													 58,34													 66,86													 102,62											 179,36											 206,41											 233,73											 473,41											 489,50											
Plant,	equipment	&	operating	consumables	 119,60											 224,68											 273,57											 319,85											 403,98											 636,72											 845,58											 947,82											 1	248,82							 1	336,13							
Vessels,	vehicles,	etc	 7,48															 31,25													 16,31													 29,37													 26,68													 55,95													 74,46													 87,25													 137,10											 191,95											
Other	receivables 20,37													 9,32															 7,53															 5,49															 12,72													 12,28													 4,61															 4,03															 5,23															 13,40													
Investments	in	associates	 339,04											 261,79											 258,20											 257,62											 268,51											 866,81											 918,87											 948,58											 402,34											 523,71											
Total	non-current	assets 743,60											 1	289,22							 1	623,29							 1	593,30							 1	750,43							 3	157,60							 3	533,67							 3	923,56							 4	297,60							 5	005,96							
Current	assets
Biological	assets 344,32											 701,02											 905,68											 971,45											 1	011,52							 1	580,93							 1	420,79							 1	986,21							 3	077,15							 3	114,68							
Other	inventories 19,72													 53,40													 63,98													 97,77													 103,18											 128,97											 227,94											 303,68											 171,54											 206,45											
Trade	receivables 72,63													 110,16											 124,33											 148,60											 252,16											 409,71											 505,28											 660,94											 662,15											 888,22											
Other	receivables	 14,08													 51,54													 57,49													 34,16													 73,25													 136,27											 144,99											 245,50											 217,58											 292,64											
Total	current	assets 450,75											 916,12											 1	151,47							 1	251,97							 1	440,10							 2	255,88							 2	299,00							 3	196,34							 4	128,42							 4	502,00							
Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deffered	tax	liabilities	 127,08											 336,10											 460,07											 481,81											 498,51											 787,19											 738,48											 872,40											 1	199,56							 1	262,59							
Other	current	liabilities 22,63													 33,86													 44,25													 59,84													 43,63													 106,85											 126,20											 153,52											 192,56											 381,23											
Trade	paybles 111,00											 148,38											 98,71													 133,02											 204,39											 351,04											 412,80											 762,77											 515,86											 409,49											
Public	duties	payable -																	 11,36													 22,08													 19,14													 19,71													 48,02													 52,98													 43,19													 93,53													 143,76											
Tax	payable 55,35													 79,01													 89,87													 46,27													 146,29											 148,09											 66,40													 7,01															 25,84													 321,84											
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 316,05											 608,71											 714,97											 740,08											 912,53											 1	441,19							 1	396,85							 1	838,88							 2	027,34							 2	518,90							

Invested	capital	without	goodwill 878,29											 1	596,62							 2	059,78							 2	105,20							 2	278,00							 3	972,30							 4	435,82							 5	281,02							 6	398,68							 6	989,06							
Goodwill 5,82															 56,16													 69,14													 196,93											 205,46											 307,00											 433,35											 433,35											 433,35											 447,37											
Invested	capital	with	goodwill 884,12											 1	652,78							 2	128,92							 2	302,13							 2	483,45							 4	279,30							 4	869,17							 5	714,37							 6	832,02							 7	436,43							

Total	equity 407,59											 885,21											 1	322,66							 1	315,11							 1	699,81							 2	469,37							 2	214,61							 2	967,71							 5	060,78							 5	137,28							
Net	interest	bearing	debt
Debt	to	credit	institutions 283,29											 525,50											 687,34											 758,17											 746,07											 1	760,57							 2	028,54							 2	098,24							 1	974,52							 1	780,17							
Leasing	liabilities	and	other	non-current	liabilities	71,81													 97,24													 77,72													 65,76													 68,07													 108,61											 173,46											 125,19											 471,72											 411,39											
Debt	to	credit	institutions	 82,79													 149,47											 88,39													 184,00											 118,07											 51,43													 501,75											 596,29											 397,19											 276,67											
Pension	Liabilities 13,45													 3,36															 2,74															 5,23															 5,78															 1,71															 1,21															 0,53															 -																	 -																	
Debt	to	parent	company 28,69													 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	 -																	
Total	interest-bearing	debt 480,02											 775,58											 856,19											 1	013,17							 938,00											 1	922,32							 2	704,96							 2	820,24							 2	843,42							 2	468,23							
Investment	in	shares	and	securities 0,53															 0,76															 1,00															 0,98															 1,03															 1,43															 0,76															 15,76													 0,38															 0,52															
Pension	fund	assets	 -																	 0,30															 1,12															 1,64															 4,90															 3,90															 2,02															 2,49															 0,80															 1,59															
Bank	deposits,	cash	&	cash	equivalents	 2,96															 6,95															 47,81													 23,54													 148,42											 107,06											 47,62													 55,34													 1	071,00							 166,96											
Total	interest-bearing	assets 3,49															 8,01															 49,93													 26,15													 154,35											 112,39											 50,41													 73,59													 1	072,18							 169,07											
Net	interest	bearing	debt 476,53											 767,56											 806,26											 987,01											 783,65											 1	809,93							 2	654,56							 2	746,66							 1	771,24							 2	299,16							
Invested	Capital 884,12											 1	652,78							 2	128,92							 2	302,13							 2	483,45							 4	279,30							 4	869,17							 5	714,37							 6	832,02							 7	436,43							
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Appendix	22	reformulated	Income	Statement	Bakkafrost	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 

Bakkafrost 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Operating	revenue 70,79 213,19 250,05 388,93 721,62 889,89 1366,88 1852,03 2500,83 2990,77 3292,55
Purchase	of	goods -18,94 -231,22 -176,01 -237,66 -258,38 -327,05 -466,44 -833,91 -1068,83 -1017,76 -1387,56
Gross	profit 51,85 -18,03 74,05 151,27 463,24 562,84 900,44 1018,12 1432,00 1973,01 1905,00
Salary	and	personnell	expenses -9,65 -37,22 -50,35 -64,83 -94,37 -128,47 -173,97 -209,72 -233,78 -294,13 -324,69
Other	operation	expenses -3,56 -29,37 -38,87 -41,52 -112,53 -202,68 -330,53 -481,73 -604,16 -748,89 -789,57
Income	from	associates 1,04 6,59 0,00 0,58 0,41 0,56 -2,09 -6,43 23,88 -0,94 7,81
Onerous	contracts 0,00 0,18 0,25 0,00 0,00 -3,10 2,95 -45,99 -24,93 79,03 -58,92
Loss	on	asset	sales 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 -17,51 0,00 0,00 0,00
Goodwill	impairment 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 131,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Total	operating	expenses -12,17 -59,82 -88,97 -105,77 -206,48 -333,69 -372,63 -761,38 -838,98 -964,94 -1165,37
EBITDA 39,67 -77,85 -14,93 45,50 256,76 229,14 527,81 256,74 593,02 1008,08 739,62
Depreciation -8,15 -14,43 -16,99 -20,17 -25,16 -45,85 -69,66 -80,09 -87,00 -108,30 -124,87
EBIT 31,52 -92,28 -31,91 25,33 231,60 183,29 458,15 176,65 506,02 899,77 614,75
Tax	on	core	operation 0,28 1,84 5,84 -4,21 -41,54 -28,36 -57,89 -30,46 -96,10 -252,25 -76,00
NOPAT 31,80 -90,45 -26,08 21,12 190,06 154,93 400,26 146,19 409,92 647,53 538,75

Non-Operating	&	Non-transitory	items	(NOK	1000)
Net	finacial	expenses -5,41 -12,93 -12,12 -19,00 -13,50 -9,03 -31,56 -19,80 26,13 7,69 -4,95
Tax	on	net	finacial	expenses -0,05 0,26 2,22 3,16 2,42 1,40 3,99 3,41 -4,96 -2,16 0,61
Net	finacial	expenses	after	tax -5,46 -12,67 -9,90 -15,84 -11,08 -7,63 -27,57 -16,39 21,17 5,53 -4,34
Fair	value	adjustments	on	biological	assets 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 40,71 91,06 -47,47 90,37 115,80 -12,87 -31,86
Change	in	inventory	and	biological	assets	 -38,76 129,06 77,42 41,02 -39,58 81,91 20,48 75,85 82,24 107,62 489,94
Acquisition	costs 0,00 -0,63 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 -16,57 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Listing	costs 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 -13,88 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Special	items -38,76 128,43 77,42 41,02 1,13 159,09 -43,56 166,22 198,05 94,75 458,09
Special	items	after	tax -39,10 125,87 63,26 34,21 0,92 134,47 -38,06 137,56 160,44 68,19 401,45
Profit	(loss)	for	the	year -12,76 22,75 27,28 39,49 179,91 281,77 334,63 267,37 591,52 721,25 935,86
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Appendix	23	reformulated	Balance	Sheet	Bakkafrost

                                                         
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

Balance	sheet 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Non-current	assets
Intangible	assets		 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 147,82 382,78 293,12 295,83 328,44 340,39
Property,	plant	and	equipment	 55,87 193,60 234,95 245,35 279,43 386,70 857,24 811,23 920,29 1160,55 1769,08
Investments	in	associated	companies 0,36 7,46 7,80 10,65 31,77 28,17 37,10 91,04 115,76 139,79 151,20
Long	term	receivables	 0,00 0,00 0,00 7,43 0,58 0,86 0,00 0,00 1,51 1,44 0,00
Total	non-current	assets 56,23 201,06 242,75 263,44 311,77 563,55 1277,12 1195,38 1333,38 1630,22 2260,67

Current	assets
Biological	assets	(biomass)	 4,53 125,28 200,78 244,36 275,19 523,05 724,61 745,54 969,68 1130,14 1224,76
Inventory		 0,20 8,38 12,25 18,48 24,83 30,92 185,39 242,44 236,41 297,55 487,43
Trade	receivables 0,00 45,16 44,14 45,17 80,61 136,29 159,85 211,95 279,52 192,11 230,18
Other	receivables		 0,24 5,14 13,17 15,78 16,09 21,58 17,14 145,72 122,63 158,17 207,89
Total	current	assets 4,97 183,96 270,33 323,80 396,72 711,84 1086,99 1345,65 1608,24 1777,97 2150,25

Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deferred	and	other	taxes 0,00 10,30 17,75 25,32 69,05 130,20 264,90 257,95 312,14 461,45 403,77
Trade	payable 0,81 18,95 41,41 46,15 51,35 90,09 156,28 217,20 277,06 293,07 478,22
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 0,81 29,25 59,16 71,46 120,40 220,30 421,18 475,15 589,21 754,52 881,99

Net	working	capital 4,17 154,71 211,17 252,33 276,33 491,54 665,81 870,51 1019,04 1023,44 1268,26

Invested	capital 60,40 355,77 453,93 515,77 588,10 1055,09 1942,92 2065,89 2352,41 2653,66 3528,93

Equity			
Share	capital	 1,10 3,14 3,18 3,11 3,53 53,01 50,55 48,77 49,05 54,46 56,44
Other	equity	 -13,32 181,00 206,08 253,86 466,79 925,93 1011,48 1211,75 1621,54 2244,53 2924,37
Non-controlling	interest 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 35,75 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Total	equity -12,21 184,14 209,26 256,97 470,32 978,94 1097,79 1260,52 1670,59 2298,99 2980,80

Net	interest	bearing	debt
Long-term	interest	bearing	debts 43,98 50,97 90,04 92,95 41,55 40,53 759,12 730,56 687,83 563,30 516,99
Short-term	interest	bearing	debt 29,70 121,73 155,94 166,27 118,86 45,53 103,47 99,81 100,39 111,46 0,00
Financial	derivatives		 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 75,18 130,33 148,79
Total	interest	bearing	debt 73,68 172,70 245,98 259,22 160,41 86,06 862,59 830,37 863,41 805,08 665,78
Cash	and	cash	equivalent 0,11 1,02 2,01 0,50 42,72 9,90 17,48 25,00 182,79 451,53 117,65
Total	interest	ebaring	assets 0,11 1,02 2,01 0,50 42,72 9,90 17,48 25,00 182,79 451,53 117,65
Net	interest	bearing	debt 73,56 171,68 243,97 258,72 117,69 76,15 845,11 805,37 680,62 353,56 548,12
Invested	capital 61,35 355,82 453,23 515,69 588,01 1055,09 1942,89 2065,89 2351,21 2652,55 3528,93
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Appendix	24	Profitability	Analysis	
ROIC	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
MHG	 10,47	%	 -3,09	%	 -8,65	%	 8,48	%	 15,38	%	 12,07	%	 -0,69	%	 12,96	%	 11,75	%	 9,13	%	

NRS	 		 		 		 		 14,51	%	 0,42	%	 2,88	%	 17,64	%	 8,68	%	 11,75	%	

LSG	 22,59	%	 6,88	%	 4,77	%	 12,89	%	 19,34	%	 11,90	%	 4,44	%	 15,38	%	 14,61	%	 		

SalMAr	 32,77	%	 17,13	%	 11,35	%	 19,91	%	 25,09	%	 14,11	%	 6,50	%	 18,52	%	 35,52	%	 		

GS	 9,04	%	 9,48	%	 -5,42	%	 4,26	%	 14,58	%	 4,66	%	 -4,97	%	 8,89	%	 9,14	%	 		

BF	 -43,47	%	 -6,44	%	 4,36	%	 34,43	%	 18,86	%	 26,70	%	 7,29	%	 18,56	%	 25,87	%	 17,43	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
ROIC	Split	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
ROIC	from	core	

operations	 11,87	%	 0,69	%	 -6,78	%	 4,84	%	 14,18	%	 12,42	%	 1,91	%	 10,19	%	 8,48	%	 6,74	%	

ROIC	from	dirty	surplus	

items	 -1,40	%	 -3,78	%	 -1,87	%	 3,64	%	 1,21	%	 -0,35	%	 -2,60	%	 2,77	%	 3,27	%	 2,39	%	

ROIC	Total	 10,47	%	 -3,09	%	 -8,65	%	 8,48	%	 15,38	%	 12,07	%	 -0,69	%	 12,96	%	 11,75	%	 9,13	%	

Dirty	surplus	contribution	

to	ROIC	 -13,37	%	 122,35	%	 21,64	%	 42,90	%	 7,86	%	 -2,92	%	 378,24	%	 21,38	%	 27,81	%	 26,15	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Decomposed	ROIC	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
Turnover	rate	invested	

capital	 0,47	 0,71	 0,72	 0,86	 0,88	 0,91	 0,92	 0,95	 1,02	 1,00	

Profitt	Margin	 0,24	 -0,05	 -0,12	 0,10	 0,17	 0,13	 -0,01	 0,14	 0,12	 0,12	

ROIC		 10,47	%	 -3,09	%	 -8,65	%	 8,48	%	 15,38	%	 12,07	%	 -0,69	%	 12,96	%	 11,75	%	 9,13	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Profit	Margin	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
MHG	 22	%	 -4	%	 -12	%	 10	%	 17	%	 13	%	 -1	%	 14	%	 12	%	 9	%	

NRS	 		 		 		 		 6,28	%	 0,25	%	 1,85	%	 8,48	%	 5,00	%	 6,16	%	

LSG	 11,00	%	 5,09	%	 4,49	%	 10,02	%	 14,16	%	 9,51	%	 3,80	%	 12,78	%	 11,41	%	 		

SalMAr	 32,77	%	 17,13	%	 11,35	%	 19,91	%	 25,09	%	 14,11	%	 6,50	%	 18,52	%	 35,52	%	 		

GS	 15,76	%	 16,19	%	 -9,02	%	 6,97	%	 17,22	%	 7,00	%	 -7,45	%	 11,95	%	 12,15	%	 		

BF	 -42,43	%	 -10,43	%	 5,43	%	 26,34	%	 17,41	%	 29,28	%	 7,89	%	 16,39	%	 21,65	%	 16,36	%	
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Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Decomposed	PM	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
PM	total	 22,1	%	 -4,3	%	 -12,0	%	 9,8	%	 17,5	%	 13,3	%	 -0,8	%	 13,7	%	 11,6	%	 9,2	%	

PM	core	operations	 25,1	%	 1,0	%	 -9,4	%	 5,6	%	 16,1	%	 13,7	%	 2,1	%	 10,8	%	 8,3	%	 6,8	%	

PM	dirty	surplus	items	 -3,0	%	 -5,3	%	 -2,6	%	 4,2	%	 1,4	%	 -0,4	%	 -2,8	%	 2,9	%	 3,2	%	 2,4	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 
Turnover	rate	invested	
capital	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
MHG	 0,47	 0,71	 0,72	 0,86	 0,88	 0,91	 0,92	 0,95	 1,02	 1,00	

NRS	 		 		 		 		 2,31	 1,70	 1,56	 2,08	 1,74	 1,91	

LSG	 2,05	 1,35	 1,06	 1,29	 1,37	 1,25	 1,17	 1,20	 1,28	 		

SalMAr	 0,98	 0,89	 0,77	 0,99	 1,01	 0,84	 0,79	 1,00	 1,01	 		

GS	 0,57	 0,59	 0,60	 0,61	 0,85	 0,66	 0,67	 0,74	 0,75	 		

BF	 1,02	 0,62	 0,80	 1,31	 1,08	 0,91	 0,92	 1,13	 1,19	 1,07	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
ROE	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
MHG	 12,8	%	 -4,6	%	 -1,9	%	 11,3	%	 23,5	%	 17,1	%	 -0,2	%	 24,8	%	 25,8	%	 18,8	%	

NRS	 		 		 		 		 28,53	%	 0,60	%	 11,04	%	 28,10	%	 6,87	%	 16,28	%	

LSG	 34,89	%	 11,47	%	 8,61	%	 21,47	%	 25,69	%	 15,63	%	 6,87	%	 21,49	%	 18,22	%	 		

SalMAr	 61,26	%	 25,63	%	 14,60	%	 31,46	%	 39,23	%	 22,63	%	 9,48	%	 33,33	%	 48,03	%	 		

GS	 27,56	%	 24,93	%	 4,39	%	 6,87	%	 25,08	%	 8,93	%	 -4,74	%	 19,85	%	 18,08	%	 		

BF	 3,80	%	 -18,28	%	 2,26	%	 49,21	%	 20,33	%	 35,89	%	 11,01	%	 29,41	%	 32,89	%	 		
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
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Spread	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	

MHG	 4,27	%	 -2,92	%	 10,45	%	 4,65	%	 18,23	%	 9,75	%	 0,98	%	 26,45	%	 22,81	%	 13,81	%	

NRS	 		 		 		 		 18,27	%	 0,21	%	 8,46	%	 15,05	%	 -3,06	%	 8,57	%	

LSG	 24,01	%	 8,80	%	 7,51	%	 19,45	%	 24,02	%	 15,30	%	 7,45	%	 18,49	%	 20,14	%	 		

GS	 12,53	%	 15,79	%	 7,80	%	 2,00	%	 14,41	%	 6,19	%	 0,24	%	 12,72	%	 12,25	%	 		

Salmar	 35,93	%	 22,33	%	 17,93	%	 20,14	%	 27,46	%	 19,29	%	 10,14	%	 10,73	%	 39,70	%	 		

BF	 -33,1	%	 -1,7	%	 10,7	%	 40,3	%	 26,7	%	 32,7	%	 9,3	%	 15,7	%	 24,8	%	 18,4	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Financial	Gearing	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	

MHG	 0,55	 0,51	 0,65	 0,61	 0,45	 0,52	 0,50	 0,45	 0,62	 0,70	

NRS	 		 		 		 		

																			

0,77		

																			

0,84		

																				

0,96		

																			

0,70		

																			

0,59		

																			

0,53		

LSG	 0,51	 0,52	 0,51	 0,44	 0,26	 0,24	 0,33	 0,33	 0,18	 		

GS	 1,48	 0,98	 1,26	 1,30	 0,73	 0,69	 0,95	 0,86	 0,73	 		

Salmar	 0,96	 0,71	 0,68	 0,59	 0,62	 0,95	 1,04	 0,56	 0,40	 		

BF	 1,43	 1,06	 1,08	 0,52	 0,13	 0,44	 0,70	 0,51	 0,26	 0,17	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
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Appendix	25.	Revenues	separated		
		 2015	 2014	 2013	 2012	 2011	 2010	

Revenue	Fresh	 17075	 11983,4	 10424,4	 8469,4	 8769,9	 9444,1	
Revenue	VAP	 10127	 12740,1	 8477,7	 6875,31	 6895,9	 4165,1	
Corporate/MH	

businesss	 678,7	 807,8	 297,3	 118,89	 467	 1672	
Total	 27880,7	 25531,3	 19199,4	 15463,6	 16132,8	 15281,2	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Total	harvest	

volumes	 420,148	 418,873	 343	 392,306	 343,685	 295,683	
Fresh	salmon	tons	 313,118	 309,791	 283,316	 331,998	 279,686	 232,237	
VAP	tons	 107,03	 109,082	 59,684	 60,308	 63,999	 63,446	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Salmon	price	fresh	 54,53	 38,68	 36,79	 25,51	 31,36	 40,67	
Salmon	price	VAP	 94,62	 116,79	 142,04	 114,00	 107,75	 65,65	
VAP	premium	 42,4	%	 66,9	%	 74,1	%	 77,6	%	 70,9	%	 38,1	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
 

Appendix	26	Common	Size	Analysis	

 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

Year 2015
Income	statement MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG Peers MHG
Total	revenues 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	% 100,00	%
Cost	of	materials -50,92	% -56,48	% -52,06	% -61,11	% -62,51	% -65,43	% -52,08	% -56,79	% -53,57	% -54,56	% -56,88	%
Salary	and	personell	expenses -14,41	% -10,55	% -13,50	% -12,00	% -15,64	% -13,25	% -13,93	% -12,00	% -13,01	% -8,32	% -13,72	%
Other	operating	expenses -9,51	% -9,91	% -12,79	% -11,66	% -13,99	% -12,18	% -13,45	% -11,02	% -13,12	% -11,62	% -14,24	%
EBITDA 26,32	% 23,99	% 21,01	% 19,78	% 8,38	% 7,85	% 19,29	% 20,38	% 20,68	% 25,78	% 15,18	%
Depreciation	and	amortization -4,27	% -3,23	% -4,13	% -3,96	% -4,38	% -4,21	% -3,97	% -3,35	% -3,79	% -3,42	% -4,49	%
EBIT 22,05	% 20,76	% 16,88	% 15,82	% 4,00	% 3,64	% 15,32	% 17,03	% 16,89	% 22,37	% 10,69	%
Tax	on	core	operations -5,93	% -4,80	% -3,19	% -3,23	% -1,91	% -0,64	% -4,55	% -3,44	% -8,54	% -5,35	% -3,92	%
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items 16,12	% 15,96	% 13,69	% 12,59	% 2,09	% 2,99	% 10,77	% 13,58	% 8,35	% 17,01	% 6,78	%
NOPAT	incl	dirty	surplus	items 17,49	% 13,30	% -0,75	% 13,70	% 11,56	% 9,17	%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Norwegian	Royal	Salmon	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	

Revenues	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	
cost	of	materials	 -87,34	%	 -89,35	%	 -88,31	%	 -82,11	%	 -83,67	%	 -84,32	%	
Gross	profit	 12,66	%	 10,65	%	 11,69	%	 17,89	%	 16,33	%	 15,68	%	
Salaries	and	personnel	expense	 -2,37	%	 -3,49	%	 -4,11	%	 -3,29	%	 -4,02	%	 -3,53	%	
Other	operating	expenses	 -2,59	%	 -2,93	%	 -4,10	%	 -3,47	%	 -4,63	%	 -4,19	%	
Income	from	associates	 1,89	%	 -0,10	%	 0,60	%	 1,11	%	 1,04	%	 0,71	%	
	Write	downs		 -0,64	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Total	coperating	expenses	 -3,70	%	 -6,53	%	 -7,61	%	 -5,65	%	 -7,61	%	 -7,01	%	
EBITDA	 8,95	%	 4,13	%	 4,08	%	 12,23	%	 8,72	%	 8,67	%	
	Depreciation		 -0,93	%	 -1,50	%	 -1,75	%	 -1,30	%	 -1,59	%	 -1,67	%	
EBIT	 8,03	%	 2,63	%	 2,34	%	 10,94	%	 7,12	%	 7,00	%	
Tax	on	core	operations	 -1,75	%	 -2,38	%	 -0,52	%	 -2,22	%	 -1,16	%	 -0,84	%	
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items	 6,28	%	 0,25	%	 1,81	%	 8,72	%	 5,96	%	 6,16	%	
NOPAT	incl	dirty	surplus	items	 6,28	%	 0,25	%	 1,85	%	 8,48	%	 5,00	%	 6,16	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
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Lerøy	Seafood	Group	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	

Total	Revenues	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	

Cost	of	materials	
-

61,66%	
-

67,40%	
-

71,40%	
-

65,07%	
-

66,55%	
-

65,35%	

Salaries	and	other	personell	costs	 -8,75%	
-

10,55%	
-

11,34%	
-

10,12%	
-

10,01%	
-

10,46%	

Other	operating	costs	 -7,78%	 -9,35%	 -9,38%	 -9,28%	 -9,94%	
-

10,74%	
Change	in	inventories	 -1,49%	 3,47%	 0,63%	 2,39%	 3,52%	 0,00%	
Impairment	loss	 0,00%	 0,00%	 -0,36%	 -0,05%	 -0,02%	 0,00%	

Total	operating	expences	

-
79,68%	

-
83,82%	

-
91,85%	

-
82,13%	

-
83,00%	

-
86,55%	

EBITDA	 21,69%	 16,39%	 8,42%	 19,64%	 17,72%	 13,91%	
	Depreciation	and	amortization		 -2,47%	 -2,96%	 -3,21%	 -2,84%	 -2,91%	 -3,22%	
EBIT	 19,22%	 13,43%	 5,22%	 16,80%	 14,81%	 10,69%	
Tax	on	EBIT	 -5,06%	 -3,92%	 -1,41%	 -4,02%	 -3,40%	 -1,91%	
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items	 14,16%	 9,51%	 3,80%	 12,78%	 11,41%	 8,78%	
	 14,16%	 9,45%	 3,51%	 12,88%	 10,82%	 8,78%	
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Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Salmar	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	
Total	Revenues	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	
Cost	of	materials	 -58,71	%	 -61,98	%	 -64,57	%	 -54,05	%	 -46,44	%	
Salaries	and	other	personell	costs	 -9,14	%	 -10,23	%	 -11,49	%	 -9,98	%	 9,89	%	
Other	operating	costs	 -11,74	%	 -18,44	%	 -21,07	%	 -17,39	%	 -15,91	%	
Change	in	inventories	 11,71	%	 10,34	%	 9,28	%	 5,20	%	 2,26	%	
Excess	value	of	inventory	from	acqusitions	 -0,98	%	 -0,53	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Write-downs	of	Property,Plant	and	Equipment	 -0,05	%	 -0,01	%	 -0,01	%	 -0,08	%	 -0,03	%	
Onerous	contracts	 -0,11	%	 0,09	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Total	operating	expences	 -69,00	%	 -80,75	%	 -87,86	%	 -76,30	%	 -50,24	%	
EBITDA	 35,30	%	 21,81	%	 14,37	%	 26,23	%	 51,10	%	
	Depreciation	and	amortization		 -2,74	%	 -3,45	%	 -4,03	%	 -3,54	%	 -3,84	%	
EBIT	 32,56	%	 18,36	%	 10,34	%	 22,69	%	 47,26	%	
Tax	on	EBIT	 -7,82	%	 -1,50	%	 -2,16	%	 -4,09	%	 -11,99	%	
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	 24,74	%	 16,86	%	 8,18	%	 18,60	%	 35,27	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 

NOPAT	after	dirty	surplus	items	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	

Total	Revenues	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	
Cost	of	materials	 -37,95	%	 -52,69	%	 -57,85	%	 -39,96	%	 -42,11	%	
Salaries	and	other	personell	costs	 -9,71	%	 -11,55	%	 -13,29	%	 -12,46	%	 -12,40	%	
Other	operating	costs	 -24,14	%	 -29,25	%	 -30,91	%	 -27,84	%	 -28,27	%	
Change	in	inventories	 -0,42	%	 9,58	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Impairment	of	fixed	assets	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Impairment	of	goodwill	and	licenses	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Total	operating	expenses	 -72,22	%	 -83,91	%	 -102,05	%	 -80,26	%	 -82,79	%	
EBITDA	 28,28	%	 17,98	%	 -1,48	%	 20,06	%	 17,68	%	
	Depreciation	and	amortization		 -4,87	%	 -6,79	%	 -7,76	%	 -5,61	%	 -5,13	%	
EBIT	 23,41	%	 11,18	%	 -9,24	%	 14,45	%	 12,55	%	
Tax	on	EBIT	 -6,19	%	 -4,13	%	 2,52	%	 -3,02	%	 -1,78	%	
NOPAT	before	dirty	surplus	items	 17,22	%	 7,05	%	 -6,72	%	 11,43	%	 10,77	%	
NOPAT	incl	dirty	surplus	items	 17,22	%	 7,00	%	 -7,45	%	 11,95	%	 12,15	%	
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Bakkafrost	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	

Operating	revenue	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	 100	%	
Purchase	of	goods	 -36,75	%	 -34,12	%	 -45,03	%	 -42,74	%	 -34,03	%	 -42,14	%	
Gross	profit	 63,25	%	 65,88	%	 54,97	%	 57,26	%	 65,97	%	 57,86	%	
Change	in	inventory	and	biological	assets		 -14,44	%	 -12,73	%	 -11,32	%	 -9,35	%	 -9,83	%	 -9,86	%	
Salary	and	personnel	expenses	 -22,78	%	 -24,18	%	 -26,01	%	 -24,16	%	 -25,04	%	 -23,98	%	
Onerous	contracts	 0,06	%	 -0,15	%	 -0,35	%	 0,95	%	 -0,03	%	 0,24	%	
Loss	on	asset	sales	 -0,35	%	 0,22	%	 -2,48	%	 -1,00	%	 2,64	%	 -1,79	%	
Loss	on	asset	sales	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 -0,95	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Goodwill	impairment	 0,00	%	 9,58	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	 0,00	%	
Total	operating	expenses	 -37,50	%	 -27,26	%	 -41,11	%	 -33,55	%	 -32,26	%	 -35,39	%	
EBITDA	 25,75	%	 38,61	%	 13,86	%	 23,71	%	 33,71	%	 22,46	%	
depreciations	 -5,15	%	 -5,10	%	 -4,32	%	 -3,48	%	 -3,62	%	 -3,79	%	
EBIT	 20,60	%	 33,52	%	 9,54	%	 20,23	%	 30,09	%	 18,67	%	
Tax	on	core	operation	 -3,19	%	 -4,24	%	 -1,64	%	 -3,84	%	 -8,43	%	 -2,31	%	
NOPAT	 17,41	%	 29,28	%	 7,89	%	 16,39	%	 21,65	%	 16,36	%	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
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Appendix	27	Liquidity	Risk	Analysis	
Short	term	liquidity	risk	

	          Current	ratio	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	

	Total	current	assets	 1702,3	 12097,9	 9384,8	 9503,5	 8489,7	 11032,5	 9872	 9737,6	 16171,8	 18293,8	
Total	current	liabilities	 673,6	 4165,4	 3506	 5514,5	 2569,5	 3041,8	 2905,7	 3331,9	 5139,6	 5684	
Current	ratio	 2,53	 2,90	 2,68	 1,72	 3,30	 3,63	 3,40	 2,92	 3,15	 3,22	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Liquidity	cycle	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	

Liquidity	cycle	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		

Revenue	
									1	
501,30		

														5	
640,50		

									14	
091,50		

								13	
124,60		

							14	
651,20		

								15	
281,20		

							16	
132,80		

					15	
463,60		

						19	
199,40		

						25	
531,30		

Net	working	capital	
												

977,00		
														6	
048,30		

											5	
565,70		

										4	
249,00		

									4	
735,70		

										5	
863,50		

									4	
492,30		

							3	
904,50		

								7	
747,70		

								7	
639,60		

Liquidity	cycle	in	days	

												

237,53		

																	

391,39		

															

144,16		

														

118,17		

												

117,98		

														

140,05		

												

101,64		

													

92,16		

											

147,29		

											

109,22		
 
 
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
Measuring	long	-term	liquidity	risk	

	          Fincancial	leverage	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	

Total	liabilities	
																	
2	379		

																		
13	765		

															
10	699		

															
13	112		

																	
8	929		

															
10	958		

															
11	946		

															
11	629		

												
17	382		

												
22	256		

Equity	
																	
1	778		

																		
13	589		

															
12	484		

																	
9	625		

															
11	461		

															
12	571		

															
10	842		

															
11	689		

												
16	346		

												
14	718		

Financial	leverage	 1,34	 1,01	 0,86	 1,36	 0,78	 0,87	 1,10	 0,99	 1,06	 1,51	
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
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Solvency	ratio	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	

Equity	
																	
1	778		

																		
13	589		

															
12	484		

																	
9	625		

															
11	461		

															
12	571		

															
10	842		

															
11	689		

												
16	
346		

												
14	
718		

															
18	187		

Total	liabilities	
																	
2	379		

																		
13	765		

															
10	699		

															
13	112		

																	
8	929		

															
10	958		

															
11	946		

															
11	629		

												
17	
382		

												
22	
256		

															
22	073		

solvency	ratio	

																			

0,43		

																						

0,50		

																				

0,54		

																			

0,42		

																			

0,56		

																			

0,53		

																			

0,48		

																			

0,50		

																

0,48		

																

0,40		

																			

0,45		

 
Interest	coverage	ratio	 2005	 2006	 2007	 2008	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	

Operating	profit	 389	 821,9	 542,5	 -1413,4	 1046,5	 3369,5	 2723,4	 618,6	 2941,5	 4312,4	

Net	financial	expenses	(before	tax)	
																					
-74		

																								
153		

																						
-45		

																
-1	569		

																					
313		

																			
-209		

																					
174		

																			
-180		

												
-1	204		

												
-2	147		

Interest	coverage	ratio	

																						

5,3		

																							

-5,4		

																				

12,1		

																				

-0,9		

																						

3,3		

																			

16,1		

																			

15,7		

																						

3,4		

																		

2,4		

																		

2,0		
Source: Annual reports, Own creation 
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Appendix	27	Salmon	Price	Regression	Input	

Year	

Global	change	%	

Supply	 Global	change	%	Demand	 Global	change	%	prices	

2001	 15	%	 1	%	 -25	%	

2002	 8	%	 0	%	 -10	%	

2003	 7	%	 12	%	 -5	%	

2004	 6	%	 9	%	 11	%	

2005	 5	%	 17	%	 17	%	

2006	 2	%	 22	%	 23	%	

2007	 20	%	 2	%	 -21	%	

2008	 5	%	 4	%	 4	%	

2009	 3	%	 10	%	 18	%	

2010	 -4	%	 20	%	 24	%	

2011	 12	%	 7	%	 -19	%	

2012	 22	%	 9	%	 -13	%	

2014	 8	%	 9	%	 1	%	

2015	 5	%	 8	%	 2	%	
Source: Annual reports, Industry Handbook, Marked Reports, Frank Asche, Own creation 
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Appendix	28	Regression	Supply	vs	Salmon	Prices		Summary	Output	
SUMMARY	OUTPUT	

	       
         Regression	Statistics	

	       Multiple	R	 0,850070975	
	       R	Square	 0,722620663	
	       Adjusted	R	Square	 0,699505719	
	       Standard	Error	 0,090936085	
	       Observations	 14	
	       

         ANOVA	
	        

		 df	 SS	 MS	 F	
Significance	

F	
	   Regression	 1	 0,258517542	 0,258518	 31,26205	 0,000118	

	   Residual	 12	 0,099232458	 0,008269	
	     Total	 13	 0,35775	 		 		 		

	   

         

		 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	 t	Stat	 P-value	 Lower	95%	
Upper	
95%	

Lower	
95,0%	

Upper	
95,0%	

Intercept	 0,168437222	 0,038014668	 4,430848	 0,00082	 0,08561	 0,251264	 0,08561	 0,251264	
X	Variable	1	 -2,007123776	 0,358975986	 -5,59125	 0,000118	 -2,78927	 -1,22498	 -2,78927	 -1,22498	
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Appendix	29	Regression	Demand	vs	Salmon	Prices		Summary	Output	
SUMMARY	OUTPUT	

	       
         Regression	Statistics	

	       Multiple	R	 0,789259945	
	       R	Square	 0,622931261	
	       Adjusted	R	Square	 0,591508866	
	       Standard	Error	 0,106025288	
	       Observations	 14	
	       

         ANOVA	
	        

		 df	 SS	 MS	 F	
Significance	

F	
	   Regression	 1	 0,222853659	 0,222854	 19,82444	 0,000789	

	   Residual	 12	 0,134896341	 0,011241	
	     Total	 13	 0,35775	 		 		 		

	   

         

		 Coefficients	 Standard	Error	 t	Stat	 P-value	 Lower	95%	
Upper	
95%	

Lower	
95,0%	

Upper	
95,0%	

Intercept	 -0,171983659	 0,048815827	 -3,52311	 0,004199	 -0,27834	 -0,06562	 -0,27834	 -0,06562	
X	Variable	1	 1,943349977	 0,43646618	 4,452464	 0,000789	 0,992372	 2,894328	 0,992372	 2,894328	
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Appendix	30	Multiple	Regression	Demand	and	Supply	vs	Salmon	Prices	Summary	Output	
SUMMARY	OUTPUT	

	       
         Regression	Statistics	

	       Multiple	R	 0,916899	
	       R	Square	 0,840704	
	       Adjusted	R	

Square	 0,811741	
	       Standard	Error	 0,071977	
	       Observations	 14	
	       

         ANOVA	
	        		 df	 SS	 MS	 F	 Significance	F	

	   Regression	 2	 0,300762	 0,150381	 29,02686	 4,09E-05	
	   Residual	 11	 0,056988	 0,005181	

	     Total	 13	 0,35775	 		 		 		
	   

         

		 Coefficients	
Standard	
Error	 t	Stat	 P-value	 Lower	95%	 Upper	95%	

Lower	
95,0%	

Upper	
95,0%	

Intercept	 0,020942	 0,059777	 0,350338	 0,732702	 -0,11063	 0,152511	 -0,11063	 0,152511	
X	Variable	1	 -1,3869	 0,357644	 -3,87789	 0,002573	 -2,17407	 -0,59973	 -2,17407	 -0,59973	
X	Variable	2	 1,065	 0,37296	 2,855534	 0,015641	 0,244121	 1,88588	 0,244121	 1,88588	
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Appendix	32	Forecasted	Licenses		

 

Total	capacity 2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020 E2021
Desired	Capacity 420	148,00																																			 436	000,00																		 443	916,00																 471	438,00																		 500	667,00																		 500	668,00																		 500	669,00																		
Change	from	previous	years -																																																	 15	852,00																					 7	916,00																					 27	522,00																					 29	229,00																					 31	042,00																					 32	966,00																					
Forecasted	Lincenses E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020 E2021
Norway
Orginated	from	Norway 3170,40 1583,20 5504,40 5845,80 6208,40 6593,20
Number	of	licenses	needed 2,64 1,32 4,59 4,87 5,17 5,49
Price	per	license 55,00 55,00 55,00 55,00 55,00 55,00
Total	cost	increased	in	Norway 145,31 72,56 252,29 267,93 284,55 302,19
Scotland
Increased	orginated	from	Scotland 4755,60 2374,80 8256,60 8768,70 9312,60 9889,80
Number	of	licenses	needed 3,17 1,58 5,50 5,85 6,21 6,59
Price	per	harvested	ton 265,95 265,95 265,95 265,95 265,95 265,95
Total	cost	increased	in	Scotland 1,26 0,63 2,20 2,33 2,48 2,63
Canada
Increased	orginated	from		Canada 4755,60 2374,80 8256,60 8768,70 9312,60 9889,80
Number	of	licenses	needed 2,38 1,19 4,13 4,38 4,66 4,94
Price	per	harvested	ton 15,95 15,95 15,95 15,95 15,95 15,95
Total	increaased	cost	Canada 0,08 0,04 0,13 0,14 0,15 0,16
Chile
Increased	orginated	from		Chile 3170,40 1583,20 5504,40 5845,80 6208,40 6593,20
Number	of	licenses	needed 4,64 2,31 8,05 8,55 9,08 9,64
Price	per	license 4,50 4,50 4,50 4,50 4,50 4,50
Total	increased	cost	Chile 20,86 10,42 36,21 38,46 40,84 43,38
Total	increased	cost 167,51 83,65 290,83 308,86 328,02 348,35
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Appendix	33.	Forecasted	Income	Statement	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 Forecasted	Values	

		 Historical	Values	 Short-term	 Medium	term	 Long	term	

Forecast	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	 E2016	 E2017	 E2018	 E2019	 E2020	 E2021	 E2022	

Total	harvest	volumes	
					
295,68		

					
343,69		

					
392,31		

					
343,00		

					
418,87		

					
420,15		 415,00	 422,50	 437,29	 450,41	 463,92	 475,52	 487,40	

Fresh	price	 40,67	 31	 26	 37	 39	 55	 51,5	 52,3	 49	 46	 44	 39	 39	

Fresh	harvest	volumes	 232,24	 279,69	 332,00	 283,32	 309,79	 313,12	
					
302,95		

					
308,43		

					
319,22		

					
328,80		

					
338,66		

					
347,13		

					
355,81		

VAP	volumes	 63,45	 64,00	 60,31	 59,68	 109,08	 107,03	
					
112,05		

					
114,08		

					
118,07		

					
121,61		

					
125,26		

					
128,39		

					
131,60		

VAP	Price	 66	 108	 114	 142	 117	 95	 96	 94	 98	 102	 105	 112	 112	
Cost	of	material	per	kg	 -26,3	 -24,4	 -24,6	 -29,2	 -32,7	 -37,7	 -38,7	 -35,3	 -33,2	 -30,8	 -27,4	 -27,4	 -27,4	
Revenue	Fresh	salmon	 9444	 8770	 8469	 10424	 11983	 17075	 15602	 16128	 15658	 15125	 14901	 13538	 13876	
Revenue	VAP	 4165	 6896	 6875	 8478	 12740	 10127	 10757	 10723	 11571	 12404	 13152	 14380	 14739	
Corporate/	other	MH	business	 1672	 467	 119	 297	 808	 679	 1054	 1074	 1089	 1101	 1122	 1117	 1145	
Sales	Marine	Harvest	Group	 15281,2	 16132,8	 15463,6	 19199,4	 25531,3	 27880,7	 27413,1	 27924,6	 28317,5	 28630,0	 29175,3	 29034,3	 29760,1	

Cost	of	sales	 		 		 		 		 		 		 -16061	 -14914	 -14518	 -13873	 -12711	 -13029	 -13355	
Gross	profit	 		 		 		 		 		 		 11353	 13010	 13800	 14757	 16464	 16005	 16405	
Restructuring	costs	 		 		 		 		 		 		 -137	 -140	 -142	 -143	 -146	 -145	 -149	
Salary	and	personnel	expenses	 		 		 		 		 		 		 -3838	 -3909	 -3964	 -4008	 -4085	 -4065	 -4166	
Other	operating	expenses	 		 		 		 		 		 		 -3564	 -3630	 -3681	 -3722	 -3793	 -3774	 -3869	
Income/loss	from	associated	
companies	 		 		 		 		 		 		 274	 279	 283	 286	 292	 290	 298	
EBITDA	 		 		 		 		 		 		 4088	 5610	 6295	 7171	 8732	 8311	 8519	

Depreciation	 		 		 		 		 		 		 -1234	 -1257	 -1274	 -1288	 -1313	 -1307	 -1339	
EBIT	 		 		 		 		 		 		 2855	 4354	 5021	 5882	 7420	 7004	 7180	

Tax	on	core	operations	 		 		 		 		 		 		 -771	 -1176	 -1356	 -1588	 -2003	 -1891	 -1938	
NOPAT	 2463	 2208	 324	 2068	 2131	 1889	 2084	 3178	 3665	 4294	 5416	 5113	 5241	

Source: Own creation 
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Appendix	34	Forecasted	Balance	Sheet	

 
Source: Own creation 
 

Balance	sheet 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020 E2021 E2022
Non-current	assets
Licences 5442,5 5577,5 5435,4 6036,1 6514,9 7163,8 7331,3 7415,0 7705,8 8014,6 8342,7 8691,0 9060,3

Deferred	tax	assets 118,6 160,1 73,9 178,8 147,3 110,3 131,5 133,7 129,2 138,5 131,7 129,1 132,4

Other	intangible	assets 132,9 123,1 114,2 188,4 166,5 265 158,0 160,5 160,5 163,2 166,6 171,4 172,9

Property,	plant	and	equipments 3885,1 4167,5 4111,9 6677,2 8257,2 9246,4 9812,8 10356,2 10881,9 11393,6 11880,7 12374,1 12589,3

Investments	in	associated	companies 678,9 624,4 647,3 900,4 978,2 1188,8 1224,5 1261,2 1299,0 1338,0 1378,1 1419,5 1462,1

Other	non-current	assets 2,6 25,8 73,2 8,8 14,5 24,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Total	non-current	assets 10	261						 10	678						 10	456						 13	990						 16	079						 17	999						 18658,1 19326,5 20176,5 21047,9 21899,8 22785,2 23417,0
Current	assets
Inventory 775,8 783 819,7 1751,1 2400,8 2664,5

Biological	assets	 7278,1 6285,2 6207,9 9536,6 10014 10939,6 13434,7 13831,6 13458,6 13025,5 12850,0 11775,2 12069,6

Trade	receivables 1844,9 1914,9 1782 3191,4 3360,2 5466,7

Other	receivables 814,7 609,8 592,7 1086,5 1110,5 0

Total	current	assets 10	714						 9	593								 9	402								 15	566						 16	886						 19	071						 18	475						 18	644						 18	773						 18	876						 19	055						 19	009						 19	247						
Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deffered	tax	liabilities	 2237,9 2351,9 2543,7 3365 3568,9 3759,3

Current	tax	liabilities	 49,7 86,6 26,2 252,6 525,5

Trade	payables	 1450,2 1481,8 1452,5 2232,6 2039,2

Other	current	liabilities	 1	112								 1	180								 1	475								 1	968								 3	112								 5	908								

Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 4	850								 5	101								 5	498								 7	818								 9	246								 9	667								 9	456								 9	456								 9	456								 9	456								 9	456								 9	456								 9	456								
Net	working	capital 5	864								 4	492								 3	905								 7	748								 7	640								 9	404								 9	019								 9	187								 9	316								 9	419								 9	599								 9	552								 9	791								
Invested	capital	without	goodwill 16	124						 15	171						 14	360						 21	737						 23	718						 27	403						 27	677						 28	514						 29	493						 30	467						 31	498						 32	338						 33	208						
Goodwill 2111,6 2146,1 2115,5 2374,9 2416,9 2484,7 2484,7 2484,7 2484,7 2484,7 2484,7 2484,7 2484,7

Invested	capital	with	goodwill 18	236						 17	317						 16	476						 24	112						 26	135						 29	887						 30	162						 30	998						 31	978						 32	952						 33	983						 34	822						 35	693						

Forecasted	Balance	Sheet
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Appendix	35	Capital	Structure	
Capital	
structure	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
Equity	 15	125	 22	055	 9	260	 19	192	 30	306	 42	224	 									58	146		
Debt	 5	056	 5	665	 6	475	 4	787	 7	766	 11	417	 									11	700		
Assets	 20	181	 27	720	 15	734	 23	979	 38	073	 53	641	 									69	846		
Source: Annual reports, Datastream, Own creation 
 
Capital	structure	 2009	 2010	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	
D/V	 25	%	 20	%	 41	%	 20	%	 20	%	 21	%	 17	%	
E/V	 75	%	 80	%	 59	%	 80	%	 80	%	 79	%	 83	%	
Source: Annual reports, Datastream, Own creation 
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Appendix	36	Beta	Regression	Summary	Output	MHG	vs	MSCI	World	

 
Source:, DataStream, Own creation 
 
 

Appendix	37	Beta	Regression	Summary	Output	MHG	vs	MSCI	All	
Country	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,43047495
R	Square 0,18530868
Adjusted	R	Square0,18271413
Standard	Error0,04373002
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,13658142 0,136581416 71,4220538 1,0946E-15
Residual 314 0,6004667 0,001912314
Total 315 0,73704811

CoefficientsStandard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,00227177 0,00246104 0,923093442 0,35666728 -0,00257044 0,00711397 -0,00257044 0,00711397
X	Variable	1 0,97827717 0,1157566 8,451156949 1,0946E-15 0,75052055 1,2060338 0,75052055 1,2060338

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,42265077
R	Square 0,17863367
Adjusted	R	Square 0,17601785
Standard	Error 0,0439088
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,13166161 0,13166161 68,2898366 4,0118E-15
Residual 314 0,605386504 0,00192798
Total 315 0,737048114

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,00249058 0,002470497 1,00812878 0,31416887 -0,00237024 0,0073514 -0,00237024 0,0073514
X	Variable	1 0,95674962 0,115776459 8,26376649 4,0118E-15 0,72895392 1,18454533 0,72895392 1,18454533
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Appendix	38	Beta	Regression	Summary	Output	MHG	vs	MSCI	Europe	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 
 

	

Appendix	38	Beta	Regression	Summary	Output	MHG	vs	OSEBX	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,39058596
R	Square 0,15255739
Adjusted	R	Square0,14985853
Standard	Error0,04460035
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,11244214 0,11244214 56,5265678 5,8533E-13
Residual 314 0,62460597 0,00198919
Total 315 0,73704811

CoefficientsStandard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,00310473 0,00250915 1,23736116 0,21687754 -0,00183215 0,00804161 -0,00183215 0,00804161
X	Variable	1 0,69042228 0,09183083 7,51841524 5,8533E-13 0,50974075 0,87110381 0,50974075 0,87110381

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,48063657
R	Square 0,23101151
Adjusted	R	Square 0,22856251
Standard	Error 0,04248572
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,1702666 0,1702666 94,3286107 1,1383E-19
Residual 314 0,56678151 0,00180504
Total 315 0,73704811

CoefficientsStandard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,00206713 0,00239145 0,86438306 0,38803733 -0,00263816 0,00677242 -0,00263816 0,00677242
X	Variable	1 0,97596602 0,10048772 9,71229173 1,1383E-19 0,77825165 1,1736804 0,77825165 1,1736804
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Appendix	39	Credit	Rating	By	Moody	

 

Factor Sub-factor Moody’s	
weight

Aa A Baa Ba B Caa Ca

Geographic	
Diversification

5	%

Low	sales	
concentration,	
typically<25%;	High	%	of	
sales	to	large,	stable,	
mature	markets	
typically	>85%

Low	sales	concentration,	
typically	<35%;	High	%	of	
sales	to	large,	stable,	
mature	markets	typically	
>75%

Moderate	sales	concentration,	
typically	<50%;	High	%	of	sales	to	
large,	stable,	mature	markets.	

Moderately	high	sales	
concentration,	typically	<75%;	
Moderate	%	of	sales	to	large,	
stable,	mature	markets	arkets,	
typically	
>50%

High	sales	concentration,	
typically	>75%;	Primary	market	
is	large,	stable,	mature	market	
with	secondary	markets	that	
may	include	small,	unstable	or	
emerging	markets

High	sales	
concentration,	typically	
>75%;	Primary	market	is	
small,	unstable	or	
emerging;	

Very	high	sales	
concentration,	typically	
>90%;	Primary	market	is	
small,	unstable	or	emerging.

Segment	
Diversification

5	%

6	or	more	profitable	
core	segments	balanced	
in	terms	of	sales	and	
profitability

4-5	profitable	core	
segments	balanced	in	terms	
of	sales	and	profitability

3	core	segments	balanced	in	terms	
of	sales	and	profitability

2	-	3	segments	that	are	each	
significant	contributors	to	sales	
and	profitability

1	-	2	segments	but	heavy	
reliance	on	1	segment	for	
profitability

1	core	segment	that	
experiences	volatile	
profitability

1	core	segment	that	
experiences	regular	swings	
to	significant	operating	
losses

Product	Portfolio	
Profile

10	%

Substantially	all	value-
added	with	strong	
brands;	high	innovation	
capacity

High	value-added;	some	
solid	brands;	good	
innovation	capacity

Moderate	value-added;	some	solid	
regional	brands;	some	innovation	
capacity;	sensitive	to	consumption	
trends

Moderate	value-added;	low	
brand	strength;	largely	
commoditized;	vulnerable	to	
private	label	or	consumption	
trends

Low	value	added;	mostly	
commodity-like	products;	high	
exposure	to	commodity	cycles,	
new	competition,	or	
consumption	trend

Mostly	commodity	
products;	little	or	no	
value-added	products;	
vulnerable	to	
competition,	
commodity	cycles	or	
consumption	trend

Predominantly	commodity	
products;	little	or	no	value	
added	products;	highly	
vulnerable	to	competition,	
commodity	cycles	or	
consumption	trend

Earnings	Stability

10	%

Operating	profits	are	
very	stable	and	
predictable;	and	
extremely	low	potential	
for	short-term	earnings	
volatility;	

Operating	profits	are	very	
stable	and	predictable;	and	
very	low	potential	for	short-
term	earnings	volatility	due	
to	business	or	commodity	
cycles;

Operating	profits	are	Relatively	
stable	over	long-term;	but	can	vary	
over	short	periods	due	to	business	
or	commodity	cycles;	rational	
industry	supply	discipline

Operating	profits	are	relatively	
predictable	over	long-term;	
but	can	be	volatile	over	short	
periods;	during	downturns	
may	generate	small	quarterly	
operating	losses	followed	by	a	
reliable	recovery;	

Operating	profits	can	be	
volatile	and	unpredictable;	
during	cyclical	downturns	may	
generate	large	quarterly	
operating	losses	usually	
followed	by	equally	strong	
recoveries;	possibly	weak	
industry	supply	discipline;	

Below-average	
operating	efficiency;	
operating	profits	can	be	
volatile	and	
unpredictable;	during	
cyclical	downturns	may	
generate	large	losses	
that	can	be	persistent

Weak	operating	efficiency;	
operating	profits	are	
typically	volatile	and	
unpredictable;	can	generate	
large	losses	that	can	be	
persistent;	weak	industry	
supply	discipline

Financial	Policy Financial	Policy

CFO	/	Net	Debt 10	% >=	55% 40%	to	55% 30%	to	40% 20%	to	30% 10%	to	20% 5%	to	10% <	5%
Debt	/	EBITDA 10	% <	1x 1x	to	2x 2x	to	3x 3x	to	4x 4x	to	6x 6x	to	8x >=	8x
EBITA	/	Interest	
Expense

10	% >=	15x 9x	to	15x 6x	to	9x 3x	to	6x 1x	to	3x 0.5x	to	1x <	0.5x

Debt	/	Book	Capitalization 0,1 <	25% 25%	to	35% 35%	to	45% 45%	to	60% 60%	to	75% 75%	to	90% >=	90%
Credit	rating	 Baa2

Expected	to	have	
financial	policies	that	
create	elevated	risk	of	
debt	restructuring	in	
varied	economic	
environments

Expected	to	have	
financial	policies	that	create	
elevated	risk	of	debt	
restructuring	even	in	
healthy	economic	
environments

Leverage&Coverage	

Business	Position

Sales&	diversification

Expected	to	have	
extremely	conservative	
financial	policies;	very	
stable	metrics;	minimal	
event	risk	that	could	
cause	a	rating	
transition;	public	
commitment	to	very	
strong	credit	profile

Expected	to	have	very	
stable	and	conservative	
financial	policies	that	
preserve	creditor	interests.	
Stable	metrics;	minimal	
event	risk	that	could	cause	a	
rating	transition;	public	
commitment	to	strong	
credit	profile

Expected	to	have	predictable,	stable	
and	conservative	financial	policies	
that	balance	the	interest	of	creditors	
and	shareholders;	some	risk	that	
debt	funded	acquisitions	or	
shareholder	distributions	could	
moderately	weaken	credit	profile

Expected	to	have	predictable	
financial	policies	that	tend	to	
favor	shareholders	over	
creditors;	above	average	
financial	risk	resulting	from	
shareholder	distributions,	
acquisitions	or	other	significant	
capital	structure	changes

Expected	to	have	financial	
policies	that	favor	shareholders	
over	creditors;	high	financial	
risk	resulting	from	shareholder	
distributions,	acquisitions	or	
other	significant	capital	
structure	changes

Expected	to	have	small	
regional	market	share,	
or	be	a	niche	producer	
with	limited	customer	
base

Evolving	or	vulnerable	
market	share	position	due	
to	corporate	restructuring,	
market	or	technology	
disruptions;

15	%

$1-2.5 $0.5-1 <$0.5

Expected	to	have	at	least	#2	
major	regional	market	
positions	in	key	segment

Expected	to	have	a	#3	or	
weaker	regional	market	share;	
a	second	tier	market	
participant

Total	sales	USD	
billions

10	% >=$30 $7.5-15 $2.5-7.5 $1-2.5

5	%

Global	player,	expected	
to	have	#1	global	
market	share	in	all	key	
business	segments	
double	the	share	of	#2	

Global	player,	expected	to	
have	#1	global	market	share	
in	all	key	business	segments	
with	at	least	1.5x	the	share	
of	the	#2	player

Global	player,	expected	to	have	at	
least	#2	global	market	share	in	all	key	
business	segments
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Moody's	Rating	System	
aa		x	<	1.5	
Aa1		1.5	≤	x	<	2.5	
Aa2		2.5	≤	x	<	3.5	
Aa3		3.5	≤	x	<	4.5	
A1		4.5	≤	x	<	5.5	
A2		5.5	≤	x	<	6.5	
A3		6.5	≤	x	<	7.5	
Baa1		7.5	≤	x	<	8.5	
Baa2		8.5	≤	x	<	9.5	
Baa3		9.5	≤	x	<	10.5	
Ba1		10.5	≤	x	<	11.5	
Ba2		11.5	≤	x	<	12.5	
Ba3		12.5	≤	x	<	13.5		
B1		13.5	≤	x	<	14.5	
B2		14.5	≤	x	<	15.5	
B3		15.5	≤	x	<	16.5	
Caa1		16.5	≤	x	<	17.5	
Caa2		17.5	≤	x	<	18.5	
Caa3		18.5	≤	x	<	19.5	
Ca		x	≥	19.5	
 
Source:, Moody’s rating methodology, Global protein and Aquaculture Industry, Own creation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rating Aa A Baa Ba B Caa Ca
Rating	Numerical 3 6 9 12 15 18 20

Factors Weight
Total	sales	USD	billions 10	% 9
Geographic	Diversification 5	% 12
Segment	Diversification 5	% 12
Business	Position 5	% 18
Product	Portfolio	Profile 10	% 9
Earnings	Stability 10	% 9
Financial	Policy 15	% 12
CFO	/	Net	Debt 10	% 9
Debt	/	EBITDA 10	% 15
EBITA	/	Interest	Expense 10	% 12
Debt	/	Book	Capitalization 10	% 20
Sum 12,2
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Appendix	40	Beta	Debt	Regression	Summary	Output	MSCI	Debt	proxy	
vs	MSCI	World	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 
 

Appendix	41	Beta	Debt	Regression	Summary	Output	MSCI	Debt	proxy	
vs	MSCI	All	Country	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 
 
 
 
 

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,595619
R	Square 0,354762
Adjusted	R	Square 0,352707
Standard	Error 0,005904
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,006018 0,006018 172,6423 1,00392E-31
Residual 314 0,010946 3,49E-05
Total 315 0,016964

CoefficientsStandard	Errort	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept -0,00033 0,000332 -0,9856 0,32509 -0,00098119 0,000326256 -0,00098119 0,000326256
X	Variable	1 0,205351 0,015629 13,13934 1E-31 0,174600931 0,23610146 0,174600931 0,23610146

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,618481
R	Square 0,382519
Adjusted	R	Square 0,380553
Standard	Error 0,005776
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,006489 0,006489 194,5177 9,71663E-35
Residual 314 0,010475 3,34E-05
Total 315 0,016964

CoefficientsStandard	Errort	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept -0,00029 0,000325 -0,87959 0,379753 -0,000925196 0,000353538 -0,000925196 0,000353538
X	Variable	1 0,212402 0,015229 13,94696 9,72E-35 0,182437285 0,24236578 0,182437285 0,24236578
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Appendix	42	Beta	Debt	Regression	Summary	Output	MSCI	Debt	proxy	
vs	MSCI	Europe	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 
 

Appendix	43	Beta	Debt	Regression	Summary	Output	MSCI	Debt	proxy	
vs	OSEBX	

 
Source:, Datastream, Own creation 
 
 

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,590028
R	Square 0,348133
Adjusted	R	Square 0,346057
Standard	Error 0,005934
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,005906 0,005906 167,6934 5,04278E-31
Residual 314 0,011058 3,52E-05
Total 315 0,016964

CoefficientsStandard	Errort	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept -0,00015 0,000334 -0,45046 0,652692 -0,000807297 0,00050651 -0,000807297 0,00050651
X	Variable	1 0,158229 0,012219 12,94965 5,04E-31 0,134187726 0,18226973 0,134187726 0,18226973

SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,54896
R	Square 0,301357
Adjusted	R	Square 0,299132
Standard	Error 0,006144
Observations 316

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,005112 0,005112 135,4429 2,87421E-26
Residual 314 0,011852 3,77E-05
Total 315 0,016964

CoefficientsStandard	Errort	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept -0,00034 0,000346 -0,99079 0,322551 -0,001022968 0,000337754 -0,001022968 0,000337754
X	Variable	1 0,169112 0,014531 11,63799 2,87E-26 0,140521113 0,197701936 0,140521113 0,197701936
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